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INTRODUCTORY N OTE
IGOR E. KLYUKANOV

T

his issue of Russian Journal of Communication is what they’d call a no-special-theme
issue. Indeed, it is not dedicated to a famous communication scholar, a controversial concept,
or a momentous, revolutionary event (yet another one). It is dedicated to communication, as
such, communication that escapes any measure or, rather, is its own measure;
communication that simply is — everywhere and “everywhen.” Ethnomethodologists,
conversations with our friends and colleagues, the sunrise and the sunset — they all remind
us that communication is an everyday and “everynight” process.
There really is nothing special about communication — except that it is always
successful. Success here is not to be equated with the so-called mutual understanding or
reaching common ground. Communication, as such, always succeeds, because, like history,
it is one experience succeeding another. For example, people in various cultures create and
interpret signs, and signs, in their turn, create and interpret people; people attempt to bridge
a gap between themselves and their experiences — and, in the process, turn this gap into a
meaningful interval that continues on and on; people move and change places, trying to
adjust to new surroundings; people are affected by “new media” as they form images of one
another.
Communication is always successful because there is something that communication
follows or goes after, calling for our participation and exploration. Communication is our
attempt to explain and understand our experiences, to give them names. And, those
experiences that can’t be named, are perhaps the most common and sacred; we all know,
albeit tacitly, this rupture because words fail us (or we them), and communication is
interrupted precisely when there is still so much to be said. Such experiences are beyond any
current academic denomination — intrapersonal, interpersonal, small group, organizational,
etc. Or, rather, such experiences take the form of the deepest and most invigorating currents
that are common to all. Communication is what we all experience together, what we have
in common — what is special about that?
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LOTMAN’S SEMIOSPHERE, PEIRCE’S
SIGNS, AND C ULTURAL PROCESSES
floyd merrell1

This paper brings Lotman’s semiotic space to bear on Peirce’s concept of the
sign with respect to broad cultural processes. Consideration of cultural
processes in the Peircean mode calls for an extension of Lotman’s pair of terms,
primary and secondary modeling systems, in view of Peirce’s notion of the sign
as triadic. As a consequence of this extension, the premise in this inquiry has it
that: (1) triadic signs within complex cultural processes are interdependent,
interrelated and interactive, (2) triadic signs make up an interconnected,
contradictory complementary convergent whole, which is inconsistent and/or
incomplete, depending upon the cultural context, (3) inconsistency and
incompleteness are of the nature of Peirce’s vagueness and generality
respectively, the first being chiefly of the nature of the category of Firstness and
the second chiefly of the nature of Thirdness, (4) the role of Secondness unfolds
through acts of selection from the possibilities of Firstness, such acts of
selection involving a separation of signs, their semiotic objects and their
interpretants, (5) Thirdness renders signs general, yet generalities are almost
invariably incomplete, given human fallibilism, hence the ‘final sign’ or ‘final
interpretant’ is always out of reach, and (6) fallibilism breeds a tendency,
within broad cultural processes, toward either (a) successive differentiation (or
heterogeny) of signs, or (b) hegemony, dominance and subservience, and
superordination and subordination.
Keywords: categories, generality, heterogeny, homogeny, incompleteness,
inconsistency, vagueness

floyd merrell (author prefers lowercase reference) is professor of Spanish and Semiotics in the Department of
Foreign Languages and Literatures at Purdue University (fmerrell@purdue.edu).
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B

efore there are signs, there is pure possibility; that is, the range of all possible
possibilities. Then signs begin emerging, from Firstness to Secondness to Thirdness.
Firstness is what it is, without any relationship whatsoever with any other. It is selfcontained, self-reflexive, and self-sufficient. Secondness is what it is, insofar as it enters into
relationship with some other, interacting with it in the sense of something here and
something else there, the first something possibly acting as a sign and the second something
acting as the object of the sign. Thirdness is what it is, in the respect that it brings Firstness
and Secondness together by mediating between them, and at the same time it brings itself
into interaction with them in the same way they are brought into interaction with each other
(CP 2.227-390).
We have the categories’ interrelatedness in Figure
1. Notice how these categories are ‘democratic’, since
each one is interrelated with the other two in the same
way they are interrelated with each other. Notice that
the model is not ‘triangular’, but rather, there are three
lines meeting at a point in the form of a ‘tripod’ such
that there cannot be merely a binary relation between
one category and another, for the interrelations between
any two categories are possible solely by means of
interrelations between all three categories. Notice also
that the swirling lines illustrating the processual character of these interrelations essentially
make up a ‘Borromean knot’ (the dotted lines). The Borromean knot exercises a move from
the two-dimensional sheet toward three-dimensionality with the overlapping lines. This is
significant, I would respectfully submit. For, the three lines making up the categorical
interrelations are not simply two-dimensional. They are more properly conceived as the
tripod as seen from either above or below, that, as a result of the swiveling lines of the
Borromean knot, oscillates forward and backward as the lines swirl and gyrate. Thus the
three-dimensionality of ‘semiotic space’, which, along with a temporal dimension, makes
up a nonlinear timespace composite.
If we place Peirce’s tripartite components making
up the sign in their appropriate diagrammatical form, we
will have a ‘tripod’ as depicted in Figure 2. The
representamen—otherwise commonly dubbed a ‘sign’ in
parlance—is self-contained unless and until it comes into
interdependent interaction and interrelation with its
respective semiotic object—the object with which it
interacts. And the interpretant—a composite of the
‘interpretation’ and ‘meaning’ developed through
interdependent, interrelated interaction between the sign
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and some interpreter—mediates the representamen and
semiotic object in the same way that it mediates
between itself and them. If we qualify Peirce’s basic
t r i o o f s i g n t yp e s — i c o n s , i n d i c e s a n d
symbols—according to their proper place in the
‘tripod’, we will have the same ‘tripod’, as depicted in
Figure 3.
In regard to the Peircean notion of categories and
signs, let us briefly turn to Jurij Lotman.

THE NATURE OF THE BIOSEMIOSPHERE
Lotman writes that all signs are ‘immersed in a semiotic space’, and they ‘can only
function by interaction with that space’.1 He calls this combination of signs and semiotic
space the ‘semiosphere’. Lotman has defined ‘semiotic space’ in terms of mythology not as
a ‘sign continuum’, but as a ‘totality of separate objects bearing proper names. It is as if
space had been interrupted by the intervals between objects and thus lacks from our
viewpoint such a basic trait as continuity’ (Lotman 1977b: 237). It is this discontinuous
aspect of ‘semiotic space’ that will be under the spotlight in the pages that follow.
The semiosphere ‘is the result and the condition for the development of culture; we
justify our term by analogy with the biosphere, which includes the totality of all living matter
and also the condition for the continuation of life’ (Lotman 1990: 124-25). Lotman refers to
V. I. Vernadsky, for whom all living organisms are intimately bound to one another and
cannot exist as autonomous entities. The biosphere encompasses everything that happens
within it with respect to interactions between the living organisms of all communities therein
contained. In other words, if we bring Peirce’s categories to bear on Vernadsky’s biosphere
and Lotman’s semiosphere, we have the makings of multiple Peircean Borromean knots of
interrelations that are themselves in perpetual flowing movement in and out of each other
while entering into and breaking from triadic interrelations. In other words, we have what
we might call a triadically flowing biosemiosphere. 2 Lotman usually keeps the terms in
separation, but I include them in one all-encompassing term.
We read from Lotman that what I have dubbed the biosemiosphere is marked by
‘heterogeneity’. This is because the languages that ‘fill up the semiotic space are various, and
they relate to each other along the spectrum which runs from complete mutual translatability
to just as complete mutual untranslatability. Heterogeneity is defined both by the diversity
of elements and by their different functions’. In this sense, if we imagine a model of a
semiotic space where all the languages emerge into existence at one and the same moment,
we ‘still would not have a single coding structure but a set of connected but different
systems’ (Lotman 1990: 125).
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Lotman goes on to write that in order to develop a model, say, of European
Romanticism, we run into problems if we expect to map out homogeneous interrelationships
between various expressions of Romanticism from one area to another and from one time
period to another. There will be differences not of kind, such as there would be between
Romanticism and Neoclassicism, but of degree, of iconic variations or variations of Peirce’s
Firstness emerging into Secondness and Thirdness, such that there can be no mutually
complete translation between one expression of Romanticism and another. This is to say that
the biosemiosphere is in processual development: it is always nonlinearly becoming
something other than what it was previously becoming. Thus the development is
‘assymetrical’ with respect to its heterogeneity. Signs become signs within the
biosemiosphere as it nonlinearly becomes other than what it was in semiospace along
diverging and converging semiotemporal lines.
Given the element of heterogeneity in language, Lotman alludes to literary texts as
‘secondary modeling systems’, the ‘primary modeling system’ being that of language itself,
the medium for literary texts. This ‘dual modeling’ nature of language was by and large
adopted by the Tartu school of semiotics (Lotman and Uspenskij 1984, Nakhimovsky and
Nakhimovsky 1985). However, Thomas Sebeok (1991) convincingly argues that language
is already a ‘secondary modeling system’. Language consists of symbolic
signs—predominantly of Thirdness.
In keeping with Sebeok’s argument, Peirce pointed out at length in his writings that
symbolic signs depend on iconic signs—predominantly of Firstness—and indexical
signs—predominantly of Secondness—in order that they might play out their proper
semiotic role. This is to say that symbolic or linguistic signs contain, within themselves,
iconic and indexical signs. They presuppose iconic and indexical signs functions, and hence
they cannot remain autonomous of their other two partners in Peirce’s signs triad: the trio
of signs—icons, indices and symbols—are interdependent, interrelated, and interactive.

TAKING THE NEXT STEP
In view of Peirce’s triadic concept of signs, I would venture to take an additional step
beyond Sebeok with the suggestion that language is already a ‘tertiary’ rather than a
‘secondary modeling system’. Language depends on a ‘primary modeling
system’—iconicity, insofar as it contains the possibility for interdependent interrelations with
some other—and a ‘secondary modeling system’—indexicality, interaction with the other
forming the necessary process for the emergence of symbolicity, the ‘tertiary modeling
system’, mediating between iconicity and indexicality in the same manner in which it
mediates between itself and them.
What are the implications of this notion? That ‘modeling systems’ also fall in line with
the trio of interdependent, interactive interrelations as illustrated in Figures 1, 2 and 3. So
would literary texts fall into another pigeon hole qualified as ‘quaternary modeling systems’?
Russian Journal of Com m unication, Vol. 1, No. 4 (Fall 2008)
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That might appear as a viable assumption. Then would
the hierarchy continue, including ‘pentadic’, ‘hexadic’,
‘h eptadic’, an d so on , ‘m od eling system s’?
Commensurate with the spirit of Peirce, that might also be
a reasonable conclusion. So much for speculations on
such complexity, however. Let us stick to the first three
‘modeling systems’ for the time being.
Peirce's three sign types engender, and are
engendered by, nine sign types, which can combine to
engender Peirce’s basic decalogue of signs (Table 1). I
will not enter into detail regarding the nature of each of
these sign types according to the examples offered in the
right-hand column. What is of importance at the moment
is the structure of the ten signs given in the left-hand
column. Notice that each sign type is qualified by the
representamen (R), the semiotic object (O) and the
interpretant (I), and that these sign components are qualified by three numerals specifying
the Firstness, Secondness and Thirdness of R, O and I respectfully. It would appear
reasonable to infer that iconicity is the chief feature of signs 1, 2 and 5, given that the object
and interpretant are limited to category Firstness, which is to say that they are at this stage
of the sign’s processual development no more than possibilities—the ‘primary modeling
system’. Indexicality pervades signs 3, 4, 6 and 7, since the object and the interpretant are
chiefly in the process of their development into Secondness, which entails the actualization
of the other of the sign—the ‘secondary modeling system’. Symbolicity becomes
predominant regarding signs 8, 9 and 10, the latter of which represents the culmination of
the sign decalogue, having developed some aspect of Thirdness regarding its representamen,
object and interpretant—the ‘tertiary modeling system’.
What is the importance of the subscripted sign components regarding R-O-I? Notice
that from the simplest sign, R 1O 1I1 to the most complex sign of the decalogue, R 3O 3I3, there
is a general progression. But it isn’t exactly linear. The sequence from the first sign to the
fourth sign is linear, but the fifth sign digresses with respect to the O and the I. Then from
the sixth sign the linear progression resumes up to the tenth sign. Thus the fifth sign plays
a pivotal role, and it is the main actor in the process of signs becoming other signs, as I have
argued in merrell (1995, 1997). This nonlinear aspect of sign development falls in line with
the biosemiosphere’s ‘assymetry’, as mentioned above. Notice also that each of the signs is
categorically distinct from the other nine signs. One would tend to assume, then, that each
of the ten signs is capable of standing alone, that it is virtually autonomous, and that there
is no necessary connection between each sign and any of the others. Not so, however. In
light of the above suggestions, all ten signs remain indelibly interdependent, interrelated and
interactive, depending on the context.
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For example, when an apparently solitary image, sign R 1O 1I1, enters the attention of
an interpreting agent, it becomes the object of some feeling of something on the part of that
agent, and then in a split second the agent sees it as something or other with respect to
something else within a particular context. Which is to say that the sign has already
progressed beyond the Firstness of itself, its possible object, and its possible interpretant. It
is a sign that has passed on into some other sign which is in this moment no more than a
vague form, or sign R 2 O 1 I 1 . Then in another split second the agent recognizes the form as
so-and-so, sign R 2O 2I1, and identifies it as something other, that is so-and-so because it is of
a certain nature and certain characteristics, the transition R 2 O 2 I2 à R 3 O 1 I1 . Now the sign can
pass on to become a pronoun, a common expression, or a name labeling the sign (R 3O 2I1,
R 3 O 2 I2 or R 3O 3I1). Subsequently, the word can pass on and become incorporated into a
sentence (R 3O 3I2) and an argument or text (R 3O 3I3). This ‘passing on’, this process of
relatively simple signs becoming complex signs, can occur in the mere blink of an eye. In
other words, ‘passing on’ can entail: (1) raw sensing, primarily of Firstness, (2) sensing and
perceiving the sign as so-and-so, primarily of Secondness, and (3) conceiving that the sign
as so-and-so because it has been endowed by the semiotic agent with such-and-such a set of
characteristics, primarily of Thirdness.
Sensing, sensing as, and perceiving and conceiving that, Firstness, Secondness and
Thirdness, or sign, object and interpretant, one might wish to assume, involve three
perceptual and conceptual acts separated by distinct lines of demarcation. Not so, once again.
The process is just that: process. It takes place in what would seem to be a flash, and, given
the semiotic agent’s persistence of feeling and sensation, it is taken in as if it was processual,
and for all intent and purposes it is processual. In other words, according to persistence of
sensation, perception and conception appear to the semiotic agent as a process. And when
perception and conceptual are the result of ‘habits of mind’ (Boler 1964), they do what they
do, and the semiotic agent is often taken along for the ride, whether she knows it or not and
whether she likes it or not (see relevant work by Goodman 1978, Hanson 1958, 1969). This
is the way of implicit or ‘tacit knowing’, which need not be entirely conscious, and which
invariably plays a role in the semiotic agent’s feeling, sensing, perceiving and conceiving
(Polanyi 1958).

THE NEXT STEP QUALIFIED
In order to give fuller account of the importance of ‘tacit knowing’ and ‘habits of
mind’, consider Peirce’s often overlooked notion of sign ‘degeneracy’.
Just as signs become other signs of increasing complexity, from icons to indices to
symbols, and from words to sentences to texts, so also signs can become ‘degenerate’ in
terms of decreasing complexity. By ‘degenerate’, Peirce meant the mathematical use of the
term, and it has nothing to do with the ordinary implications of the word as ‘deteriorated’,
‘decayed’, ‘corrupted’, or ‘perverted’. ‘Degenerate’ signs involve the process of signs going
Russian Journal of Com m unication, Vol. 1, No. 4 (Fall 2008)
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from greater complexity to lesser complexity or relative simplicity. This can occur as signs
made and taken by semiotic agents, whether human or some other form of sign making and
taking organism, become ‘habituated’, that is, ‘sedimented’ and ‘entrenched’, through
repeated use such that they are made and taken ‘tacitly’ as if they were signs of greater
complexity.
But they are not. The complexity is only
implied; it is tacit, embedded, sedimented, entrenched.
Through ‘implied complexity’, ‘McDonald’s’ as a
symbol is tacitly assumed in an iconic sign, the image
of the franchise’s Golden Arches, and in the indexical
function of the image’s interaction with the building
housing the product. The sign, when fleshed out, is
symbolic, but the symbol and its accompanying index
remain embedded within the image as a relatively
simple ‘degenerate’ sign carrying a hidden satchel of
complexity.
Diagrammatically, schematically, and topologically put, sign ‘degeneracy’ can be
illustrated thusly: just as a point, by multiplying itself an infinite number of times in linear
succession, can become a line, so also a line can become a plane, a plane a solid, and a solid
a hypersolid. In other words, it is a matter of zero-dimensionality becoming onedimensionality, one becoming two, two becoming three, and three becoming fourdimensionality, as in Figure 4. De-engenderment, or degeneracy, then, would reverse the
process. In this respect, just as a point has the potentiality to become a line, a line a plane,
a plane a solid, and a solid a hypersolid, so also dimensionalities can, topologically speaking,
be compacted or compressed to a point.
Put yet another way in terms of Figure 5, ‘degenerate’ implies that symbolic signs are
made and taken as if they were signs of indexicality or iconicity. A symbolic sign having
become sedimented to the first level of degeneracy is tantamount to an indexical sign, and
a symbolic sign having become sedimented to the second level of degeneracy is tantamount
to an iconic sign (Peirce CP 2.246-72). First level mediation takes signs from Firstness to
Secondness, iconicity to indexicality, and from feeling-sensitivity to sensation-perception,
and second level mediation takes signs
from S econ d n ess to Thirdness,
indexicality to symbolicity, and
sensation-perception to conceptionarticulation. Degeneracy, then, would
reverse the arrows, from Thirdness to
Firstness.
A more practical illustration
would seem to be in order.
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THE CUBOLATOR
Playing around with dimensionalities inevitably takes one’s mind to the realm of
cubist art. What is it that the cubist is doing? In essence, presenting a three-dimensional
object on a two-dimensional plane from varying perspectives of the three-dimensional object
as if the artist were looking at the object now from the front, now from the back, now from
one side or the other, now from an upper angle, now from a lower angle, and so on (for
further, Shlain 1991, merrell 2007).
Of course during the process of mentally or physically walking around the object in
order to attain a diversity of perspectival grasps, the artist is required a series of time lapses.
But where is time in the finished painting? It’s there, in an instant, crystallized, as in the
hypersolid of figure 4. This is metaphorically tantamount to the point becoming a line and
the line a plane and so on during successive increments of time, and then it’s all there all at
once, in the four-dimensional hypersolid. The hypersolid, then, is a visual metaphor
comparable to what we see when we gaze at a work by Pablo Picasso.
A simplified illustration of the cubist method is available by considering a Necker
cube from its two possible incarnations, then blending them, as in Figure 6, where the letters,
R, O and I, or ‘Representamen’ (sign), ‘Object’ and
‘Interpretant’ are superimposed in order to give the
impression of their being so sensed, perceived, conceived
and interpreted in all their variations in an instant.3 It is as
if one were viewing the sign from one angle within one
context and interpreting it, then viewing it from another
angle and context and interpreting it as differentiated with
respect to what it was. Within the blended cubes, what we
have is a combination of all possible interpretations. Figure
6, in this respect, suggests that within the lowermost image,
we have the Firstness or possibility of the two
interpretations of the ambiguous image, within the middle images we have an actualization,
as Secondness, of the alternative ambiguous interpretations, and in the uppermost image we
have the two interpretations combined a potentially revealing, as Thirdness, the cubes’
ambiguity.

CUBOTOLOGY-DEGENERATOLOGY AND THE PEIRCEAN SIGN
What does this ‘cubotological’ talk have to do with degeneracy? Much, I would
suggest. The standard Saussurean concept of the sign, derived from Ferdinand de Saussure’s
theory of language, and especially the practice of Saussure-inspired ‘structuralism’, is
indelibly binary in nature; that is, it holds true to bivalent logic. It allows a choice between
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one alternative and another: truth or falsity, good or bad, male or female, black or white, and
so on.
What I attempt coming to grips with in this essay is an a ‘logic’ for processing cultural
meaning consisting of basically three values, namely: (1) imaginary (giving rise to viable
new possibilities that can emerge and take their respective place in our perceived and
conceived world in terms of how we distinguish it into our familiar bivalently ordered eithers
and ors—chiefly of the nature of Firstness), (2) either one alternative or the other
one—tantamount to bivalent logic chiefly from within the sphere of Secondness, and (3)
emergent and at the outset often virtually nonsensical (that is,
within our given timespace context, but within some other
possible context, what emerged and appeared nonsensical could
become a viable and meaningful alternative to our mode of
sensing, perceiving and conceiving signs—chiefly of the nature
of Thirdness). In another manner of putting these three values in
view of Figure 7: (1) the lower level depicts viable possibilities
(Firstness) emerging from the virtually infinite range of all
possible possibilities (or 0), (2) a pair of these possibilities can
be actualized or realized as either the one or the other
(Secondness), each within a separate temporal moment, and (3)
these actualities can be given composite interpretative
implication as a potentiality (Thirdness) within its respective
context.
But when everything is taken into consideration is this not reducible to just another
form of bivalency? Well, in a certain sense, yes. The Necker cube is doubly ambiguous, for
sure. But all one need do is contemplate a Picasso painting and one will become aware of the
multiply ambiguous nature of the work, and by extension, of the physical world, of mental
worlds, and of semiosis.
So, how can this be given an ‘alternative logical’ formulation? Consider the following.

THE NONDUAL, CONTRADICTORY COMPLEMENTARY LATTICE
INTRALINGUISTIC PRACTICES
Figure 7 entices us with the notion of the range of all possible possibilities, 0, a first
level representamen or sign, R 1 , its respective semiotic object, O 1 , and mediation, M 1 giving
rise to the emergence of an interpretant, or interpretation, I1. At the second level we have the
doubly mediated offspring of the first level in R 2, O 2 and M 2-I2. At the uppermost point of
the lattice we have S (counterpart to the upper level of Figure 6), which is a contradictory
complementary convergent fusion, a hybrid or alloy, of ROI, which includes everything in
the lattice that has been engendered from the lowermost point, 0.
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What is going on here? There is no direct path from M 1-I1 to M 2-I2, from O 1 to O 2, or
from first level mediation to second level mediation. So how can it be that everything is
inter-dependent, inter-related and inter-active, according to the premises I’ve put forth in
this essay? The paucity of direct, linear pathways is precisely of the nature of the nonlinear,
context-dependent lattice. 4 We cannot go directly from any one of the first level sign
components to its counterpart at the second level because there is no classical linearity.
Everything is inter-connected, but through mediation by way of contradictory
complementary convergence. Now what do I mean by that?
I mean that the lattice is not exclusively bivalently ordered but ordered by an
‘alternative logic’. This alternative is defined by the following processes— and I write
‘processes’, because what is becoming by virtue of the lattice is always becoming something
other than what it was previously becoming. That is to say, everything is incessantly
changing; nothing is fixed. The lattice operates in terms of a departure from Boolean
principles according to the following:
1.

R1 x O1 = 0
O2 x R 2 = M 1-I1
M 1-I1 x O 1 = 0
M 2-I2 x R 2 = 0

(In other words, the ‘disjunction’, or product of any two signs within the lattice calls
for a move downward until a common point is reached. The ultimate product, or the range
of all possible possibilities, 0, entails inclusion of everything that might emerge from within
an unlimited range of timespace contexts; it includes both ‘this’ as possibility … and ‘that’
… and ‘that’ … n.)
2.

R 1 + O 1 = M 2-I2
O2 + R2 = S
M 1-I1 + O 1 = S
M 2-I2 + R 2 = S

(In other words, the convergence, ‘conjunction’, or sum of any two signs within the
lattice calls for a move upward, and movement upward creates more inclusive contexts.5
Thus, converging signs entail alternate contexts capable of including the range of all signs
involved; such contexts embody neither ‘this’ previously existing context … nor ‘that’ one
… nor ‘that’ one … n, but something else.)
Let us proceed with the observation that 0 is the range of all possible possibilities, and
S is the contradictory complementary convergence of all disjunctive or common elements
between the terms of the lattice. Notice that: (1) the uppermost level of the lattice is nothing
without the lowermost level, which allows for the emergence of actual signs from within the
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range of all possible possibilities, (2) inter-dependency regarding the uppermost level and
the lowermost level is impossible without inter-action at the middle levels, and (3) the
middle levels give rise to the possibility of emerging inter-relations regarding the annealed,
hybrid elements making up the uppermost level.
Notice also, in this light, that: (1) R, O and I are no longer separate elements, but
rather, they have merged or converged into one another to yield a hybrid or alloyed
signifying process, (2) R, O and I at all levels of the lattice can be of the same language,
which is to say that each sign within a given language, during successive instantiations of
its use within different contexts, is always becoming something other than what it was
becoming in the previous instant, which is to say that intralinguistic translation is germane
to everyday language use, and (3) R, O and I can be interlinguistic or intersemiotic, or a
mixture thereof, but in whichever case there can be no translation without inter-dependent,
inter-related inter-action of iconicity and indexicality as well as symbolicity; in other words,
no translation can be exclusively linguistic (symbolic).
The process of signs becoming something other than what they were becoming might
seem contradictory in nature, since R (the sign), is what O (the semiotic object) is not, and
both R and O are what I (the interpretant) is not. However, the contradiction is the
appearance that hides the underlying convergent nature of the semiotic process, whose
processual character is actually that of complementarity.6 There is complementarity in the
semiotic process, since, as intimated repeatedly in the above paragraphs, R, O, and I are
thoroughly interdependent, interrelated and interactive, such that there is a tinge of O and
I in R, of R and I in O, and of O and R in I.7
With the lattice in mind, let us turn to interlinguistic and intersemiotic transformations
during sign translation.

CONTRADICTORY COMPLEMENTARY CONVERGENCE
VIEWED THROUGH CULTURAL PROCESSES
Interlinguistic translation always includes some form of intersemiotic translation
Let us first consider the metaphorization process. We begin with an image (iconicity,
Firstness), which is then interrelated interactively with a particular object it motivates in the
physical world and/or the mind (indexicality, Secondness), and then a word is evoked
(symbolicity, Thirdness). This makes up the first tripartite tier of the Figure 8 lattice.
The second tier incorporates the process of metaphorization wherein the original image
is endowed with a particular subspecies of the sign in question, which is then figuratively
interrelated and interacted with something the first tier sign, object and interpretant are not,
to yield the metaphorical equation at the lattice’s uppermost level: ‘Winston Churchill (is a
bulldog)’. The man is not the animal, but the man evinces some aspect or other of what the
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animal is, hence the metaphorical homology. Tier one
entails literal interpretation and tier two figurative
interpretation; mediation one gives the customary
symbol or word while mediation two entails the creation
of a variation of the image, the interconnection and the
metaphor from 0, the range of all possible possibilities
within an indefinite number of possible contexts. The
final symbolic evocation, ‘Winston Churchill (is a
bulldog)’, contains neither Winston Churchill as
ordinarily perceived and conceived nor a bulldog as
ordinarily perceived and conceived; rather, it contains
our now familiar fused, blended, hybrid mix, a
contradictory complementary convergence of signs,
objects, and interpretations in a slightly to radically distinct manner.
Let us try another figurative device: a portmanteau word. At tier one of Figure 9 we
have (1) the sign-word, ‘chocolate’, (2) the object, which is ordinarily what ‘chocolate’ is
not, ‘alcohol’, and (3) the first mediation, mediation 1. The format for this lattice is somewhat
at variance with that of the Figure 8 lattice since we begin with sign-words, or symbols,
rather than images. At tier two we have one of the consequences of alcohol when consumed
by humans, consumption acting as the mediator between alcohol and chocolate at Mediaton 2 .
Mediation 3 (= S), at the lattice’s apex, gives us the contradictory complementary converging
blend, ‘chocoholic’, a portmanteau word. I would respectfully submit that by this procedure
it is possible to give a diagrammatic illustration of any and all rhetorical devices.
At this juncture I should reiterate the assumptions I put forth at the outset of this essay,
namely, all signs, in the Peircean sense, involve
translation: (1) of signs of the same language within
different contexts, (2) of signs from one language to
another language, and (3) of signs of distinct semiotic
types. And yet, translation of the first and second sort
is embraced by intersemiotic translation of the third sort
given that, as suggested above, all intralinguistic and
interlinguistic translation involves iconicity and
indexicality as well as symbolicity. In other words, all
intralinguistic and interlinguistic translation involves
signs as pre-linguistic images, diagrams and metaphors,
whether visual, auditory, tactile, olfactory or gustatory
(second degree degeneracy), and signs in interrelated
interactivity with respect to their objects (first degree degeneracy).
The very notion of degeneracy is in this manner germane to the process of signs
incessantly becoming something other than what they were becoming, that is, to the process
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of sign translation. As a further example of degeneracy, if one alludes to one of the four
appendages holding up the nearest table as ‘leg’, one is using a doubly generate sign. One
uses the image (Firstness, icon, image) of a ‘leg’, and the function of the appendage
(Secondness, index, connection) in one’s allusion to the ‘leg’ (Thirdness, symbol, word).
And one comes forth with the verbal evocation, ‘table leg’, as if the ‘dead metaphor’, along
with its iconic and indexical nature, were a word used in literal fashion. But it is not. Use of
the word ‘leg’ involves implicit, tacit, sedimented imagery or iconicity, and indexicality or
allusion, in addition to symbolic articulation: a ‘habit of mind’.

INTERLINGUISTIC-INTERSEMIOTIC TRANSLATION:
BRAZIL, THE FOOTBALL COUNTRY
Now comes the moment to begin pondering over the intricacies of interlinguistic
translation through illustration of the actual complexity involved in what might at the outset
appear as a simple one-to-one correspondence between a word from one language and its
sibling from another language: ‘futebol’ (in Portuguese, of the specifically Brazilian variety)
and ‘soccer’ (in English).
What should be apparently simpler than translating ‘futebol’ into ‘soccer’? The game
is obviously the same: rules, number of players, strategies on the playing field, screaming
fans in the stands, and so on. As the saying goes by those apparent onlookers who are not
true-blood fans, if you’ve seen one game you’ve seen them all. Yes, quite obviously,
translation of ‘soccer’ within an English language context is ‘futebol’ within a Portuguese
language context. Case closed.
But not so fast. The apparently obvious conceals fluctuating, scintillating, effervescent
sign processes incessantly becoming something other than what they were becoming.
Anthropologist António Risério (2007) presents the convincing case that Brazilian ‘futebol’
is unique within the Brazilian cultural milieu. It is not just ‘soccer’, nor is it the name of the
game in any other of the world’s languages. It is thoroughly Brazilian. Originally from
England and transported to Brazilian soil by upper middle and upper class Brazilians
obsessed with ‘macaqueando’ (‘parroting’, ‘imitating’) things foreign, ‘futebol’ was initially
embraced as the product of an ‘advanced society’ that would surely render Brazil ‘more
respectable’ in the eyes of foreigners. And so ‘futebol’ became one of the chief sources of
Brazil’s emerging national identity.
But is ‘futebol’ really ‘soccer’ as it is ordinarily conceived outside Brazil? Risério’s
argument suggests a negative response. Candomblé and other Brazilian hybrid contradictory
complementary convergent Afro-Brazilian religions, along with Capoeira, an Afro-Brazilian
form of fighting-playing-singing-dancing which is a hybrid blend in its own right, and
Samba, an equally blended form of song and dance for which Brazil has become famous,
compose a set of repositories for identity making within the country’s cultural flux and flow.
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Futebol-Candomblé-Capoeira-Samba: like the sign components discussed above, together
they converge and blend into one meaningful whole. If separated, they suffer a loss of
meaning and their absence threatens to severely diminish the meaning of the whole. United
they stand tall, divided they fall. United, they reveal Brazil’s rich ‘mestiço’ (‘variegatedly
mixed’, ‘fused’, ‘hybrid’) culture, a mind-boggling fusion and confusion of races and
ethnicities and linguistic variations and cultural practices. Separate any one of the cultural
tendencies from the whole, and Brazil is no longer what it was. Futebol-CandombléCapoeira-Samba is interdependent, interrelated, and interactive to the core.8
But once more, what has this to do with the lattice as developed above? It provides
further demonstration of the radically nonlinear, multivalent, flowing and fluctuating nature
of cultural processes in general.
Figure 10 affords an expanded
version of the lattice to illustrate how
‘futebol’ cannot be considered in
isolation, and much less translated as
a context-free word. ‘Futebol’ is part
of Brazil’s rich cultural heritage, and
as such it is certainly not the same as
‘futebol’ in England, Germany, Italy,
France, Spain, or wherever. It is
Brazilian and B razilian alone.
Consequently, translation of ‘futebol’
into the English language as ‘soccer’
simply doesn’t do the trick. If one strives to offer a precise translation, one would be
compelled to incorporate the convergent phrase, ‘Futebol-Candomblé-Capoeira-Samba’, into
some sort of English counterpart to ‘SamCapCanFut’ (that is, a counterpart to the uppermost
point in Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10). But how, really, can we understand Brazilian ‘futebol’ if
there is no Capoeira, Candomblé or Samba, Brazilian style, in any English speaking
country? 9
Of course, Brazil has influenced cultures the world over. Capoeira schools abound in
the Americas, Europe, Asia and Africa. Candomblé and other Afro-Brazilian hybrids are
practiced in many areas of the globe. And who isn’t familiar with Samba and Brazilian
Carnaval? But knowing a few detached bits of information about each of these cultural
practices is not enough, for there is no collusion of all these cultural tendencies into one,
Brazilian style. So to remain true to the cherished idea of translation, in order to attain
maximum precision (clear and distinct translation as the ideal), one must resort to vagueness
(ambiguity as the actual consequence).
Strange as it might seem, in light of the notion of contradictory complementary
convergence as presented, we might be reminded of Niels Bohr’s ‘Complementarity
Principle’ and Werner Heisenberg’s ‘Uncertainty Principle’ in their interpretation of
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quantum theory according to which a particular manifestation of a quantum event (as ‘wave
amplitude’) can be precisely described, but when that manifestation is combined with the
event’s other manifestation (as ‘particle’), uncertainty pervades. And we are now at the crux
of the issue at hand. The lattice presented in previous sections is none other than a variation
of what is termed ‘quantum logic’, which was invented by John von Neumann in an attempt
to come to grips with the nonclassical (hence nonbivalent) nature quantum phenomena
(Suppes 1971).
Time and space limitations do not allow for expatiation on his topic.10 However, I
would ask you to notice that if we connect Fut2 to Sam 1 and Sam 2 to Fut1 , and Can 2 to Cap 1
and Cap 2 to Can 1 in Figure 10, we will have a strange juxtaposed image of two Necker cubes.
This is not mere coincidence. The juxtaposed image presents an
alteration of what is termed a ‘Tessaract’, as depicted in Figure 11.
The ‘Tessaract’ is an alternate method for patterning four
dimensionality on a two-dimensional plane. The ‘hypersolid’ in
Figure 12 is another alternate manifestation of four-dimensionality.
Notice also that if you rotate the ‘Tessaract’ of Figure 11 ninety
degrees, and stretch it out horizontally, you will end up with an image
comparable to the ‘hypersolid’ portrayed in Figure 12.
Whereas the generation of one-, two-, and three-dimensionality from an original point
requires an increment of time, the ‘Tessaract’, like the point, exists atemporally. In other
words, metaphorically speaking, and commensurate with contemporary physics, the fourdimensional timespace continuum contains three
dimensions of space and one-dimensional time
compacted into an instant: a timespace singularity. The
importance of this act of mental gymnastics is to
suggest that the lattice doesn’t model ‘reality’ or
‘objective semiotic reality’, but rather, it is the result of
a visual attempt to explain semiotic flux and flow
within broad cultural practices.11
In sum, we have three general types of interdependent, interrelated interaction and
translations within and among them: (1) intralinguistic, (2) interlinguistic, and (3)
intersemiotic. All three types incorporate signs: (1) chiefly, though not exclusively, of
Firstness (icons), (2) chiefly, though not exclusively, of Secondness (indices), and (3)
chiefly, though not exclusively, of Thirdness (symbols). These are the three domains making
up Lotman’s general semiosphere. By extension, we have, then, our three ‘modeling
systems’: (1) Primary, by and large of signification by way of Firstness, (2) Secondary, by
and large of signification by way of Secondness, and (3) Tertiary, by and large of
signification by way of Thirdness.
So, what about Lotman’s artistic texts as ‘secondary modeling systems’, and Sebeok’s
critique of Lotman armed with the assertion that language is already a ‘secondary modeling
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system’? It would appear reasonable to assume that rhetorical, figurative, and imaginary and
illusory language use of the sort found in literary texts and elsewhere, mediates,
complements, and enhances all three modeling systems herein enumerated.
Would it be prudent, therefore, to assume literary texts belong to a ‘quaternary
modeling system’, as tentatively suggested above? Perhaps. However, literary language,
mediates, complements, and enhances the stylistic and rhetorical devices already present in
language as possibilities. In this sense, all forms of creative and figurative language use
would also be expected to fall in line with such a ‘quaternary system’, which would include
poetic and literary devises as a subset.
In order to illustrate this point, let us revisit Lotman’s pair of terms homogeneityheterogeneity.

THE BIOSEMIOSPHERE COMPLEXIFIED
In Figure 13, notice that I have used the terms
‘heterogeny’ and ‘homogeny’ in place of
‘heterogeneity’ and ‘homogeneity’. I do so, above
all, in order to set these two terms off from
‘hierogeny’, or ‘hegemony’, the Gramscian term
having to do with conflict and negotiation between
social groups and ideologies. ‘Hegemony’ bears
most particularly on a struggle of opposites. 12 This is
chiefly the domain of Peirce’s Secondness. If
‘hegem on y’ p h ases largely in to category
Secondness, then ‘heterogeny’ phases into Thirdness
and ‘homogeny’ into Firstness.13
How so? In order to qualify myself, I should
further qualify Peirce’s concept of the sign. A sign is
something that interrelates with something for someone in some respect or capacity. The first
something, as illustrated in Figure 2, is the representamen, the second something is the
sign’s object, and someone, some semiotic agent, must be around to make or take the sign
in order that it may develop as a genuine sign in some respect or capacity— the role of the
interpretant. If there is no maker or taker, the sign is no more than possibly genuine. It lacks
the Thirdness of the representamen, the object, and/or the interpretant. The representamen
provides initial Firstness, the representamen’s object, its other, introduces Secondness, and
the interpretant provides the first stage of Thirdness. A sign that is similar to its object is an
Icon (for example, a portrait). A sign with some natural or necessary connection to its object
is an Index (a mercury column indicating temperature). A sign whose interrelation with its
object is by way of social convention is a Symbol (the word ‘book’ as a sign of the physical
entity, book).
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Notice, in this regard, the relative positions of Firstness-Secondness-Thirdness and
iconicity-indexicality-symbolicity in Figures 1 and 3, and homogeny-‘hierogeny’heterogeny, among other terms, in Figure 13. Firstness takes on the characteristic of the sign,
or representamen. The Firstness of the sign involves our world of feelings and sensations
before there is any conscious awareness of some other, something other ‘out there’ and other
than the experiencing subject. Since Firstness is inextricably vague by nature, there is
invariably a tinge of ambiguity, and as a consequence some form of inconsistency.
Secondness plays the role of the object of the representamen—its other, the object with
which it interdependently interrelates. This is the world of our culture-dependent and
context-dependent classificatory schemes, with which we qualify and quantify the
particularities of our everyday living, chiefly in terms of bivalence in accord with classical
logical Principles of Identity, Non-Contradiction and Excluded-Middle. ‘Socio-cultural
necessity’ constitutes the makings of the sign’s Thirdness, the interpretant, the other of the
other. Thirdness thus sets the stage for generalities, though, in our finite fallible world, any
and all generalities are subject to incompleteness (we must keep in mind, of course, that the
thin, permeable membrane between these terms is hardly more than the dynamic frontier
delineating a small, temporary whirlpool from the entire semiosic movement from within
which it arose).14
Now, consider the sign and the semiotic maker and taker or the subject as also a sign
to be (1) in a swimming embrace with all its possible others as a matter of contingent
happenings; (2) in apparent opposition to some actualized other as a matter of intransigent
combat, dynamic struggle, rough-and-tumble agonistics; and (3) in intermediate,
interdependent interrelation with its other other as a matter of dialogic exchange,
renegotiation, and at times of happy consensus. Consider, in addition, the more general
picture in Figure 13 in light of Figures 1 through 3, which includes (1) homogeny, (2)
hierogeny, and (3) heterogeny. Homo- in Figure 13 qualifies the sphere of Firstness in Figure
2 as a blending of complementary contradictories into a harmonious package in terms of
sheer possibilities without any pair of opposite terms having emerged to begin their mortal
combat. Hetero- qualifies the sphere of Thirdness as sets of actualized terms that have either
become bored or exhausted as a result of their incessant warfare and are now beginning a
potential reconciliation of their differences. The suffix, -geny, indicates a manner of
emergence, origin, organic becoming, from 0 to the tiers in Figures 7-10 without reaching
the stage of already having become.
All this might appear as a trivial taxonomic game. So I really must more adequately
specify what I have briefly mapped out before going on. But first, if I may be so allowed, I
would like to indulge a bit more by illustrating the Peircean importance of my scheme.
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SEMIOSIS TAKING ITS LEAVE OF CLASSICAL LOGICAL PRINCIPLES
If we consider a standard, entrenched practice, ‘A,’ dictated by those who rule as a
code to be honored, come what may, we have Peirce’s subject who places credibility in
anything handed down by authority (as briefly described in his paper on ‘fixing of belief’).15
Peirce’s anti-Cartesian posture discards knowledge by way of authority, or the tradition, as
providing no guarantee whatsoever that it will put us on the straight and narrow path toward
knowing. If we unquestioningly accept what has been handed down by authority, and we
assume our customary practices have their origin on the basis of those who have been, are,
and will be in authority, whether in the hallowed halls of academic, the halls of legislature,
or the workplace, then we will strive to follow this knowledge-by-authority to the letter, no
questions asked. In other words, our behavior will evince ‘hegemonic’ affirmation.
In contrast to ‘A’, that we would tend to follow rather blindly, we might engage in our
own private rebellion by denying our standard practice based on authority. This is
tantamount to saying: ‘Not-A’. It is ‘hegemonic’ denial. We may now be exercising Peirce’s
tenacity, the method of the rebellious upstart who goes her own way without any regard for
authority or the helpful suggestions of anyone else in her community. This posture, for
obvious reasons, will rarely lead to any legitimate answers, since our own idiosyncratic ways
have little chance of becoming general community practice, hence we remain isolated, and
we are usually ostracized in one form or another. On the other hand, if we take on
unwarranted self-importance we may go so far as to espouse the Cartesian a priori method
of introspection like some privileged individual who spreads the word about his having
plumbed the depths of his consciousness, survived, and returned with the founding block of
knowledge in hand. Peirce’s anti-Cartesianism simply will not let this concept fly, however.
There is no knowing, ultimately knowing, who is to be trusted and who not. Why should we
blindly trust anyone and abide by his counsel without question and without enjoying the
opportunity for a good counterargument?
In contrast to these three methods of knowing, Peirce’s prescribed road to the best of
all possible worlds of knowing rests in amicable conversation, banter, debate, kibitzing, and
even agonistics when it becomes necessary. This is the dialogical way toward knowing. It
entails neither necessarily ‘A’ nor necessarily ‘Not-A’, neither one posture nor another, but
something else, something new, some ‘heterogenic’ practice that has emerged from the
erstwhile excluded-middle between ‘A’ and ‘Not-A’. This ‘something else’ is what emerges
within the community out of dialogic give-and-take. During the dialogue, what is accepted
becomes caught between the horns of some dilemma or other, and something must give. But
upon giving, something else often manages to emerge, which is then put to the dialogical or
practical test, and hopefully some general opinion will ensue. And where did this ‘something
else, something new’ come from? From the range of possibilities, within Firstness, or the
sphere of ‘homogeny’, from which all the ‘heterogenic’ alternatives between ‘A’ and ‘NotA’ can emerge.
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Now, I would invite you to take a wild flight of the imagination with me, a sort of
‘thought-experiment’, if you will. Thought experiments can at the outset be considered either
consistent or inconsistent, depending on the reigning theory, the perceptual and conceptual
mode of the audience concerned, and the general temper of the times. According to an
Aristotle-style thought experiment, a quarter should fall faster than a dime since it is heavier.
Fine. The common sense of Aristotle’s time would in all likelihood tell most respectable
citizens so much. So what if we attach a dime to a quarter by a fine thread using superglue,
and then we drop them, along with a solitary quarter, from some rooftop. Will the attached
coins fall faster than the solitary quarter since they make up a heavier package? The true-blue
Aristotelian runs into a dilemma here. On the one hand, since the unattached dime should
fall more slowly than the quarter, when the two are connected, the dime should act as a drag
on its partner and slow its ordinary progress down somewhat. So the combination of the two
coins should fall slower than the isolated quarter. But they don’t. On the other hand, the
combined pair of objects is actually heavier than the quarter, so they should fall faster. But
they don’t.
Needless to say, Galileo demolished the Aristotelian theory of falling bodies with an
alternative series of untested thought experiments (of course it is doubtful he ever actually
carried out that legendary experiment from the top of the Tower of Piza). As a consequence
of Galileo’s work, and after prolonged dialogic interaction between individuals within
Peirce’s scientific community, in our day we believe we have a relatively consistent theory,
unlike those naive Greeks. So far, so good. An inconsistent theory was properly discarded
and replaced by a more logically and rationally respectable alternative, and sober-minds
managed to prevail. In another way of putting the matter, Galileo said ‘No!’ to authority, to
‘A’. He said: ‘Not-A!’ But this was not his own private war against Aristotle: his method
was not that of tenacity, nor was it the product of sheer introspection. He proceeded to go
about finding an alternative between the ‘A’ and the ‘Not-A’. After Galileo’s and others’
arguments came to fruition, finally, the Peircean sense of a scientific community embraced
Galilean physics. Eventually, something other, something new, emerged from the semiosic
soup of possibilities, Firstness, ‘homogeny’, and the entire scientific edifice become
increasingly more ‘heterogenous’ rather than merely Manicheistic, dualistic, and ‘hierogenic’
or ‘hegemonic’ (take another look at Figure 13 regarding this process).
Another example. In our century, physics in the form of quantum theory, especially
when carrying the labels of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle and Bohr’s complementary,
became brazenly, and apparently without remorse or regrets, ambiguous, and even
inconsistent, depending upon the perspective (Smith 1995). At a given moment is a quantum
‘event’ a ‘particle’ or is it a ‘wave’? To put the matter quite baldly, the only possible
responses to such questions is ‘Yes, but no’, ‘No, but yes’, ‘Yes and no’, and ‘Neither yes
nor no’. This is perplexing, to say the least. In Galileo’s ‘dialogue’, Simplicio the
Aristotelian disrespectfully asks Salviati: ‘So you have not made a hundred tests, or even
one? And yet you so freely declare it to be certain?’ Salviati responds: ‘Without experiment,
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I am sure that the effect will happen as I tell you, because it must happen that way’ (Galileo
1967: 145; in Brown 1991: 2-3).
This recalls Einstein’s remark regarding physicist-astronomer Arthur Eddington’s
experiment designed either to verify or falsify Einstein’s general theory of relativity. When
asked his opinion about the possible outcome of the event, Einstein responded that if it
appeared to refute his theory, then he was sorry for the dear Lord, because the theory was
correct (Eddington 1958, Einstein 1949). A marvel of arrogance vis-à-vis authority?
Unfettered tenacity? A study in overconfident introspection or intuition? The answer to these
questions is none other than: Yes but no, No but yes, Yes ... and no, and Neither yes … nor
no. Declarations of the Einstein sort bear witness to the power of the mind and the
confidence of she who dwells within it. It also testifies to the inextricable union of FirstnessSecondness-Thirdness, representamen-object-interpretant, iconicity-indexicality-symbolicity,
and feeling-sensing-interpreting. This union of triads can hardly be put to the test as
conveniently as Aristotle’s or Galileo’s thought experiments could have been had their
authors been so disposed. But arguments can be made, they can be debated, and the
community, through dialogue, can come to some conclusion, however tentative and however
ephemeral. In this sense, Peirce would tell us that by dialogue his triadic thinking could stand
the test of dialogic process. Time will tell.
All told, it seems that, with respect to this mutual embrace of Peirce’s intriguing triads,
and in light of his anti-Cartesian posture as outlined above, the counsel might be: never bow
to authority unless it is deserving of your respect, do not blindly push forth come what may
with paranoid tenacity, and beware of those false prophets bearing tidings of their having
been to the wilderness of their a priori, introspective mind where they saw the light of Truth,
but pay your dues to the community of your choice, keep the dialogue open, and do the best
you can. With respect to the triads themselves, we would have it that the imaginary thoughtsign is the possibility of ‘A’, a might be from the ‘homogenic’ sphere of ‘Both A and NotA’. In this regard, the object of the sign would be an ‘anti-hegemonic’ ‘Not-A’. And the
interpretant would be a ‘heterogenic’ ‘Neither A nor Not-A’, but since it brings ‘A’ and its
respective other into a three-way mediation, it potentially gives rise to the emergence of
something different, something even possibly new.16
Following this line of thought, we can construct
Figure 14, with the ‘point’ or ‘vortex’ connecting each
of the ‘sign’ components, such that it can be mapped
onto Figures 1, 2 and 3. The ‘vortex’ is the composite
of all unactualized signs. It is, so to speak, the
‘emptiness’, the sheer possibility of anything and
everything. It is as if we had ‘Both A and Not-A’ and
‘Neither A nor Not-A’ written on the two sides of a
strip of paper and then we make of the twodimensional sheet a Möbius-band in three-dimensional
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space to yield ‘Both of the propositions’, and ‘Neither of the propositions’. Moreover, the
choice is not a choice between Aristotelian truth and falsity, between what is on no uncertain
terms true and what is not true, between what exists and what does not exist, but rather,
between what from some context or other might be possibly true and what might be possibly
false, and what might possibly be neither true nor false because it not yet is: there is only
something like what Peirce (CP 6.512) calls a ‘cut’ or G. Spencer-Brown (1972) a ‘mark of
distinction’. There is no more than our ‘tripod’ plus the ‘vortex’ the combination of which
suggests the mere possibility of a sign.
This ‘cut’ or ‘mark of distinction’ makes up what Gregory Bateson (1972) terms a
‘difference that makes a difference’. In the beginning, a demarcating line is set down
separating ‘this’ from ‘that’, ‘inside’ from ‘outside’. Then other distinctions are made, and
then still others, and so on, toward ever increasing complexity. Lotman writes that every
culture “begins by dividing the world into ‘its own’ internal space and ‘their’ external space
… The boundary may separate the living from the dead, settled peoples from nomadic ones,
the town from the plains; it may be a state frontier, or a social, national, confessional, or any
other kind of frontier” (Lotman 1990: 131). Lotman refers to this division as binary. I would
beg to differ with him in this respect. It is, more appropriately, trinary or triadic, following
the Peircean model of the sign depicted in Figures 1, 2, 3, and 14.
How can triadicity come about as a result of a binary division between ‘this’ and
‘that’? As in Figure 15, I would suggest. In light of our observations regarding Figures 4, 5
and 6, the sign tripod, through degeneracy, can collapse virtually to a point, to the original
‘vortex’ giving rise to the emergence of the sign, of all signs, of all that is becoming. Then
the point, by repeating itself over and over again, becomes a line, the line a plane, the plane
a solid, and the solid a hypersolid, and a ‘cut’, a ‘mark of distinction’, is made in the
timespace continuum. That is to say, four-dimensionality collapses into zero-dimensionality
that becomes one-dimensionality that separates two semiotic spaces of two-dimensionality,
and so on.
Lotman writes further that:
The asymmetry of the human body is the anthropological basis for its semioticization:
the semiotics of right and left are found just as universal in all human cultures as the
opposition top and bottom. And the fundamental asymmetries of male and female, living
and dead, are just as widespread. The living/dead opposition involves the opposition of
something moving, warm, breathing, to something immobile, cold, not breathing (the
belief that cold and death are synonyms is supported by an enormous number of texts
from different cultures, and jus as common is the identification of death with turning to
stone/ see the numerous legends about the origins of mountains and rocks). (Lotman
1990: 133)

Lotman’s words might strike one as pure and adulterated binarism, and out of line with
Peircean thinking. Actually, in every case the binary brings with it the implication of the
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‘vortex’, that is, the point at the center of Peirce’s semiotic tripod (that which contains the
possibility for all semiotization) and the interpretant (meaning). Right and left imply
existence of the body and a line of demarcation giving rise to the body’s mirror symmetry,
male and female imply the notion of gender which embodies a cut between the two elements
of the dichotomy, living and dead imply a universal principle transcending life, that principle
being neither life nor death. And so on. Lotman’s quote, and indeed, many propositions
apparently emerging out of binarity, often imply a third, an included middle from within
which something fresh and new can emerge.
The ‘vortex’ in the first circle of
Figure 15 there will always be, for if not,
there can be no signs. And the third leg of
the tripod, the interpretant, there will always
be, for if not, if there are no sign makers and
takers, then there is no genuine semiosis.
The emerging line of demarcation in the
second circle suggests the possibility of a Third, a division between ‘this’ and ‘that’, which
is realized in the third circle. In a manner of speaking, this line is both in the one hemicircle
and the other one and at the same time it is neither of the one nor the other but something
else: a Third space. Indeed, semiotic space “is transected by numerous boundaries, each
message that moves across it must be many times translated and transformed, and the process
of generating new information thereby snowballs” (Lotman 1990: 140).
There is no Cartesian clarity to be had at this ‘nonlogocentric’, ‘nonlinguicentric’
sphere of vague possible signs where nothing is absolutely clear and distinct and where there
are no sharp lines of demarcation. In this respect, Lotman is definitely in line with Peirce’s
thinking.

FURTHER QUALIFYING THE STRANGENESS IN THE SIGN
Not only is science perpetually at war with itself (Agassi 1975), so also are many of
our most cherished inductively derived beliefs. The real problem is that not only are these
beliefs more often than not binary based, they also engage in either-or binary warfare among
themselves.
Perhaps the most succinct way to put the issue is by evoking what is known as the
‘paradox of induction’, developed by Carl Hempel (1945). In a nutshell, the tale goes like
this. We could assume ‘All swans are white’ and attend to our daily affairs quite effectively
without ever becoming aware of any anomalies or alternatives. It is simply true to say ‘All
swans are white’ and false to say that ‘Some swans are nonwhite’, and that’s that: case
closed. It is ideally an either/or binary matter. We have an ingrained feeling (Firstness) for
the whiteness of swans, and we could hardly feel otherwise, unless in some imaginary fairytale world.
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However, a certain explorer down under, namely, Captain Cook, once found—that is,
sensed and perceived (via Secondness) and conceived and interpreted (via Thirdness)—some
swans as black. Henceforth the categorical border, the line of demarcation as in Figure 15,
suffered a change. Community knowledge eventually had it that ‘Most swans, but not all,
are white; those nonwhite, that is, black, swans can be found in a remote region of the globe,
namely, Australia’. Instances like these led Karl Popper (1972) to declare that if you look
for positive evidence for a general proposition you will almost always be able to beat the
world into submission and ‘discover’ your evidence. So looking for positive evidence is no
big deal. W hat is important is looking for negative evidence that will change customary ways
of thinking and of looking. In other words, you should expect to be surprised by the
unexpected, and then you can give a nod of acknowledgment that you are not surprised that
you are surprised when an expected unexpected event turns up. Consequently, you alter your
expectations somewhat, and continue on your way expecting another surprise somewhere
along the road that will thwart those newfound expectations. If you want to learn something,
don’t just see everything and say everything as repeats of what presumably was, is, and will
be, but look for mistakes, differences, events that weren’t supposed to happen.17
In this manner, it should not be shocking that ‘All swans are white’ did not withstand
the test of time. In fact, it was to be expected. This goes to show that in the sphere of
possibilities for all events, seeing and saying must imply the statement: ‘Swans are white and
they are nonwhite’. One pole of this contradiction was held true during one period of human
history, the other pole during another period. So if ‘Swans are white and they are nonwhite’
is taken to be atemporal, then ‘Either swans are white or they are nonwhite’ is atemporal in
another more limited sense, for, logically speaking—that is, in terms of classical
logic—either one or the other is viewed as immutable, depending on the time and the place
and the folks involved. However, we also have the implicit statement: ‘It is neither the case
that all swans are white nor is it the case that no swans are nonwhite, for there is another
more viable swan qualifier’. That is to say, previously ‘All swans are white’ was the case,
but it is now the case that ‘Most swans are white’. And it was previously the case that ‘No
swans are nonwhite’ but it is now the case that ‘Some swans are nonwhite, specifically, those
that are black’. From this rather unkempt sphere where events, seeing, and saying, is neither
timelessly one thing nor the other but potentially something else, something different, we
have temporality. Given our temporality, we have one thing at one time and another thing
at another time, with both things thrown into the same bag as part of a vast ocean in constant
self-organizing movement wherein it is perpetually becoming something other than what it
is.18
So we have, at one extreme, (1) ‘Both white swans and nonwhite swans’, at the other
extreme, (3) ‘Neither exclusively all white swans nor no nonwhite swans’, and by virtue of
the line of demarcation, (2) ‘Either white swans or nonwhite swans’. Proposition (1) is the
sphere of unactualized possibilities in harmonious intermeshing, no matter how
contradictory, (2) is the sphere of classical logic, and (3) is the sphere of emerging novelties
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between the either and the or. Proposition (1) is qualified as exceeding vagueness; it is
fraught with contradictions any number of which can over time be actualized, while (3) is
marked by generalities arising from the particulars actualized from (1) and passing through
(2); hence (3) is invariably incomplete, since there is no knowing when and where something
new and different will emerge to take is place between two already actualized general
conceptualizations.
Moreover, given the suggestions from previous sections in this essay and especially
in light of Figure 13, (2) is under most circumstances the dwelling place of binary practices
as they are customarily articulated; hence it is hierogenic (or hegemonic), and as such it
embodies the possibility of dialogic interaction and possible change. It follows, in this
regard, that (1) may be labeled homogeny, and that (3) would most appropriately fall in line
with heterogeny, since between any two general terms or statements there always exists the
probability somewhere and somewhen of something else emerging, hence the system is
perpetually moving toward the completion of its own continuity without ever realizing that
goal.19

THE VIRTUALLY INCONCEIVABLE BIG PICTURE
Bringing about a happy emergence of propositions (1) and (3), and of homogeny,
hierogeny, and heterogeny, we have either inconsistency or incompleteness, or perhaps both,
by the good grace of Kurt Gödel’s proof that spelled the limitations of logic and
mathematics, and by extension of the sciences, the humanities, and in general all human
communication. The upshot is that at some time or other we cannot help but spout out
unexpected contradictions and occasional paradoxes, and no matter how much we manage
to say about some particular aspect of our world, our saying will always be incomplete.20
Sign processing within these limitations is a dialogical community affair. Peirce writes
that whenever a sign is vague (inconsistent) it is up to the maker of the sign to render it a bit
more precise and in the best of all worlds hopefully to clear up the inconsistencies. On the
other hand, in order that the sign’s nature as a generality may become properly
acknowledged, the sign’s taker must enter into the game, interacting with the sign, with its
maker, and with the entire ambient, in order to bring the sign’s meaning a tad closer to its
completion—but, as pointed out above, the sign’s meaning never stands a chance of
completion in the genuine sense (CP 5.505). Hierogeny (or hegemony) as a dualist practice
of the sort we might expect to find in proposition (2) above, could well culminate in the
empowerment, the enfranchisement, of those who have the proper pull and know how to
engage in the most advantageous but ruthlessly aggressive practices. Within this sphere we
might encounter the makings for paternalism, patriarchy, patronage, and such practices in
this stark desert of dualistic cultural values.
This is a limited view, however. Vagueness and generality from a broad cultural
perspective paints another picture entirely. In order to put this picture in focus, consider,
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once again, Figure 14.21 In the first place, I use reversible arrows of various sorts to
emphasize the fluid character of all the categories involved. This is no indication of linearity
or isotropic timeless time, however. The categories, usually coming in threes rather than
twos, are placed at various levels to depict their fuzzy codependent interrelationships and
their nonlinear, time-bound, self-organizing nature, though, I must hasten to emphasize, no
hierarchy of dichotomous terms is implied here. The general movement is from signs of
vagueness toward acknowledgment of classical logic and ‘styles of reasoning’ and then to
the construction of perpetually incomplete generalities, universals, taxonomies, and
hierarchies. 22 Inconsistency below might be hopefully abandoned, and progression upward
might hopefully be toward the fulfillment of those fond and familiar dreams of the good life,
social justice, emancipation for all, and complete and consistent knowledge.
However, there is no utopia to be had. In other words, the plenitude of all things is a
pipe-dream, for there is no royal highway to the land of milk and honey. Vaguenessgenerality, inconsistency-incompleteness, and homogeny-heterogeny are here to stay,
whether we know it or not and whether we like or not. There is security to be had, however,
in the assurance that cultural processes will continue into the unforeseeable horizon.

ENDNOTES
1. In a few brief pages I can hardly hope to do justice to the rich thought either of Lotman or of Peirce.
Consequently, I limit myself to a few remarks on Peirce’s categories and their import to some notions of cultural
‘logics’ I have in mind, and I take up what I consider Lotman’s chief contribution to the semiotics of culture, his
concept of the ‘semiosphere’.
2. Lotman usually keeps the terms in separation, but I include them in one all-encompassing term.
3. The term ‘blending’ bears on the notion of ‘conceptual blending’ as developed by Gilles Fauconnier
and Mark Turner (2003), as I develop the term in merrell (2007).
4. Regarding the nonlinearity of signs, recall the nonlinear development of Peirce’s sign Decalogue as
illustrated in Table 1.
5. Movement upward along the lines of the lattice involves the Boolean notion of ‘implication’, though
unlike Boolean principles, nonlinearity is the norm. Thus O1 implies M2-I2 and M2-I2 implies S, such that each
successive stage increases the context. Signs at the lower tiers of the lattice have their own unique context, but
when these signs move up the lattice their context merges and blends into another context.
6. Regarding the concept of complementarity, see Bohr (1961), Folse (1985), Plotnitsky (1994).
7. This contradictory complementary convergent process is comparable to the process evinced by the YinYang image, [, as I have suggested in merrell (2002).
8. For diverse views of the four cultural practices in question, Futebol-Candomblé-Capoeira-Samba, see
Almeida 1986, Browning 1995, Bruhns 2000, Filho 2003, Guimarães 1978, Lewis 1992, Santos 1995, Serra
1995, Soares 1994, Sodré 1979, 1988, Vianna 1999, Vieira 1995.
9. For a series of anthropological studies that bear on a comparable process of ethnic and culture mixture
(mestiçagem), see the work of Roberto DaMatta 1991a, 1991b, 1994, 1995.
10. For further, if you wish, see merrell 1995, 1996, 2000b, 2007.
11. I by no means wish to imply that the topological model of semiosis I am developing here is
tantamount to the notion of the four-dimensional continuum. Rather, that the continuum, and the absolute
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absence of everything, that is, nothingness, or ‘emptiness’ in the Buddhist sense—to which Peirce occasionally
alluded—are precisely that: absolute, timeless. We finite fallible humans cannot but exist in time. In this sense,
and metaphorically speaking, just as a point becomes a line, a line a plane, a plane a solid and a solid a
hypersolid, the latter a four-dimensional mental, hypostatical construct including three dimensions of space and
one dimension of time, so also a three-dimensional object portrayed on a two-dimensional plane is timelessly
there, as two-dimensions of space and one temporal dimension crystallized—which, once again, is essentially
the cubist technique as presented in Figure 12. I repeat, we are in time and time is in us; hence the fourth
dimension, as well as ‘emptiness’, or 0, are beyond the concrete world of our experience.
12. For further detail regarding the interrelated terms in Figure 13, see merrell (2007).
13. I end these terms with the suffix ‘-geny’, since, of the same root as gene, it elicits the image of
genesis, organicity, and process, and it falls in line with the processual nature of learning-knowing. I use the trio
of prefixes, ‘homo-’, ‘hiero-’, and ‘hetero-’, respectively, as: (1) ‘same’, ‘like’, or ‘analogous to’, (2) ‘positioned
or ranked’, with priority usually given to one term over the other one, and (3) ‘different’, ‘dissimilar’, ‘diverse’
(for a more detailed discussion, see merrell 2003, 2005a, 2005b).
14. For a detailed discussion of vagueness and generality and inconsistency and incompleteness, see
merrell (2000, 2003).
15. I refer to Peirce’s three articles on cognition in presenting his anti-Cartesian argument, where he
outlines the pitfalls of knowledge by way of authority, tenacity, and apriorism or introspection, and opts for
knowledge by way of general agreement on the part of the entire community (CP 5.213-357).
16. Here, the manner in which ‘homogeny’ and ‘heterogeny’, or in Peirce’s terms Firstness and
Secondness, and iconicity and symbolicity, take their leave of the classical logical principles described
above—Identity, Non-Contradiction and Excluded-Middle—comes through loud and clear (for further discussion
with respect to the Figure 13 scheme, merrell 2005b).
17. Popper, I should mention, would have nothing to do with what I have alluded to as ‘tacit’ knowing,
‘degenerate’ signs, and subjective feeling and sensation within the sphere of Firstness; yet Popper’s ‘falsification’
thesis bears striking similarity with certain aspects of Peirce’s ‘objectivism’, though there was that other side of
his thought, his ‘idealism’, which he incorporated into his own ‘blended’ philosophical posture as ‘objective
idealism’ (Hookway 1985).
18. The above is another way of putting Peirce scholar Charles Hartshorne’s (1970) view that temporality
begins to emerge within Secondness and comes into full bloom within the sphere of Thirdness.
19. The goal can never the reached, for, as Peirce had it, it is an infinitely receding horizon that, in the
best of all possible worlds, can be no more than approximated by asymptotic movement comparable to Zeno’s
Achilles moving in on the tortoise in the race in an infinite series of successively smaller increments (however
see Hesse [1980] for a critique of this view).
20. However, it bears mentioning that Gödel’s proof by no means put limitations on human creativity
regarding mathematics, logic, the sciences and the humanities, but rather, it encouraged the search for new modes
of interpretation (Goldstein 2005, Nagel and Newman 1964).
21. It bears mentioning at this juncture that I have availed myself of the inconsistency-incompleteness
and vagueness-generality scheme in various previous studies with respect to Peirce’s basic sign types, our
sensory modes for perceiving signs, and our sign interpretation (merrell 1995).
22. The idea of “styles of reasoning” is from Hacking (1985).
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C OMMUNICATION BEHIND THE
BACK OF C ONSCIOUSNESS
IGNATY V. ZHURAVLYOV2

The article considers the nonclassical paradigm of subjectivity and its
implications for communication theory. It is shown that neither what is
communicated is “given in advance” bound material for communication, nor
the one who communicates is equal to oneself. The individual experience cannot
be divided (shared) with others, but, paradoxically, it exists only in-division and
for the sake of it. Saying that communication happens behind the back of
consciousness, we stress the necessity to understand the difference between the
existence and the object-matter — the difference which itself can be only a
matter of abstraction, but makes up the essence of human experience and
human communication.
Keywords: communication, nonclassical paradigm of subjectivity, I and the
other, consciousness, stream of events, sociality

1

. The main idea we wish to discuss in this work is the idea of non-identity of the
communicant. This idea is closely related to so-called nonclassical ontology of subjectivity
developed in a number of philosophical and scientific schools (trends) in the 20 th century,
e.g. dialogical concepts of consciousness (Bakhtin), cultural-historical psychology and
psychology of activity (Vygotsky, Leontiev), structural anthropology (Lévy-Strauss),
structural psychoanalysis (Lacan), philosophy of deconstruction (Derrida), philosophy of
radical empiricism (Deleuze), etc. However, the abovementioned schools (trends) were
different, they are knit together by denegation of the classical opposition “subject—object”.
We shall speak only about the consequences of this denegation which are directly related to
the theory of communication. Starting this way, we immediately face some difficulties and
strange situations which now will be discussed.
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The first is a problem of transition from “under-objectual continuity,” or “intrinsic”
connectivity of communicants, to the experience of communication which continuity during
such transition appears irreversibly lost. Another problem is decentration of the subject
(expressed, in particular, in the known formulation “I am the other”) — decentration, which
turns invariably, due to the subject’s loss of transparency, into disclosure of a unique and
individual matter which essentially cannot be communicated, since it exists only once, “here
and now.” After all, there are a number of problem situations connected with the mentioned
problems: understanding the other (a thing which may seem impossible by virtue of the
“fact” that we can understand only ourselves); addressing the other (a process which should
be “incorporated” in any act of communication “in advance,” i.e., before that act initially
finds out the addressee); primary (or “intrinsic”) sociality of communicants (sociality which
should then “run” ahead of itself), and so on.
As a prelude to discussing these problems we shall consider the nonclassical paradigm
of subjectivity and some of its implications — mainly, the distinction between the existence
(the level of events taking place “here and now”) and the object-matter (the level of objectual
experience, or of “fixation” of the stream of events). While the classical paradigm of
subjectivity implicated a point of “universal supervision”, allowing to capture the whole
human experience at a moment and thus not having its own “density,” the nonclassical
paradigm made this point non-transparent. It became impossible to think for (instead of) the
other; the idea of monological translation of knowledge was replaced with the idea of
dialogical knowledge; the subject, being decentrated, acquired “density” instead of lost
“transparency.” It became clear that neither the cognizable object nor the cognizing subject
could be equal to itself.
The objects we deal with, certainly, should be identical: otherwise our experience and,
particularly, our communication would be impossible. We deal only with the objects equal
to themselves. But, the object to which there come no changes, ceases inevitably to be
perceived by us. The object I see does not disappear only because in the act of vision I
cooperate constantly with it and constantly adapt to its changes. This is a paradox of our
objectual perception: while forming the world in the act of perception, we “kill” it in order
to provide communication, but we can never see the “killed” (static) object. Similarly, to be
a subject, I should be added on constantly to myself, but in any act like this I never come
back to myself: I am always “in others,” and everything “infelt” by me here and now, as the
famous Soviet philosopher Mamardashvili noted, at the same moment undergoes reduction
by inclusion into a circuit of the message (Mamardashvili, 2004).
From here follows the necessity to distinguish knowledge as an event from knowledge
as an object-matter, or to distinguish the “happened” knowledge from knowledge of the
happened. Now Mamardashvili’s distinction between the phenomenon in classical sense
(“appearance”) and the phenomenon in nonclassical sense (“phenomenon”) becomes clear.
The phenomenon is “that formation of consciousness…which exists in an objectifying gap
within the mental bind of understanding and from being in which we cannot shift ourselves
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to a representation (as a mental object) contained in that bind and correlated with referent
objects which are visible for the external (or absolute) observer” (2004, p. 39). Hence, not
everything infelt can become apparent: only that becomes apparent what can be modeled.
If we want to find the “actually infelt,” i.e., to find “own empirical reality of activity and
consciousness,” we have to undertake phenomenological reduction, or to “shift” from
substance to existence, “detaching” this reality from mental states which recognize it. To
undertake such reduction means “to find the immediate, but by cutting off or by stopping
relations, associations and already laid paths which lay in higher or built on layer of mind
and with which the bottom layer automatically, habitually comes to movement” (2004, p.
51). To put it differently, a problem of reduction “is just a problem of restoration of the
experience reduced by inclusion into a circuit of the message at the same moment when it
occurred: everything occurring in a human reality, occurs being reflected in itself and
communicated throughout the whole circuit of conscious creatures as those” (Mamardashvili,
2004, p. 34).
Mamardashvili’s idea corresponds to Hegel’s concept of “appearing knowledge.”
Hegel shows how an object originates in consciousness:
Consciousness knows something; this something is the essence or is per se. This object,
however, is also the per se, the inherent reality, for consciousness. Hence comes
ambiguity of this truth. Consciousness, as we see, has now two objects: one is the first
per se, the second is the existence for consciousness of this per se. The last object
appears at first sight to be merely the reflection of consciousness into itself, i.e., an idea
not of an object, but solely of its knowledge of that first object. But, as was already
indicated, by that very process the first object is altered; it ceases to be what is per se,
and becomes consciously something which is per se only for consciousness.
Consequently, then, what this real per se is for consciousness is truth: which, however,
means that this is the essential reality, or the object which consciousness has. <… > the
new object is seen to have come about by a transformation or conversion of
consciousness itself. <… > It is only this necessity, this origination of the new object —
which offers itself to consciousness without consciousness knowing how it comes by
it — that to us, who watch the process, is to be seen going on, so to say, behind its back.
(Hegel, 1967, p. 142-145)

Now we won’t speak about the differences between Hegel’s dialectic of identity and
the nonclassical philosophy of distinction: these differences are described well by French
philosopher Descombes whose book we recommend to the interested reader (Descombes,
1980). We shall emphasize only a number of important points implicitly present in Hegel’s
philosophy, but explicated only in the 20 th century.
2. We shall start with the question which, probably, sounds in this context a little
strange: How can one see an object? However, from the fact “I see an object” we can deduce
very much.
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As shown in psychology of activity, to see an object one should not merely open one’s
eyes: the act of vision needs interaction between the subject and the visible object, and this
includes “drawing” an image from the object and, simultaneously, “drawing” this image
upon the object. This “drawing,” if stretched in time, can be assimilated to the mental
“movement” around the object, or placing it in the center of possible ways of activity, and
this means viewing an object in different ways, i.e., looking at an object simultaneously with
“individual eyes” and with “public eyes.” This is the mechanism of “generalization”, which
allows us to see “general” (i.e. socially valid) in any individual thing. It is this mechanism
that allows us “to keep” the perceived things in objective space (“on the crossing of sights”)
and makes things substantial, i.e., identical to themselves, constant in space and in time and
conceivable as being independent of our consciousness. Only such socialized, general things
appearing to us as presented by us to others, can be “exchanged” by us in our communicative
activity. The rest are things-phantoms which cannot be put into words and cannot become
a matter for communication.
So, we can be aware only of what we can share with the others. This idea (which goes
back to the philosophy of Hegel and Marx as well as to W . von Humboldt’s theoretical
linguistics) was formulated most precisely by Soviet philosopher Ilyenkov: “All that I cannot
express in the form of speech, state in the form clear to the other, I do not realize myself as
a social being, as a person” (Ilyenkov, 1997, p. 43). A similar idea was suggested by Russian
philologist Potebnya: “Our psychical states become clear to us only as we find them out or
give them a kind of independent existence, for example, finding them in others or putting
them into words. The features of our psychical life which we cannot express anyhow and
which we cannot see in anyone but us remain dark for us everlastingly” (Potebnya, 1989, p.
96). All of that one can call “phantoms”. But, the phantoms disappearing behind a limit of
consciousness, of realization as a statement (for, being stated, they cease to be themselves),
— they, as it was shown, for example, in the Freudian psychoanalysis, organize in our
existence much or even practically everything. To make a statement (no matter in the form
of verbal or objectual meanings), then, means to make the stream of events static, to shift
from the existence to the object-matter.
As we can see, the general nonclassical tendency — the tendency of decentration —
has led to disindividuation and (simultaneously) to individuation of consciousnesses: indeed,
both in modern psychology and in modern philosophy of consciousness one can descry two
mutually exclusive and thus complementing each other processes — “cutting off” an
individual (we can take as an example Wittgenstein’s argument about the impossibility of
“private language”) and “cutting off” public, disclosure of individual, unique, personal,
which cannot itself be reproduced anyhow. The individual experience cannot be divided
(shared) with others, but, paradoxically, it exists only in-division and for the sake of it — this
is the main thesis we advocate here.
For example, when I see a thing, I see it with “the other’s eyes” — otherwise the act
of vision would not be a human (conscious) act. But, in this act I “pull out” from public eyes
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and “find out” that my point of view is only one of all possible points. In other words, we
are able to see a thing as existing objectively (as shared by us with the others) only inasmuch
as we cannot look at it from different points at once. Only a unique experience undergoes
communication (or “inclusion into a circuit of the message”), as there is no need to
communicate universal (public) things. Eco notes that one communicates something just
because one cannot grasp the whole world at once. “W hat makes me a person is that I am
not God, mine separation from being, my non-endowment with the completeness of being”
(Eco, 2004, p. 20). But this “non-endowment with the completeness of being” cannot be
overwhelmed in the act of communication: essentially it cannot be overwhelmed in any act
like that (which is carried out, apparently, only for the sake of such completeness), as that
“unique” which one aims to transfer in such an act to another person (and to himself as to
the other), actually exists only once, and, when becoming a matter of message, ceases to
exist as itself. Between one’s “extraction” of any knowledge of the world (or the experience
taking place here and now) and representation, or communication of the taken experience
to the other (and to oneself as the other) there exists an insurmountable interval which
Mamardashvili once aptly called “a gap in the irreversibility of facts” (Mamardashvili, 2004,
p. 59).
Hence, neither what is communicated is “given in advance” bound material for
communication, nor the one who communicates is equal to oneself: any conscious act is an
act of us “not coming back” to ourselves. “Not coming back,” we are destined to search
infinitely for self-coincidence which, however, can never be reached by us. This search, this
movement of “converting consciousness” (using Hegel’s words) is nothing but our
continuous act of finding ourselves in others.
In Rilke’s poem “Morgue” there is a strange phrase about the deceased: “Die Augen
haben hinter ihren Lidern / sich umgewandt und schauen jetzt hinein” — “Beneath the lids,
their sight has been replaced / with rolled-back eyes that dwell on things within” (transl. by
L. Cottrell, RLINK http://www.planck.com/Rilkerhymed/rilkemorgue.htm). If we turn over
this idea, as it were, the following turns out: while I am alive, while my eyes are open, I
cannot coincide with myself. All personal, individual, unique matter, everything that exists
in me only “here and now” — all of this is initially dedicated to others and only in such
dedication it can become my property.
Thus, abstracting the existence from the object-matter, we disclose a level of events
which, paradoxically, one cannot find in consciousness (in its “models,” in its structures of
categorization, in its forms of statement) — because the matter is movement of consciousness
always happening — using Hegel’s words one more time — behind its back. This idea can
be rephrased as follows: one cannot return from the constructions of culture back to a unique
act of their creation (Bibikhin, 2001, p. 94). The movement of consciousness constantly
changes its own frame of reference. It means the impossibility to return from any subsequent
point back to a previous one which always appears “removed.” Thus, consciousness always
burns bridges behind. It cannot be equal to itself; this is its great riddle and great drama.
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Let us recall Rilke once more. In the 8 th Duino Elegy he says that only a beast can see
“the open” (“Das Offene”) while a human being sees only the formed: a beast exists in
reality, and a human being always finds himself opposite to it (Rilke, 1975, p. 714-715). So
we have an idea of the level of events which we disclose only by abstraction. But, it is this
level of our intrinsic sociality or “under-objectual continuity” that connects us to each other
3. One can represent the described act of (not)self-coincidence as an act of subjectivity
constitution carried out within two kinds of relations, which we shall call horizontal
(relations “I — the other”) and vertical (relations “individual — social”). The horizontal
relationship is characterized by mutual specification of its participants (I cannot exist without
the other, and vice versa, the other cannot exist without I); the vertical relationship makes
up an antinomy, i.e., any individuation is simultaneously socialization. In dialogical concepts
of consciousness and self-consciousness the “meeting” of I and the other is considered as
self-detection; in Lacanian psychoanalysis I and the other are considered as the same matter,
i.e., they make up specular images of each other. But, to state the constitutive character of
this “meeting” is senseless until the relationship “I — the other” is conceived as conditioned
by the relationship “individual — social.” Though any act of subjectivity constitution occurs
“between” I and the other (for example, my speech is “retrieved” by the other), it occurs only
as the act of embedding of an individual into the form which one finds external in relation
to oneself.
According to Lacan, the subject, beginning to speak, “exists in advance” in the place
prearranged for his/her self-detection in the symbolic order, i.e., in the network of signifiers.
Lacan illustrated it with a story about a boy and a girl sitting in a compartment of a train one
opposite the other and seeing different inscriptions on toilet rooms at the platform. “Oh look,
— the boy speaks, — we have arrived to Ladies!” “You bonehead, — the little sister
answers, — don’t you see, that we have arrived to Gentlemen?” (Lacan, 1997, p. 60). The
speaking subject keeps in with the law of signification, so the sense of spoken words does
not start with preverbal experience, being made out in a word, but appears together with the
signifier. A speech act is being motivated by constant insufficiency “pushing” preverbal,
narcissistic ego towards its imaginary identification with the other. This principle is
concluded in dialectics of desire and recognition: “Ego” of a desire is defined through its
relation to the other and its recognition by the other (Kojève, 1947). Therefore, speech is
always addressed to the other, and vice versa, the subject receives his/her message from the
other in the inverted form (Lacan, 1977).
Constant insufficiency creating a floor for speech deployment is similar to what is
described by Hegel as self-consciousness’ necessity of satisfaction and of recognition “in a
life-and-death struggle” with another self-consciousness:
The relation of both self-consciousnesses is in this way so constituted that they prove
themselves and each other through a life-and-death struggle. They must enter into this
struggle, for they must bring their certainty of themselves, the certainty of being for
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themselves, to the level of objective truth, and make this a fact both in the case of the other
and in their own case, as well. (Hegel, 1967, p. 232-233)
Competition in the struggle for a desirable object (interesting only as desirable for the
other), accompanying the process of primary identification, undergoes sublation in speech
which is like contract or agreement. The most important point here is this: to maintain
“specular” unity of I and the other there should exist a law of signification, a mechanism
of symbolic identification. With it we can clear up the relations between the Imaginary and
the Symbolic: the Imaginary is an escaping unity (like in a mirror) of I and the other, and the
Symbolic is a function which supports this imagined unity. “A word signifying a word —
that is the essence of identity” (Lacan, 1999, p. 242).
Behind the terms used here the reader will see Hegel’s idea of “converting
consciousness.” This idea is “inscribed” in different nonclassical conceptions of subjectivity,
e.g. psychoanalysis, phenomenology, structuralism, existentialism, etc.: all of them try to get
into “a gap in the irreversibility of facts,” a gap by which consciousness is split inside. Let
us emphasize once again the fact that the conversion of consciousness takes place behind its
back, and the object originating in consciousness, as it has been shown above, is a
generalized object divided between I and the other (and thus between individual and social).
Then, “the meeting” of I and the other, which takes place in the discrete, objectual world,
requires not only “the law of signification”, but also the “under-objectual continuity of
consciousness”, mentioned above, or that continuity inside of consciousness which always
remains behind its back. I can “meet” the other only if communication is the essence of
myself.
4. Let us now turn to psychopathology. We tried to show that consciousness is always
split inside, that between “infelt” (or immediate) and “communicated” (or in-formed,
mediated) there is a gap which is continuously being filled (but can never be filled). It is the
“refusal” of such a continuous effort that makes mental illness as a possible condition, which
“snatches out” a person from social relations. We shall quote statements made by German
psychiatrist-phenomenologist E. W ulff in his article with the eloquent title “Self-refused
intentionality: delusion as an attempt of the subject to withdraw from public relations and
history” (1994).
In this article Wulff defines intentionality as correlation between private sense of
Dasein and public (generalizable) meanings. Private sense here is “matter which happens for
someone here and now,” or, in other words, it is a subjective-situative sense, “out of which
Dasein addresses its intentional acts to the world of generalizable meanings” (Wulff, 1994,
p. 5). The linkage of sense and meaning, according to Wulff, is “an act which should be
produced constantly as an autonomous act by Dasein as a subject, hence Dasein this way —
and only this way — produces itself as a subject.” This linkage “provides recognition of
generality and of generalization of meanings as allowing to be filled in with subjectivesituative sense; but at the same time it provides recognition of subjective sense of some
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situation as allowing to be generalized.” Thus, it becomes possible to speak of “mutual
susceptibility of generalizable meanings and subjective-situative sense” (1994, p. 7-8).
Many aspects of delusion, Wulff argues, “indicate something like certain —
dislegitimizing — repeal of backgrounds and by that also key rules based on them which are
the precondition of all forms of human communication” (1994, p. 6). In case of delusion the
acceptance of immixture of subjective-situative sense in generalizable meaning (and vice
versa) is lost. Any act of understanding produces cancellation of the sense understood, and
any act of subjective actualization of sense produces devaluation of the meaning. Therefore,
the function of semantic acts becomes dialytic in relation to meanings, and the function of
signification acts becomes dialytic in relation to sense. To quote Wulff,
Thus, in case of absence of the recognizing constitution of mutual susceptibility of
subjective-situative sense and generalizable meanings, any attempt to take some subjectivesituative sense from generalizable meanings, or vice versa, to generalize subjectivesituational sense in meanings, finally would cancel itself. This deletion of own
intention
to generalize subjective-situative sense and, accordingly, to correlate generalizable meanings
with subjective-situative sense is, however, at the same time a self-deletion of an intentional
subject. (Wulff, 1994, p. 10)
This resembles the well-known “double bind” effect, described by Bateson (1972).
According to Bateson, a psychotic always finds himself/herself in a situation of ineluctable,
but unsolvable contradiction, making his/her communication impossible, and psychosis
(such as schizophrenia) does not merely manifest itself in communication troubles, but exists
at the level of basic inter-human communication. In our turn, we stress here the psychotic’s
inability to make a step from I to the other, which should turn into linkage of individual with
social, or of “sense” with “meaning.” Whoever seeks to keep his life will lose it — said Jesus
(Luke, 17:33). Thus, life itself provides arguments against solipsism. When I close the
window, I kill my soul — for it cannot exist otherwise than shared with others.
A psychotic speaks, but ceases to be a speaking subject. Now let us consider a
situation which at first sight seems opposite to it. Let us think of people with whom we
communicate every day. Why are you sure that they are human beings and not machines,
which skilfully imitate human behavior? This question is known as the problem of “other
minds” — one of the most interesting and serious problems of philosophy. We can also
imagine a person who simulates speaking Chinese while repeating a well-memorized text.
Such situations demonstrate the presence of a speaking subject who, however, does not
speak. But, is there a real difference between this and psychosis?
All we do is balance between a psychotic and a speaking machine, and we will do it
as long as we are alive.
5. Here we face the problem whether the “under-objectual continuity” can guarantee
the continuity of our experience, i.e., reproducibility and objectivity of our knowledge of the
world. We objectify the world objectively — by virtue of apriority (i.e., necessity and
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validity) of our forms of cognition (the idea formulated by Kant). It means, then, that we can
exchange the revealed objects with each other, i.e., we can communicate not being at risk
of incorrect understanding. But herein we find an obstacle.
The building of the classical rationality went collapsed when it became clear that each
act of cognition stretched in time and space of studied objects, i.e. it included itself into the
examined world; so any supervision and description could not be concentrated in an
absolutely transparent point above a limit of what was under investigation, description,
observation. The subject “has lost” self-identity, i.e. the ability “to join” a point of view of
the universal observer, which presence could provide the reproducibility of experience. The
continuity of experience now appeared essentially unattainable. From here follows, by the
way, that the time necessary for the act of communication appears to be lost “in advance”…
One can easily say that the relativity of experience results in its unpredictability and, so, in
impossibility of communication — for to communicate means to deal with something
objective and constant in time and space. The irreversibility of facts seems to make
communication impossible.
But, if we remember the idea of “converting consciousness,” if we remember the idea
of “under-objectual continuity” (or our intrinsic connectivity), the problem disappears. For
all unique, individual, intimately personal is what does not separate us from others, but
connects us with them (and exists only in this connection). The problem arises only when
we oppose social and individual - a step often made by representatives of many philosophical
and psychological schools. A human being is a social being. It does not mean that, on the
one hand, we have “innate” (biological) ability to communicate, and, on the other hand, we
have objective (social) conditions of communication. Speaking of “intrinsic” sociality, we
mean that the one who communicates is a social subject, but not a biological organism. Our
sociality is being formed by force of “psychological instruments” (signs) and their meanings
which “keep objectified” forms of social activity. Only this way can we develop our
individual consciousness, so we are individuals only inasmuch as social subjects. W hat
makes me a social being is the use of “psychological instruments”, which are “external”
inasmuch as “internal” (they recast even my physiology!). Using them, I am “introduced”
in society while the latter becomes a medium in my relations with the whole world. Hence,
there is no need of anything like “the third world,” or “innate ideas,” etc., for there is no
intrinsic opposition between individual and social.
Many philosophical problems, such as the problem of communication, remain “alive”
despite any attempts to resolve them. It is no wonder, then, that, as Chang argues (1996),
modern communication theories fail to provide an adequate explanation of how
communication is possible. Actually, it is an old thesis, which was admitted by many
scientists (e.g. De Mauro, 1965). This fact seems to affirm Kant’s idea that human reason
tries to consider questions, which it cannot decline, as they are presented by its own nature,
but which it cannot answer, as they transcend its faculties.
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Now let us address once again the basic contradiction, which we tried to resolve in this
paper, i.e., one between sense and being (Descombes, 1980), or between the event and the
object-matter (Mamardashvili, 2004). An event cannot take place if it cannot be objectified,
but the objectified event is not what has really happened. Many thinkers encountered this
problem. Bakhtin spoke of the uniqueness of human experience (“my non-alibi in being”),
but he also considered everything spoken by us as penetrated by the words of others. The
original is already a copy — argued Derrida (1967). Cartesians and adherents of
evolutionism bypassed the problem, speaking about interaction between biological and social
(Chomsky), or between three worlds (Popper). I do not reject Chomsky’s or Popper’s ideas;
indeed, if we distinguish between different worlds, we are compelled to defend interaction
(Popper, 1994). I do suggest a different point of view, though, trying to offer a different
conceptual system, proceeding not from the opposition between biological and social, but
from the “intrinsic” sociality of a human being. Many questions brought up in this paper and
many that are not mentioned here are discussed in more detail in my book “How can we
make sure that we are not in the Matrix? Consciousness, communication and mental
disorders” (Zhuravlyov, 2006).
Social is inside us: here we have the sublation of the antinomy of the vertical
relationship mentioned above. But, the most important point here is the necessity to think
of consciousness as a mobile (living) essence: only in its continuous conversion can there
exist social as well as individual, and only in our continuous efforts to bridge the gap
between the stream of events and the space of objects can there exist our thought and our
objectual activity. If we stop this movement of consciousness we will find out incognizable
subject and incognizable object separated from each other with a presumed “space” of
interaction, neither subjective nor objective (preestablished harmony). But, there is no need
for communication in the world of preestablished harmony. So, saying that communication
happens behind the back of consciousness, we stress only the necessity to understand the
difference between the existence and the object-matter — the difference which itself can be
only a matter of abstraction, but makes up the essence of human experience and human
communication.
Trying to make a step from “the realm of necessity” to “the realm of freedom”, Kant
formulated his famous categorical imperative. With the same end in view, we formulated the
idea of “under-objectual continuity”. The great Russian poet Blok once wrote: “Íàì â
òåìíûå íî÷è / ëåãêî óìåðåòü / è â ìåðòâûå î÷è / äðóã äðóãó ãëÿäåòü” — “At dark nights
/ We can easily die / And look at each other / straight in the eyes” (Blok, 1989, p. 112). To
die, looking into the other’s eyes, or, to put it differently, to find oneself in the other — that
means to be a human being.
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EMIGRANTS TO FRANCE, GERMANY,
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This study addressed the role of perceived ethnic vitality in acculturation among
Russian emigrants to France (N = 229), Germany (N = 240), and the
Netherlands (N = 182). Support was found for the hypothesis that Russian
emigrants to France whose community has a high perceived ethnic vitality
showed more psychological adjustment and more interactions with co-nationals
and host nationals (sociocultural adjustment) than do emigrants in the two
other countries whose communities have lower levels of perceived ethnical
vitality. Regression demonstrated that a higher level of perceived ethnic vitality
and a lower level of perceived cultural distance were associated with more
psychological adjustment. Moreover, emigrants who reported more perceived
ethnic vitality interacted more frequently with both co-nationals and host
nationals. Extraverted emigrants showed more psychological adjustment and
interacted more frequently with host nationals. Acculturation orientations and
coping were found to mediate antecedent conditions and outcomes. Attitudes
towards host domain and seeking social support were positively associated with
psychological adjustment and interactions with host nationals. Emigrants of the
second generation were more oriented and better adjusted to the host country.
Keywords: acculturation, emigrants, russia, perceived ethnic vitality,
psychological and sociocultural outcomes, coping skills
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T

he current study addresses the role of perceived ethnic vitality in acculturation among
Russian emigrants in France, Germany, and the Netherlands. These three countries were
chosen because they have different histories of Russian immigration (which is much longer
in France than in the two other countries) and constitute different acculturation contexts for
Russian emigrants, despite their geographical closeness and important cultural similarities,
because all countries are affluent, individualistic countries in Western Europe with fairly
large streams of labor and refugee immigration from various countries in the last decades.
The size of the immigration in the last decades varies considerably across the three countries.
The number of Russians emigrants to Germany increased from 39,967 in 1996 to 155,583
in 2003; currently there are over 300,000 Russian emigrants (including refugees) in Germany
(Áèáëèîòå÷íûé ñåðâèñ ðóññêîãîâîðÿùèõ ýìèãðàíòîâ â Ãåðìàíèè, 2003). Over 6,000
Russians from the former Soviet Union migrated to the Netherlands in the last 10 years (Van
de Kruisbes, 2003), which is a large increase compared to the preceding decade. The number
of Russians who migrated to France decreased from 50,934 in 1946, to 26,210 in 1962, and
to 7,452 in 1982 (Ðóññêàÿ ýìèãðàöèÿ âî Ôðàíöèè, 2000). Furthermore, different kinds of
groups of emigrants have settled in the three countries; we also found these differences in
our study. Russian emigrants in Germany often come from rural areas in various provinces
of Russia; many of them have relatively low levels of education and went to Germany to find
a job. Russians in the Netherlands tend to be better educated and originally come from
Moscow and Saint Petersburg. Russians emigrants went to the Netherlands to work or study.
The group of Russian emigrants in the Netherlands is much smaller than the group of
Russian emigrants in Germany. Russian emigrants in France are a more heterogeneous group
in terms of age and time spent in the host country. France was the first country of destination
for Russian emigrants; as a consequence, the country has more than one generation of adult
emigrants. There are very well organized ethnic communities, Russian schools for children,
Russian shops, newspapers and Orthodox churches in France. These resources are
informative and useful for Russian people in France. In contrast, the few national
communities that exist in a few German big cities provide only commercial services
(translating and real estate). There is only one ethnic community in the Netherlands which
provides mostly tickets for a concert of Russian musicians in Amsterdam or some other
cultural event with Russian artists. These differences in ethnic vitality of one emigrant group
in three host countries that are culturally fairly similar are unique and the present study is the
first where the role of ethnic vitality in acculturation of Russian emigrants in these three
different countries was examined.

MAIN THEORETICAL CONCEPTS
Psychological acculturation (Graves, 1967) involves the usually complex set of
psychological consequences (maintenance, adjustment, or their combination) of prolonged
Russian Journal of Com m unication, Vol. 1, No. 4 (Fall 2008)
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exposure to a different culture in norms, values, attitudes, behavior, and habits (e.g., food
patterns). In line with current models, we view acculturation orientations as intervening
variables, which link acculturation conditions (such as characteristics of the main and host
culture) to outcomes (psychological and sociocultural adjustment) (see Figure 1; cf. Berry
& Sam, 1997; Ward, Bochner, & Furnham, 2001). Acculturation conditions define the
contextual limits and demands which influence acculturation processes. At group level,
acculturation conditions involve characteristics of the society of origin, of the immigrant
group (e.g., perceived ethnic vitality and social attachment), of the host society (e.g., cultural
openness, discrimination, immigration policy, and relationships of mainstreamers with
emigrants), and intergroup relations (e.g., social inequality and social distance). Individuallevel context variables refer to changes over time (e.g., age and length of settlement),
position in the society, and situational or social context (e.g., social support and stressful
situations) (Arends-Tóth & Van de Vijver, 2004). Acculturation outcomes (also labeled
adjustment) indicate the degree of success of the acculturation process. Ward and Kennedy
(1994) divided outcomes of the acculturative process into psychological adjustment (or
psychological outcomes; e.g., self-reports of mental health) and sociocultural adjustment (or
sociocultural outcomes; e.g., often measured as self-reported or observed behaviors related
to school and work success). Acculturation orientations, also called acculturation strategies
and acculturation styles, refer to ways in which emigrants want to deal with the cultures
involved (e.g., Berry, 1997; Ward, Bochner, & Furnham, 2001). The most frequently used
model of acculturation strategies is Berry’s (1992) bidimensional model. This model sees
identification with the host country and the country of origin as two independent dimensions,
which constitute four acculturation strategies: integration, assimilation, separation (or
segregation), and marginalization. Integration refers to a preference to maintain the culture
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of the country of origin while also adopting the new culture. Assimilation represents a loss
of the original culture and complete absorption in the new culture. Separation involves a
desire to maintain key features of the original culture while rejecting the new culture.
Finally, marginalization relates to the rejection of both cultures.

THEORETICAL MODEL OF THE STUDY
The remainder of the introduction provides an overview of presumably relevant
antecedent conditions (perceived ethnic vitality, perceived cultural distance, and personality)
and intervening conditions (coping and acculturation strategies) that were examined in the
current study.
Vitality (Giles, Bourhis, & Taylor, 1977) refers to the presence of institutions from the
culture of origin in the country of settlement, such as places of worship, schools, and
restaurants. Perceived ethnic vitality refers to the perceived availability of support networks
and institutions of the heritage culture (e.g., Adelman, 1988; Ait Ouarasse & Van de Vijver,
2008; Berno & Ward, 2000). Minority networks are often mentioned as an important source
of support (Berry, Kim, Power, Young, & Bujaki, 1989; W ard & Kennedy, 1994). The
relevance of perceived ethnic vitality was studied in a group of young adult Moroccan
emigrants in the Netherlands by Ait Ouarasse and Van de Vijver (2004). More perceived
ethnic vitality was associated with less stress and more sociocultural (school and work)
adjustment. The study found support for the view that more ethnic vitality was associated
with more sociocultural adjustment (and not with stronger tendencies to isolate the ethnic
community from the mainstream). Various authors have argued that a larger cultural distance
between the countries of origin and settlement leads to more adaptation problems (e.g.,
Arends-Tóth & Van de Vijver, 2006; Babiker, Cox, & Miller, 1980; Evans, Tradgold, &
Mavondo, 2000; Galchenko & Van de Vijver, 2007, 2008; O’Grady & Lane, 1996; Ward,
Leong, & Low, 2004; Zagefka, Brown, Broquard, & Martin, 2006). A large perceived
cultural distance encourages emigrants to remain psychologically isolated within their ethnic
group (Phalet & Hagendoorn, 1996). Dimitrov (2005) examined perceived cultural distance
in a group of Russian emigrants in the U.S. in three life domains: friendships, workplace, and
male-female interaction. The largest perceived cultural distance was found in friendships,
the smallest in male-female interactions.
The relationship between personality (more specifically the so-called Big Five) and
cross-cultural adjustment was examined by Ward, Leong, and Low (2004) in a study of
sojourners in Australia and Singapore. Extraversion was positively and neuroticism
negatively related to psychological and sociocultural adaptation in both sojourning samples.
Agreeableness and conscientiousness were positively linked to psychological well-being in
both samples and to sociocultural adaptation in the Singaporean group. Mol, Born,
Willemsen, and Van der Molen (2005) conducted a meta-analysis of expatriate performance.
Using 30 primary studies (total N = 4,046), they found that predictive validities of the Big
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Five were similar to those reported for domestic employees. Extraversion, emotional
stability, agreeableness, and conscientiousness predicted expatriate job performance, but
openness did not. Other predictors that were found to relate to expatriate job performance
were cultural sensitivity and local language proficiency. The present study employs a related
model of personality (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1975; Psychological Measurements, 1996) in
which personality is taken to consist of three traits: Extraversion (being outgoing, talkative,
high on positive affect, feeling good, and need for external stimulation), neuroticism (being
anxious, depressed, and moody), and psychoticism (being aggressive, assertive, and
manipulative).
Intervening variables in the present study were acculturation orientations and coping.
Coping has been studied in acculturation research as a variable that mediates the relation
between antecedent variables and acculturation outcomes. An example can be found in a
study by Kosic (2004) among Croatian and Polish emigrants in Rome. Coping strategies
mediated the relation between the need for cognitive closure and decisiveness (the
antecedent variables) and acculturative stress (the outcome variable). Social support is a
significant factor in predicting psychological adjustment (Ward et al., 2001). Social support
is positively related to psychological well-being, both in sojourners and emigrants (Searle
& Ward, 1990; Ward & Kennedy, 1993).
Acculturation orientations, psychological adjustment, and sociocultural competence
during cross-cultural transitions were studied by Ward and Kennedy (1994). Expatriates with
a stronger host national identification experienced fewer sociocultural adjustment
difficulties. The most social difficulties were experienced by sojourners who endorsed
separation, and the least by those who favored assimilation and integration; the participants
who favored marginalization showed an intermediate level. Sojourners with a preference for
integration experienced less depression than sojourners with a preference for assimilation;
there were no other significant differences among the four groups. The favorable adaptation
outcomes of integration have been found in various studies (Berry & Sam, 1997).
According to Ward and Kennedy (1994), homesickness relates to psychological
adjustment (often associated with mental health indicators such as stress, depression, and
homesickness). In a sample of international and U.S. students, Poyrazli and Lopez (2007)
found that international students experienced higher levels of discrimination and
homesickness than did U.S. students. Age, English proficiency, and perceived discrimination
predicted homesickness among the international students. In another research students in the
Netherlands and in the U.K. were compared (Stroebe, Van Vliet, Hewstone, & Willis, 2002).
It was demonstrated that both personality and family situation factors had influence on
homesickness. Students with higher levels of homesickness experienced more difficulties
in adjustment.
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COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF ACCULTURATION
Most acculturation studies examine one immigrant group in one country. These studies
usually show very little variation in contextual conditions of acculturation such as
mainstreamers’ expectations of acculturation by immigrants, ethnic vitality, and
discrimination. As a consequence, such studies have a limited value in determining the role
of cultural context in acculturation. There is an obvious need for conducting studies that
compare acculturation of emigrants from a single country of origin in different countries of
settlement or that compare several immigrant groups in one country (Sam & Berry, 2006).
Piontkowski, Florack, Hoelker, and Obdrzálek (2000) examined to what extent the
acculturation attitudes of dominant (Germans, Swiss, and Slovaks) and non-dominant groups
(Turks, former Yugoslavians, and Hungarians) could be predicted on the basis of various
characteristics: perceived similarity, contact, identification, self-efficacy, perceived outcome,
permeability (openness for societal participation by immigrants), vitality, and intergroup
bias. The authors concluded that the acculturation preference of each cultural group is
predicted by a group-specific combination of variables.

THE INTERNATIONAL COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
ETHNOCULTURAL YOUTH (THE ICSEY PROJECT)
Using the sample of youth from over thirty different immigrants groups in thirteen
countries with data of non-immigrant peers, Berry and colleagues tested patterns of
similarities and differences in acculturation, identity and adaptation and compared it across
groups and societies (Berry et al., 2006). This project was based on Berry’s study of
acculturative stress and Phinney’s work on ethnic identity (Berry, 1990, 1997; Phinney,
1990). In a first report, psychological adaptation of Turkish adolescents was studied in
Norway and Sweden (Virta, Sam, & W estin, 2004). The results indicated that Turks in
Norway had poorer psychological adaptation (lower self-esteem and more mental health
problems) than Turks in Sweden. Moreover, Turks in Norway reported a less pronounced
Turkish identity, more marginalization, and more perceived discrimination than Turks in
Sweden. Results on a larger data set involving Turkish and Vietnamese immigrant youth in
Finland, France, Norway, and Sweden were reported by Vedder, Sam, Van de Vijver, and
Phinney (2006). Differences between host countries tended to be larger than differences
between ethnic groups. Both immigrant groups showed the lowest scores on integration and
the highest scores on discrimination in Norway. Moreover, Turkish immigrants showed a
stronger ethnic orientation whereas Vietnamese immigrants showed a stronger mainstream
orientation.
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THE PRESENT STUDY AND HYPOTHESES
The study of immigrant groups in different countries from a single heritage country
can yield valuable insights in the influence of characteristics of the host country and the
community of co-nationals on acculturation outcomes. The current study is the first
comparative study of acculturation among Russian emigrants; we examined participants in
France, Germany, and the Netherlands. We were interested in the role of ethnic vitality in
these three countries. The Russian community in France presumably shows more ethnic
vitality than the Russian communities in the other countries; there are more Russian
institutions and more extensive social networks among Russian emigrants in France than in
the Netherlands and Germany. We tested the following hypotheses:
1. Russian emigrants in France show a higher perceived ethnic vitality than emigrants
in Germany and the Netherlands.
2. Country differences in ethnic vitality and perceived cultural distance are associated
with country differences in acculturation orientations and outcomes. More specifically,
a statistical correction for either ethnic vitality or perceived cultural distance reduces the
size of the cross-cultural differences in orientations and outcomes.
3. Extraversion is related to less depression and homesickness (psychological
adjustment) and more frequent interactions with host nationals and with co-nationals
(sociocultural adjustment); psychoticism and neuroticism are positively related to
depression and homesickness (psychological adjustment) and negatively to frequency
of interactions with co-nationals and host nationals (sociocultural adjustment).
4. Perceived ethnic vitality is associated with less depression and homesickness and
more interactions with co-nationals and host nationals.
5. Host domain resources are associated with less depression and homesickness and
more interactions with host nationals.
6. Acculturation orientations and coping are mediators between antecedent variables and
outcomes.

The differences between the countries (except the first hypothesis), the first and the
second generation emigrants and between the two genders were examined on an exploratory
basis.
Because of recent emigration history in Germany and the Netherlands, these countries
have very few adult second-generation Russian immigrants. Therefore, generation
differences could only be studied in France.
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METHOD
Participants
A total of 651 Russian emigrants (395 men and 256 women) from France (N = 229;
mean age = 38.12, SD = 9.92, 130 men and 99 women), Germany (N = 240; mean age =
37.66, SD = 8.33, 137 men and 103 women), and the Netherlands (N = 182; mean age =
34.31, SD = 6.59, 110 men and 72 women) were involved in the study. An analysis of
variance revealed that the age differences were significant, F(2, 649) = 11.68, p < .01, ç p2 =
.11 (partial eta square). Additional analyses revealed that age differences were not
systematically related to acculturation variables and that generation differences were more
important. Therefore, we considered the role of generation in the remaining analyses. All
participants in Germany and the Netherlands were first-generation emigrants, the French
sample consisted of first- and second-generation emigrants (N = 103 and 127, respectively).
The mean age of the second-generation emigrants is 32.57, SD = 7.03). No formal registers
of Russian emigrants are available which would allow for probability sampling; hence, we
cannot examine the representativeness of our sample. Still, the demographic data do not
suggest that our sample is much different from the (adult) Russian emigrant population in
the three countries.
All participants of the first-generation came to the country of residence between two
and eight years ago. Russians of the second-generation of the French sample were born in
France. All participants were Russian native speakers and lived in Amsterdam, Utrecht,
Rotterdam, Eindhoven in the Netherlands, Dusseldorf, Cologne, Essen, Aachen, Hamburg,
Munich in Germany, and Paris, Lyon, and Marseille in France. All participants have a legal
immigrant status: the participants of the first generation have a residence permit and
Russians of the second generation are citizens of the host country. All Russians in the Dutch
sample have a university degree and a job in the host country, most participants in Germany
have a relatively low educational level and some of them are not employed. The first
generation of the French sample contained mostly highly educated people with a job (70%),
participants of the second generation were mostly students (76% of the second-generation
sample) and not employed; the rest of the sample (24%) are Russians, typically 35-57 years
old, highly-educated with a good job. Participants were recruited for this study by using
internet sites of Russian communities, Russian newspapers, clubs, Orthodox church, schools
for Russian children and personal contacts. No financial compensation for participation was
offered.
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Instruments
Unless indicated otherwise, measures were developed by the authors and were
adaptations of instruments used in a study on Moroccan emigrants that supported the
reliability and validity of the scales (Ait Ouarasse & Van de Vijver, 2004). Responses were
given on a seven-point Likert scale, with answer options ranging from 1 (strongly disagree)
to 7 (strongly agree). The same answer options were used in the other scales (unless
specified otherwise). All (sub)scales of all instruments were found to be unifactorial.
The measurement of the perceived cultural distance comprised of 22 items and
responses were given on a 7-point bipolar scale, with answer options ranging from 1 (very
similar) to 7 (very different). An example of an item is: “How similar or different do you find
the religion in France/Germany/the Netherlands and in Russia?” The internal consistency of
the scale (Cronbach’s alpha) was .78.
The scale to measure perceived ethnic vitality (home domain resources) comprised of
questions about the community domain (e.g., availability of ethnic institutions and support
networks). The questionnaire consisted of 18 items, such as “I find it easy to find friends
from my own country”, “I attend activities organized by people from Russia”, “When I am
in real trouble it is to Russians that I go for help”, and “Associations of Russian people have
played an important role in facilitating their lives in France”. The responses were given on
a 7-point Likert-scale, with answer options ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly
agree). The same answer options were used in the other scales (unless specified otherwise).
Cronbach’s alpha was .91.
The Host Domain Resources Scale dealt with questions about the host country. The
questionnaire consisted of 19 items, such as “I find it easy to find Dutch/French/German
friends”, “I attend activities organized by Dutch/French/German people”, “When I am in real
trouble, it is to the Dutch/French/Germans that I go for help”, and “I think the
Dutch/French/Germans try to help us” (alpha = .83).
The full version of Eysenck Personality Scale which consists of 101 items such as “I
am a talkative person” (Extraversion scale), “I think of myself as a carefree person”
(Psychoticism scale), “Sometimes I feel unhappy for no obvious reason” (Neuroticism scale)
was used in this study (Ïñèõîëîãè÷åñêèå èçìåðåíèÿ, 1996). The questionnaire comprises
of three subscales: Psychoticism, Neuroticism, and Extraversion (the values of alpha of the
three scales were .71, .92, and .89, respectively).
Coping skills were measured by means of the Coping Strategy Indicator (Amirkhan,
1990). The scale measures three types of coping strategies: problem solving, seeking social
support, and avoidance. Participants are asked to describe a problem they have encountered
in the last six months and keeping that stressful event in mind, to indicate how they dealt
with it. This measurement comprises 33 items such as “Brainstormed all possible solutions
before deciding what to do?” (problem solving), “Accepted sympathy and understanding
from someone?” (seeking social support), and “Spent more time than usual alone?”
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(avoidance); the scale uses a 3-point response scale, with answer options ranging from 1 (not
at all) to 3 (a lot) (alpha of Problem Solving = .71, of Social Support = .83, and of
Avoidance = .69).
Acculturation orientations were assessed, using the two-item measurement method
(Arends-Tóth & Van de Vijver, 2004), which means that questions were asked about
relevant acculturation domains for both the country of origin and the country of settlement.
We examined acculturation attitudes toward home and host country (Russia and
France/Germany/the Netherlands, respectively). In keeping with previous research (e.g.,
Arends-Tóth & Van de Vijver, 2004), we asked questions related to both personal and public
domains. The questionnaire consisted of 24 items measuring attitudes such as “I like
Dutch/French/German food” and “I like Russian food” (private domain) and “I like to have
Dutch/French/German friends” and “I like to have Russian friends” (public domain) (alpha
of Attitude toward Home Country = .79, and of Attitude toward Host Country = .80).
Psychological outcomes were measured with a depression scale of 10 items (with
items such as “Sometimes I am so depressed that I feel like staying in bed for the whole
day”). Responses could range from 1 (never) to 7 (most of the time) (alpha of Depression =
.76). In order to measure homesickness, a questionnaire with 10 items (e.g. “I often dream
about my future visits to my country”) was used (alpha = .86).
Sociocultural outcomes were examined by measuring self-reported behavior in public
and private domains, such as food and family (private domains) and social contacts and
language (public domains). The questionnaire comprised of 28 items, again using the twoitem method. Fourteen items referred to the culture of origin (e.g., “How often do you eat
Russian food?”); another set of 14 items asked the same questions with regard to country of
settlement (e.g., “How often do you eat Dutch/French/German food”). The response
alternatives ranged from 1 (never) to 7 (daily or almost daily) (alpha of Behavior in Home
Domain = .81 and of Behavior in Host Domain = .79).

Procedure
The questionnaire was originally developed in English. A Russian version was made
using a translation back translation procedure. All participants were sufficiently skilled in
Russian to fill out the Russian version. The questionnaire was given after some public
function in the community (e.g., a celebration in a club or in the Orthodox Church); other
participants were approached via internet sites or individually. The average time needed to
answer the questionnaire was one hour. In addition, participants were free to add their
personal comments about ethnic vitality. Some of these comments are described in the
discussion section as illustration of participants’ experiences.
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Data Analysis
Multivariate analysis of Variance (MANOVA) was used to determine whether the
samples showed different scale means; a multivariate analysis was chosen as the dependent
variables of interest could be expected to be correlated. The size of the cross-cultural
differences was expressed in terms of proportion of variance accounted for by cultural group
in the MANOVA (partial eta square). We adopted Cohen’s proposal and used .01, .06, and
.14 as cutoff values for small, moderate, and large effects. Bonferroni-corrected post hoc
tests were employed to adjust the selected alpha level to control for overall Type 1 error rate
in determining which cultural groups showed different means. Covariance analysis was used
to examine the statistical influence of perceived ethnic vitality on the cross-cultural
differences on all scales (cf. Poortinga & Van de Vijver, 1987). Country was the independent
variable, perceived cultural distance the covariate, and the scale scores were the dependent
variables. We compared the size of the cross-cultural differences in the original scores with
the size of these differences after correction for perceived ethnic vitality and perceived
cultural distance in order to test whether perceived ethnic vitality showed stronger
associations with acculturation orientations and outcomes than did perceived cultural
distance. Multiple regression analysis was used to evaluate the association of predictors with
all outcome variables; step-wise regression analyses were conducted to determine the
viability of the mediation model of acculturation. A stepwise regression was chosen because
it allowed us to examine the associations between the antecedent and intervening variables
on the one hand and the dependent variables on the other hand in a way that is consistent
with our theoretical framework described in Figure 1. These analyses tested whether the
relations between antecedent and outcome variables were partly or fully mediated by the
mediating variables (acculturation orientations).

RESULTS
The presentation of the results is divided into two sections; the first describes the
examination of the patterning of the group differences in mean scores, and the second tests
the relations between antecedent, intervening, and outcome variables.

Group Differences in Mean Scores
Group differences in mean scores were addressed in two analyses: the first was a
multivariate analysis of variance, involving the first-generation emigrants in the three
countries; the dependent variables are the scores on each of the psychological scales. The
second tested generation differences in the French sample (this sample was the only one with
emigrants from two generations). This analysis tested the first two hypotheses.
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Analysis of host-country differences
The first analysis had host country (3 levels: France, Germany, and the Netherlands)
and gender (2 levels) as independent variables and all psychological scales as dependent
variables (i.e., perceived ethnic vitality, perceived cultural distance, host domain resources,
personality traits (psychoticism, extraversion, neuroticism), coping styles (problem solving,
seeking social support, and avoidance), attitudes toward Russia, attitudes toward host
country, homesickness, depression, behavior in home domain, and behavior in host domain).
Only first-generation migrants were included in the analysis. The interaction of country by
gender was significant, Wilks’ Lambda = .85, F(30, 1020) = 2.77, p < .01, çp 2 = .07. Gender
differences in host domain resources were smaller in France than in the Netherlands and
Germany. The other variables tended to show smaller gender differences in the Netherlands
than in France and Germany. Gender showed a significant and moderate multivariate effect,
Wilks’ Lambda = .90, F(15, 510) = 3.44, p < .01, çp 2 = .09 (partial eta square). Males scored
higher on host domain resources, avoidance, and behavior in home domain, and lower on
problem solving. Host country demonstrated a significant and large effect, Wilks’ Lambda
= .30, F(30, 1020) = 27.75, p < .01, çp 2 = .45. The country means for each scale are reported
in Table 1. The means are standardized across the three groups of participants so that the
tabulated scores can be interpreted as deviations (z scores) from the global mean of zero. A
post hoc procedure (Bonferroni test) showed that the French mean was significantly different
from the means of the two other countries for all variables except depression. Participants
from the Netherlands and Germany reported a larger perceived cultural distance to their
countries of residence than did the participants from France. Compared to the latter group,
the Dutch and German immigrant samples showed lower scores on perceived ethnic vitality
and host domain resources, psychoticism, extraversion, attitudes toward home and host
country) and behavior in home and host domain, and higher scores on neuroticism and
homesickness. Finally, Russian-Dutch and Russian-Germans were more focused on problem
solving, sought less social support, were less avoidant, and reported less psychological and
sociocultural adjustment. The largest cross-cultural effect sizes were found for perceived
ethnic vitality, closely followed by cultural distance. The first hypothesis which stated that
Russian emigrants in France would show a higher perceived ethnic vitality than emigrants
in Germany and the Netherlands was confirmed. Moreover, emigrants in France showed less
depression and homesickness (psychological adjustment) and more interactions with host
nationals (sociocultural adjustment) than emigrants in Germany and the Netherlands. These
differences support the second hypothesis.
The two antecedent conditions that showed the largest cross-cultural differences were
perceived ethnic vitality and perceived cultural difference. The large figure for perceived
cultural distance is interesting, because the cultural differences between the host countries
are not substantial, as described in the introduction. Furthermore, we found that perceived
ethnic vitality and perceived cultural distance were unrelated, r(652) = -.04, ns.
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The second hypothesis addressed the influence of perceived ethnic vitality and
perceived cultural distance on the cross-cultural differences on all scales. We compared the
size of the cross-cultural differences in the original scores with the size of these differences
after correction (cf. Poortinga & Van de Vijver, 1987). The correction was done in a
covariance analysis in which country was the independent variable, perceived ethnic vitality,
perceived cultural distance and their interaction the covariate (for each covariate a separate
analysis was carried out), and the scale scores were the dependent variables (Table 1). We
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found that in line with the second hypothesis, the size of the country differences was reduced
considerably after correction for the covariates. More specifically, controlling for perceived
ethnic vitality led to a larger reduction in variance than for perceived cultural distance (with
averages after correction of .03 and .13, respectively). Their combination reduced the
average effect size to .09. These findings indicate that perceived ethnic vitality and perceived
cultural distance reduced the variation in the other variables by about 50%.

Predicting Acculturation Outcomes
Regression analyses were used to address the remaining four hypotheses that dealt
with the statistical influence of antecedent and intervening variables on acculturation
outcomes. Stepwise multiple regression analyses were carried out in which psychological
and sociocultural adjustment were the dependent variables. Perceived cultural distance,
cultural resources (both perceived ethnic vitality and host domain resources), and personality
traits (psychoticism, extraversion, and neuroticism) were predictors in the first step;
acculturation variables (home and host attitude) and coping styles (seeking social support,
problem solving, and avoidance) were added as independent variables in the second step.
The data analyses involved only the first-generation immigrants from the three countries in
order to avoid the confounding of generation and country effects. The results are presented
in Table 2 (psychological adjustment) and Table 3 (sociocultural adjustment).
We begin with the description of psychological adjustment (depression and
homesickness). The first regression analysis examined depression. The antecedent variables
showed a significant effect, R 2 = .33, p < .01. Significant predictors (p < .05) were
psychoticism (positive regression coefficient), extraversion (negative), neuroticism
(positive), and perceived cultural distance (positive). Adding the intervening variables
significantly increased the value of R 2 to .48, DR 2 = .15, p < .01. The predictors that were
significant in the first step remained significant in the second step. First-generation Russian
emigrants showed more depression when they reported less ethnic vitality, higher scores on
psychoticism and lower scores on extraversion, neuroticism, seeking social support, and
avoidance; moreover, they reported more depression when they had a stronger attitude
toward home country and a weaker attitude toward the host country. The second regression
analysis examined homesickness; the squared multiple correlation was high (R 2 = .41, p <
.01) and increased significantly in the second step, R 2 = .14, p < .01. All predictors were
significant in the first step: psychoticism, neuroticism, and perceived cultural distance were
positive predictors and ethnic vitality, host domain resources, and extraversion were negative
predictors. In the second step neuroticism, perceived cultural distance, and attitude toward
home country were positive predictors; negative regression coefficients were found for
ethnic vitality, host domain resources, extraversion, seeking social support, avoidance, and
attitude toward home country.
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It is interesting to compare the results of the two regression analyses. Perceived
cultural distance and ethnic vitality were related to the outcomes in both analyses in a
consistent and predictable manner. A lower perceived cultural distance and more perceived
ethnic vitality are associated with less depression and homesickness. The introduction of
acculturation orientations and coping led to a large increase of the proportion of variance
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explained. A stronger orientation on Russia and a weaker orientation on the host country
were associated with more depression and homesickness. Moreover, emotionally stable,
extraverted emigrants who used social support seeking and avoidance as coping strategy
showed also less depression and homesickness, more psychological adjustment. The sign of
avoidance is unexpected.
The regression analyses of the sociocultural adjustment (behavior in home and in host
domain) are documented in Table 3. The antecedent conditions were significantly related to
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behavior in the home domain, R 2 = .32; the introduction of the intervening variables in the
second step led to a significant increase of .11 (p < .05). Significant variables in the first
subset were ethnic vitality, host domain resources, psychoticism, and neuroticism. In the
second subset, the following variables were significant: perceived ethnic vitality (positive),
host domain resources (negative), extraversion (positive), neuroticism (positive), perceived
cultural distance (positive), attitude toward Russia (positive), and attitude toward host
country (negative).
The final analysis involved the prediction of host domain behavior. The analysis
showed a significant effect of antecedent variables, R 2 = .44; there was a significant increase
of .06in the second subset. Perceived ethnic vitality and host domain resources were positive
predictors and psychoticism and neuroticism were negative predictors. When the intervening
variables were added, the following predictors were significant: perceived ethnic vitality
(positive), host domain resources (positive), psychoticism (negative), extraversion (positive),
neuroticism (negative), attitudes towards home country (negative), attitudes towards host
country (positive), seeking social support (positive), and avoidance (negative).
It can be concluded that the antecedent conditions were significantly associated with
both sociocultural adjustment variables; the introduction of the intervening variables led to
a significant and moderate increase of the proportion of variance explained. Perceived ethnic
vitality was the most powerful predictor in both domains of behavior. More perceived ethnic
vitality was associated with more interactions with both co-nationals and host nationals.
More extraverted emigrants with a low level of psychoticism and neuroticism, who prefer
seeking social support as coping strategy, showed more sociocultural adjustment. Russians
emigrants with stronger attitudes towards Russia interacted more with co-nationals;
participants with stronger attitudes toward the host country socialized more with host
nationals. Emigrants who prefer avoidance as a coping strategy interacted less with host
nationals.
The regression analyses largely support the last four hypotheses. Extraverted
emigrants, who have low levels of neuroticism and psychoticism, show less depression and
homesickness (psychological adjustment) and interact more frequently with host nationals
(behavior in host domain, sociocultural adjustment) (third hypothesis). More perceived
ethnic vitality is associated with less depression and homesickness and more contacts with
co-nationals and host nationals (fourth hypothesis). More host domain resources are
associated with less depression and homesickness and more interactions with host nationals
(fifth hypothesis). Acculturation orientation and coping were found to be a mediator between
antecedent and outcome variables (sixth hypothesis).
Analysis of first- and second-generation emigrants to France. In order to examine
generation differences, we split the French sample in first- and second-generation emigrants.
A multivariate analysis of variance with generation as the independent variable and the
psychological scales as the dependent variables found significant generation differences,
Wilks’ Lambda = .55, F(15, 233) = 12.70, p < .01, ç p2 = .45. The univariate analyses showed
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that members of the first generation showed significantly higher scores on perceived ethnic
vitality (Cohen’s d = 0.88), host domain resources (d = 0.70), attitude toward Russia (d =
0.79), and behavior in the home domain (d = 0.82), and significantly lower scores on
attitudes toward the host country (d = -0.40). This score pattern points to more adjustment
to the French culture and less orientation on the Russian culture in the second generation.
Finally, we found higher scores on homesickness among second-generation generation
emigrants (d = -0.37), which may seem unexpected. Members of the second generation with
higher scores on homesickness tended to have more negative attitudes toward France and to
show less behavior in the host domain, whereas the opposite relation was found in the first
generation.

DISCUSSION
We were interested in differences in acculturation-related variables among Russian
emigrants to France, Germany, and the Netherlands. These three countries have a different
history of immigration from Russia. France was the first country that accepted Russian
emigrants (back in the 19 th century) and it was the first country in which many facilities for
the immigrant community were realized; the community is well organized and has
established, among other things, Orthodox churches and weekend schools to teach the
Russian language. Germany and the Netherlands have a much more recent immigration
history of Russians. Many Russians emigrated to Germany in the 1990s and smaller numbers
went to the Netherlands. Despite their geographical proximity and cultural similarities as
being Western, individualistic, and affluent, different conditions for acculturation of Russian
emigrants prevail in these three countries. The major differences in ethnic vitality of the
communities in the three countries provided a good study context to examine the role of
perceived ethnic vitality in acculturation.
In line with our expectations, we found that the ethnic vitality of the Russian
community was higher in France than in the two other countries (the first hypothesis). This
finding was confirmed in conversations with the participants which the principal author had
during the data collection. The Russian community in France is active in organizing
informative resources and Russian public celebrations, has a rich cultural life and is aimed
at helping emigrants and at stimulating the integration of Russians in France. There are three
well organized Russian communities in Paris alone, various Russian Orthodox churches in
France, numerous Russian restaurants, and several weekend schools for Russian children.
These facilities have been started by the first generation and are still maintained by the
current generation. During informal interviews Russian-Dutch indicated to experience
various adaptation problems. They noticed that it is very hard to learn the Dutch language
and to adapt to the completely different style of life and relationships between people in the
Netherlands. There is only one Russian community, one weekend school for Russian
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children, and one Orthodox church in Amsterdam; remarkably, only 15% of participants
know about it.
We got the impression during the data collection that Russians in Germany tend to
speak the host language better than do Russians in the Netherlands. This difference may have
historical reasons. Because of the strong political and economical relations with Germany,
the second language in Russian schools and universities used to be German. There are some
weekend schools for Russian children and some Russian communities in big German cities.
However, participants indicated that the activities of the Russian community are focused on
organizing cultural events which does not help most Russian emigrants to adjust to the
German society. The main problem for Russians in Germany is to find a job, whereas
Russian emigrants in the Netherlands, who tend to be well-educated, often have fewer
problems with findings jobs but face difficulties with the way of life in the Netherlands.
Although most Russians in Germany are less educated and have more economical problems
than the Russians in the Netherlands, both groups tend to feel uncomfortable abroad and are
less well adapted than Russians in France.
The second generation, mainly consisting of younger people of about 18-30 years old,
is well integrated, or as one of the young Russian emigrants said:
I consider myself as French. I was born in France and here is my homeland. My mother
is Russian; so, I can speak Russian and participate in celebrations of the Russian
community occasionally. And this is it about my Russian background.

Another participant felt more related to Russia, although he combined it with a strong
French identity:

I was born in France and I feel here at home. But my parents are both Russian and they
tried to maintain the Russian language, culture and history of Russia. So, I speak
Russian fluently, I know Russian history, literature and culture.

The first-generation Russians in France were more focused on Russia whereas the
second generation was more focused on France and was better adjusted to the host country.
Second-generation members with higher levels of homesickness reported fewer resources
in both the home and the host domain. At first sight, these results seem to suggest that
second-generation emigrants with higher levels of homesickness have more problems to
adjust to the French society; the opposite holds in the first generation. In our view, the results
have to be interpreted in a different manner. There seems to be a difference in the object of
homesickness across the generations. Members of the first generation miss their family and
friends who stayed behind in Russia, whereas for second-generation members homesickness
is more oriented toward Russia as a country. Quite often, their picture of Russia is idealized.
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One of the second-generation participants said that he knows Russia only before the
revolution, although his parents immigrated to France after the Second World War:
According to stories of my parents, it’s a country with rich cultural traditions of the
aristocracy and Orthodox Church, with a variety of beautiful nature of forests, rivers,
mountains and Crimea at the Black Sea. (Note by authors: Crimea was a popular resort
at the Black Sea which is no longer Russian territory).

In particular for second-generation members Russia has become the unattainable ideal.
Because all participants of the first generation emigrants had approximately the same
length of stay in their respective countries of settlement, we argue that differences in
perceived ethnic vitality and perceived cultural distance in the three countries are associated
with acculturation outcomes. The participants from France reported higher perceived ethnic
vitality and higher level of sociocultural adjustment and lower level of psychological
maladjustment. Russians from the Netherlands and Germany demonstrated lower level of
perceived ethnic vitality and lower level of sociocultural adjustment and higher level of
psychological maladjustment. These findings supported our second and fourth hypothesis.
The confirmation of these results that emigrants in country with a longer immigration
history and well-organized community of co-nationals, have higher levels of psychological
and sociocultural adjustment is in line with previous studies (e.g., Babiker, Cox, & Miller,
1980; Nesdale & Mak, 2003; W axin, 2004). Our findings are also in line with previous
studies in which perceived ethnic vitality proved to be a valuable resource against
acculturative stress (Ait Ouarasse & Van de Vijver, 2004; Berry et al., 1989; Ward &
Kennedy, 1994).
The third hypothesis, which stated that more extraverted participants have less
depression and homesickness and interact more with co- and host nationals was
corroborated. In addition we found that Russians who prefer seeking social support as coping
strategy, report less depression and homesickness. The same combination of extraversion and
support seeking was also a good predictor of adaptation in groups of expatriates and
exchange students from various countries in Moscow (Galchenko & Van de Vijver, 2007,
2008). The importance of extensive social networks and psychological characteristics that
foster the development of these networks, such as extraversion and support seeking, has also
been demonstrated elsewhere (Selmer & Leung, 2003; Van Oudenhoven et al., 2001; Ward
et al., 2004). We found that problem solving (as a coping strategy) was unrelated to both
psychological and sociocultural adjustment.
A high level of perceived ethnic vitality associated with behavior both in the home and
in host domain. All kinds of ethnic resources can be used to establish and maintain contact
with co-nationals. Interestingly, the existence of a well developed ethnic community helps
emigrants to feel more comfortable in the host country and to establish more interactions
with host nationals. This strong association between ethnic vitality and both wellbeing and
contacts with both co-nationals and host nationals points to the vital importance of national
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resources for a successful acculturation process. A stronger attitude toward Russia and a
weaker attitude toward the host country are associated with more depression and
homesickness (less psychological adjustment). It can be concluded that a stronger orientation
on the Russian culture is associated with more depression and homesickness, whereas a
stronger host country orientation is associated with less depression and homesickness. Ward
and Kennedy (1994) reported a negative relationship between assimilation and psychological
adjustment; moreover, immigrants tended to be less depressed when they were more oriented
on others (i.e., when they are more extraverted, support seeking, and agreeable; in the
literature on the five-factor model of personality agreeableness is sometimes assumed to be
the opposite of psychoticism; Digman, 1997). These immigrants tend to rely more on their
social networks, which have been shown to constitute important resources for immigrants
(e.g., Selmer & Leung, 2003; Van Oudenhoven, Van der Zee, & Van Kooten, 2001; Ward
et al., 2004).
Our fifth hypothesis according to which host domain resources were associated with
less depression and homesickness and more interactions host nationals, was confirmed.
Russian emigrants who report more host domain resources (e.g., by attending activities
organized by host nationals) feel less depressed, experience less homesickness and socialize
more with host nationals.
Acculturation orientations and coping were mediators between ethnic vitality, host
domain resources, perceived cultural distance and personality (antecedent) and depression,
homesickness, psychological adjustment, and behavior, sociocultural adjustment (outcomes
variables) (sixth hypothesis). The outputs of the step-wise regression analysis demonstrated
the mediation role of these variables. These results are in line with our other studies where
acculturation orientations and coping were found to be mediators. (Galchenko & Van de
Vijver, 2007, 2008).
The present study is the first where the role of ethnic vitality in acculturation of
Russian emigrants in France, Germany, and the Netherlands was examined. The results of
the current study make a meaningful contribution in the area of acculturation. Our findings
indicate that it is important to provide emigrants with information about the community of
co-nationals in the country of settlement and to view the ethnic community in the host
country as an important resource for emigrants, in some groups even for the social cultural
adaptation. Our research is useful for emigrants because it can give them some ideas to
organize the co-national community in the host country or to improve the present one. The
level of organization of the national community (e.g., presence of clubs, schools or other
places where the ethnic culture is transmitted, and places of worships) can reduce
psychological problems of emigrants and improve the quality of their life abroad. Insight in
the main determinants of acculturation outcomes may increase the quality of life of the
migrants. More in-depth analyses of the specific problems encountered by the groups would
be required to identify fruitful domains of counseling.
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Limitations
The major limitation of the current study is related to its sample characteristics.
Because there is no official registers of Russian emigrants, we cannot examine the
representativeness of our sample to the Russian communities in the three countries, let alone
to Russian communities in other countries. Another sample-related characteristic that limits
the generalizability is the relative homogeneity of the samples particularly in the Netherlands
and Germany with regard to their educational background, socioeconomic status, and kind
of neighborhood of the residence, and living alone or with family. These background
variables may impact on process of acculturation, but the homogeneity of our samples in
terms of these variables made it impossible to statistically correct for their influences in a
regression or covariance analysis. Still, we would like to argue that the influence of these
background variables is unlikely to invalidate the main conclusion of our study about the
importance of ethnic vitality. The socioeconomic status of the Russian emigrants is higher
in the Netherlands than in Germany; yet, we did not find that Russian emigrants in the
Netherlands are better adjusted. In sum, the immigrant communities in the three countries
were not entirely comparable and it was impossible to use statistical modeling to match the
samples on all acculturation-related background variables. Future studies could compare
Russian emigrants in other countries, different generations of Russians in several countries
in order to overcome the limitations of the present study and to examine the external validity
of our findings.
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M EDIA EFFECTS ON RUSSIAN STUDENTS’
ATTITUDES TOWARD THE
U NITED STATES OF AMERICA
ANASTASIA KONONOVA4

Russian students were surveyed to compare media consumption and attitudes
toward the United States of America and find relationships between the use of
media and the image of the United States. Television and the Internet were the
most popular sources of the information about the United States. To get news,
students who had never been to the United States used Russian media, mostly
television, while those who visited the USA used primarily Web sites from
American and international media. Russian students studying in America were
more likely to believe that Americans were depicted accurately by American
television than Russian students studying in Russia. “Americanized Russians”
had more favorable overall attitude toward the United States than “Russian
Russians.” Standard regressions showed that the use of Internet affected the
overall attitude.
Keywords: image of the United States, attitudes, survey, media effects, media
relations between Russia and the USA

A Russian housewife who had never been in the U.S. was asked:
“Where would you like to go if you were invited to America?”
“To Santa Barbara, of course!” the woman answered.
“Why?”
“I know everybody there!”
Russian humor

Anastasia Kononova is a doctoral student in the Missouri School of Journalism, Columbia, Missouri
(agk6d9@mizzou.edu).
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I

n the beginning of 1990s, the American soap opera Santa Barbara was extremely popular
among Russian television viewers. Many Russians sympathized with characters of the
famous TV show and created their images of a faraway country based on the information
received from television. This study will examine how Russians who have never been to the
United States of America perceive this country, what affects their attitudes toward the United
States, and how their attitudes change after they visit the United States.
The purpose of this research was to measure the extent of media use, examine Russian
students’ attitudes toward the United States of America and determine whether there was an
association between the two phenomena. The study compared attitudes and the extent of
media use by Russians who had been or lived in America with Russians who had never
traveled to or lived in the United States. The study offers a new look at a young generation
of Russian people, who grew up after the Cold War and were exposed to American media
much more than their Soviet parents.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Russians and the United States
The first articles about the United States appeared in Russian media in the second half
of the eighteenth century and were devoted to “the life of American natives, whereas later
writings focused on the American Revolution” (Zassoursky, 1990, p. 11). Representatives
of the Russian Enlightenment viewed America as a country of contradictions. “On the one
hand, America stood for models of political organization and technological diffusion that
Russia should emulate; on the other, it represented practices to be avoided” (Mickiewicz,
1990, p. 21). In his Journey from Petersburg to Moscow (1790), Alexander Radishchev
admired the fact that the American Constitution allowed freedom of the press. At the same
time, however, the writer condemned slavery existing in the United States (Radishchev,
1790; cited by Mickiewicz, 1990).
In the middle of the nineteenth century, America was viewed by Russians both as a
part of the Russian Empire (Russia had colonies in Alaska, the Aleutians, and California) and
a great economic competitor of the Russian Empire (Russian Discovery of America, 2002).
After the Great October Revolution in 1917, Lenin determined future relations
between the two powers: Russia needed sophisticated American technologies, but it did not
accept the ideology of capitalism (V. I. Lenin, Collected W orks, 1965, pp. 62-63; cited by
Zassursky, 1990, p. 15). A similar ambivalent attitude was reflected by famous Soviet
journalists, writers, and poets such as Ilf and Petrov (1935-1936), Marshak (1933) and
Mayakovsky (1925). These authors got their first impression of the United States when they
visited New York, a city of contrasts. It was the city of luxury and technological progress
with streets lit by electricity, expensive stores, shiny hotels and fashionable people. At the
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same time, it was the city of hidden poverty and unemployed working class exploited by
capitalism.
Although the Second World War strengthened the alliance between the two
superpowers, “the Soviet press reported that American conservatives and businesses were
still suspicious of, if not hostile toward, the Soviet Union” (Zassoursky, 1990, p. 16). When
the Cold War started, the image of the United States created by the Soviet national press
changed from the ally that helped Russia with land lease during the Second World War to
an international enemy and aggressive opponent (Zassoursky, 1990).
The first empirical research on the image of the United States created by the Soviet
press was conducted between 1967 and 1969 by Professor Boris Grushin, who found that
Soviet people did not know much about the United States and would like to know more
about American life, economics, and teenagers. Nearly 99 percent of the Soviet people were
sure that America “created a situation of war tension,” and 81 percent of them believed “the
USA treated USSR with hostility” (Grushin, 1969, cited in Fedotova, 1990).
Soviet authors described a positive shift in the Soviet media coverage of the United
States during the years of perestroika (Mickievicz, 1990; Kolesnik, 1990; Fedotova, 1990;
Richter, 1990; Lukosiunas, 1990). Soviet people learned about American farmers, computer
technologies, highways, and telecommunications (Mickievicz, 1990), they got the
opportunity to use television to communicate with each other in real time (Kolesnik, 1990),
and the information presented about the United States became more balanced by 1986
(Fedotova, 1990). Richter (1990) and Lukosiunas (1990) conducted newspaper content
analyses and noticed the same positive attitudinal shift toward the United States by the end
of perestroika, a set of reforms restructuring the Soviet economy in the 1980s.
The world — including Russia — was sympathetic toward the United States of
America after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. Vladimir Putin, the former
President of the Russian Federation, sent condolences to the American people after the
tragedy took place; Russia officially supported the global war against terrorism. But after
America invaded Afghanistan and Iraq in 2002-2003, the positive attitude of Russians
toward the United States decreased; the percentage of Russian people having favorable
opinion about the U.S. decreased from 61 percent in 2002 to 43 percent in 2006, and the
percentage of respondents holding favorite attitudes toward American people fell from 67
percent to 57 percent (Pew Research Center, 2007).
Although polls regularly measure Russian public opinion about the United States such
as the annual poll by the Pew Research Center, little academic investigation has been
conducted to find out how modern post-Soviet Russia views America after the September
11 attacks and how media may affect this perception. The study focusing on a young
generation of Russian people who grew up in the post Cold War world is to contribute to this
area, which is ripe for further investigation.
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IMAGE OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE WORLD
The concept of the image of a country is connected to the concept of an attitude. An
attitude is “a configuration of related evaluative beliefs about some attitude object” (DeFleur
& DeFleur, 2003, p. 36). According to different attitudinal models, attitudes are influenced
by an individual’s beliefs, feelings, emotions, and past behaviors regarding an attitude object
(Handbook of Social Psychology, pp. 288-289).
Jeannet and Hennessey (2004) and Thakor and Katsanis (1997) viewed a nation’s
image as a collection of brands exported to foreign countries. The United States is known
for its jeans; France for high-fashion shoes and perfume; Germany for beer. Anholt (2005)
stressed six attitudinal objects to measure images of countries: attitudes toward tourism,
export, people, governance, culture and heritage, investment and immigration formed the
Nation Brand Index or the image of a country. “The nation brand is the sum of people’s
perceptions of a country across six areas of national competence. Together, these areas make
the Nation Brand Hexagon” (p. 2). Anholt ranked countries by the NBI factor; the United
States was rated fourth behind Italy, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.
In 2004, Harris Interactive, a worldwide market research and consulting firm,
conducted a study clarifying the attitude of residents of five European countries (France,
Germany, Spain, Great Britain, and Italy) and Canada toward American people, American
lifestyle, American systems of government and justice, President George W. Bush, and his
foreign policy. The attitudes of Canadians toward the U.S. were similar to Europeans, but
Canadians expressed more positive opinions about American people, American movies and
TV, and American food.
A six-nation survey titled Impressions of America: How Arabs view America. How
Arabs learn about America was commissioned by the Arab American Institute and
conducted by Zogby International in 2004. A total of 3,300 Arabs living in Morocco, Saudi
Arabia, Jordan, Lebanon, the United Arab Emirates, and Egypt participated in the study. In
addition to American values, people and products, Zogby analyzed sources of information
about the United States that were Arab commentaries, American movies, television, books,
and other. The researchers found that the positive attitudes of Arabs toward the United States
declined between 2002 and 2004. Arabs who learned about America by visiting it,
socializing with Americans or watching American TV programs had more favorable views
of American values, people and products. Arabs who received information mostly from Arab
commentary or Arab media, excluding the Saudi Arabians, had less favorable attitudes
toward American values, people and products.
The question DeFleur and DeFleur (2003) tried to answer was whether American
media shaped negative attitudes toward the United States in teenagers. The researchers
focused on the influence of American popular culture on youth around the world. DeFleur
and DeFleur (2003) found a correlation between negative attitude of respondents towards
America and “the influences of images derived from their depictions in media entertainment
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products and media culture, such as movies and television programming” (p. 68). Teenagers
who were surveyed mostly thought that ordinary Americans were violent and involved in
crimes, and American women were immoral, as frequently portrayed in American movies.
Kendrick and Fullerton (2004) studied international students’ response to the Shared
Values Initiative (SVI), an advertising campaign started by the U.S. Department of State
under the direction of Undersecretary of State for Public Diplomacy and former advertising
executive Charlotte Beers. The campaign consisted of five television commercials about how
Muslims were treated in the United States and focused on countries with large Muslim
populations. It failed after some Middle Eastern TV stations refused to run the SVI videos.
Kendrick and Fullerton (2004) surveyed 105 international students from different countries
studying at Regents College in London in July 2003. The researchers showed five
commercials to the students and found that their first impressions were mostly negative (44.8
percent). Sixty-four percent of people called the videos “one-sided” and not believable. The
Muslims showed a positive attitude toward the United States after they viewed the
commercials while the Christians and students who were not identified as religious
maintained their negative attitudes. In general, respondents agreed that Muslims were treated
fairly in the United States after viewing the videos.
The literature on the image of the United States in the world was widely used to design
this study. In particular, this research determined the main attitudinal objects to measure the
image of America discussed in this study. These objects were American government and
foreign policy (Anholt, 2005, DeFleur & DeFleur, 2003, Kendrick & Fullerton, 2004, Zogby
International, 2004), American people (DeFleur & DeFleur, 2003, Harris Interactive, 2004,
Kendrick & Fullerton, 2004, Zogby International, 2004), American media (DeFleur &
DeFleur, 2003, Harris Interactive, 2004, Kendrick & Fullerton, 2004, Zogby International,
2004), brands of American companies (Kendrick & Fullerton, 2004), and American
education. The research instrument was borrowed from Kendrick & Fullerton (2004).

METHOD
Unlike the Pew Research Center, which surveyed mostly adults, this study focused on
a younger population of Russian people and their image of the United States of America. A
total of 87 Russian students participated in the study. The type of sampling was nonrandom;
subjects were chosen for the study without special statistical procedures.
Two groups of Russian students were involved. The first group of participants was
coded as “Russian Russians,” while the second group was coded as “Americanized
Russians.” “Russian Russians” consisted of 65 Russian students from the Local Government
Administration Department of the Institute of International Business in Rostov-on-Don,
Russia. “Russian Russians” were those who had never visited the United States. The first
group of participants was invited into a study room, where they were offered a paper-based
questionnaire.
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The second group of respondents (“Americanized Russians”) consisted of 22 Russian
students who were studying in the United States of America. The majority of “Americanized
Russians” were J-1 visa exchange students. These students filled out a Web-based
questionnaire. Questionnaires for both groups of students participating in this study were
translated into Russian as some respondents were not fluent in English.
Women dominated in the study as 62.1 percent of the respondents were female and
37.9 percent were male. Students ranging in age from 16 to 22 years old composed 78.6
percent of participants; 17.8 percent were between the age of 23 to 29; and 3.6 percent were
over the age of 31. All participants but one were enrolled as full-time students in different
universities.
The questionnaire for this research was modeled after one used in a global advertising
survey conducted by Kendrick and Fullerton (2004). Attitudes toward American government
and foreign policy, American people, education, products, brands, and media were measured
using 7-point semantic differential and Likert scales. The use of media was measured by
multiple-choice questions. The respondents were asked to report an approximate number of
hours per week they spend watching television, cinema films or videos/DVDs, using the
Internet, and reading newspapers or magazines.

RESULTS
The Use of Media
As Tables I and II show, television and the Internet were the most popular sources of
information about the United States among the survey participants: 85.1 percent used
television to learn about America, and 42.5 percent used the Internet for the same purpose.
“Russian Russians” utilized more TV than the Internet to get information about America
(87.7 percent vs. 27.7 percent), while “Americanized Russians” used the Internet (86.4
percent) more than television (77.3 percent).
According to Table III, almost 50 percent of “Russian Russians” reported that Russian
media were the principal source of information about America, and 15.4 percent used
international media for the same purpose. “Americanized Russians” used mostly American
media (42.9 percent) and international media (38.1 percent) to get news about America. Only
19 percent of “Americanized Russians” used Russian media for this purpose.
T-tests were conducted to determine whether there were differences in the use of
television, cinema, DVDs, Internet, newspapers and magazines between respondents in the
two groups.
There was a significant difference in the use of TV by “Russian Russians” and
“Americanized Russians” (t(84)=3.74, p=.0005). Russian students studying in America
watched less television (M=7) than Russian students studying in Russia (M=13). There were
also significant differences in the use of videos/DVDs (t(85)=3.0, p=.004), the Internet
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(t(83)=-7.4, p=.0005) and magazines (t(85)=2.8, p=.007). Russian students studying in
America watched fewer videos/DVDs (M=8.2) than Russian students studying in Russia
(M=12.1). Russian students studying in America utilized the Internet more (M=20.3) than
Russian students studying in Russia (M=7.4). Also, “Russian Russians” used almost twice
as much information from magazines (M=6.5) as “Americanized Russians” (M=3.4). No
significant difference was found between the groups in their use of cinema (t(85)=.144,
p=.886) and newspapers (t(85)=-.19, p=.849).

Attitudes
Russian students studying in Russia (M=1.75) were less prone to accept that
Americans were portrayed accurately by American television programs than Russian
students studying in the United States (M=2.36) (t(84)=3.5, p=.001). “Americanized
Russians” (M=2.8) considered the quality of American education as more valuable than
“Russian Russians” did (M=3.05) (t(84)=4.1, p=.0005). Russian students who had been in
the United States had a more positive overall attitude (M=3.3) toward America than Russian
students studying in Russia (M=2.8) (t(85)=-3.1, p=.003). The index of the overall attitude
toward America has been found by computing fourteen 7-point semantic differentials
(Cronbach’s alpha = .86).
“Americanized Russians” considered Americans to be less violent (t(85)=-2.9,
p=.005), more religious (t(85)=-2.04, p=.045), more tolerant (t(85)=-3.22, p=.002) and more
law-abiding (t(85)=-3.39, p=.001) than “Russian Russians” did. “Russian Russians” (M=3.6)
perceived American women to be more sexually immoral than “Americanized Russians” did
(M=2.7) (t(85)=-3.7, p=.0005). Russian students studying in Russia (M=2.55) had lesser
desire to live in the United States than Russian students studying in the United States
(M=3.27) (t(85)=-2.0, p=.046). In addition, Russian students studying in America (M=3.68)
thought that Americans treated Muslims more fairly than Russian students studying in Russia
did (M=2.57) (t(82)=-4.7, p=.0005).
The attitudes of respondents toward the United States government (t(85)=-.567,
p=.572) and American foreign policy (t(85)=.775, p=.441) did not differ by group. Russian
students studying in Russia had similar attitudes as Russian students studying in the United
States. Descriptive statistics indicated that 32.2 percent of all participants had somewhat
favorable attitude toward the United States government; 23 percent had a very unfavorable
attitude; 17.2 percent had somewhat unfavorable attitude; and only 7 percent reported liking
the American government very much. Also 32.2 percent of all participants had somewhat
favorable attitude toward American foreign policy; 25.3 percent had a very unfavorable
attitude; and 21.8 percent had somewhat unfavorable attitude.
Russian students studying in Russia had similar attitudes toward American brand
products (M=4.2) as Russians students studying in the United States of America (M=4.0)
(t(84)=.522, p=.603). More than 70 percent of participants did not care if products they
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purchased had been produced in the United States or not; they chose products that they liked
the most, regardless of the brand’s national origin. 10.5 % of respondents reported that they
preferred American brands. 16.5 % of respondents reported they did not buy American
products often or sometimes. The most popular American brands were McDonald’s, CocaCola, and Ford. Some brands such as Adidas, Sony, and Nokia were also considered
American brands even though they were not. Some of “Russian Russian” students seemed
not to differentiate between American and other foreign brands.
Although Russian students studying in Russia considered a degree from an American
university to be less valuable (M=2.66) than Russian students studying in America
(M=3.05), the difference between their attitudes was not significant (t(83)=1.7, p=.092).
There was no statistically significant difference in the perception of Americans as
generous (t(84)=-1.8, p=.083), materialistic (t(85)=2.48, p=.43), dominating (t(85)=-.037,
p=.97), charitable (t(85)=-1.33, p=.186), and having family values (t(85)=-.9, p=.37).
In addition, both “Russian Russians” and “Americanized Russians” (M1=2.3; M2=2.6)
reported they would like to maintain their own cultural values and appeared reluctant to
accept American values (t(85)=-1.2, p=.243). Finally, a t-test analysis indicated that the
majority of respondents, regardless of the group, reported a slight liking of American media
products (M1=3.57; M2=3.27).
The results of t-tests conducted to examine differences in attitudes are reported in
Table V.

Relationships Between the Use of Media and Attitudes
Standard regressions were conducted to determine relationships between the
respondents’ attitudes toward the United States and independent variables: respondents total
“consumption” of television, cinema, videos/DVDs, Internet, newspapers and magazines.
Only one independent variable, the total use of the Internet, had a strong correlation with the
following dependent variables: the overall attitude, the view of Americans as
violent/peaceful, tolerant/intolerant, religious/not religious, and law-abiding/law-breaking
people. Other variables were excluded from the analysis since no correlation had been found.
The results of an F-test (F(1, 83)=5.23, p=.025) shown in Table VI indicated that the
independent variable was significantly related to the overall attitude toward the United
States. A hypothesis stated that the use of the Internet would affect the overall attitude of
participants toward America was supported. The greater “consumption” of the Internet
predicted a positive overall attitude toward America (b=.012*). The independent variable
contributed to the prediction of the overall attitude (Beta=.243). It accounted for 5.9 percent
of the variance in the dependent variable. The model explained 5.9 percent of the variation
in the overall attitude (R 2 = .059).
The results of an F-test indicated (F(1, 83)=7.0, p=.010) that the perception of
Americans as violent vs. peaceful people was significantly related to the use of the Internet,
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as illustrated in Table VII. The more Russian students used the Internet, the more positive
their perception of Americans as peaceful people was (b=.02**). The use of the Internet
contributed to the prediction of the attitude toward Americans as peaceful vs. violent people
(Beta=.279). It accounted for 7.8 percent of the variance in the dependent variable. Overall,
the model explained 7.8 percent of the variation (R 2 = .078).
The results of an F-test indicated (F(1, 83)=5.6, p=.02) that the use of the Internet
predicted the perception of Americans as tolerant vs. intolerant people. As illustrated in
Table VIII, the use of the Internet had an impact on the respondents’ perception of
Americans as tolerant vs. intolerant people. The greater the Internet use by Russian students
was, the more positive their perception of Americans as tolerant people appeared to be
(b=.018*). This variable contributed to the prediction of the attitude toward Americans as
tolerant vs. intolerant people (Beta=.251). It accounted for 6.3 percent of the variance in the
dependent variable. Overall, the model explained 6.3 percent of the variation (R 2 = .063).
The results of an F-test indicated (F(1, 83)=5.6, p=.02) that the use of the Internet
explained the view of Americans as religious vs. not religious people. As illustrated in Table
IX, the Internet usage predicted the respondents’ perception of Americans as religious vs.
not religious people. The greater the Internet consumption by Russian students was, the more
they perceived Americans as religious people (b=.022*). The independent variable
contributed to the prediction of the attitude toward Americans as religious or not religious
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people (Beta=.251). It accounted for 6.3 percent of the variance in the dependent variable.
Overall, the model explained 6.3 percent of the variation (R 2 = .063).
The results of an F-test indicated (F(1, 83)=7.73, p=.007) that the consumption of the
Internet was significantly related to the perception of Americans as law-abiding vs. lawbreaking people. As illustrated in Table X, the hypothesis that the use of the Internet would
influence the respondents’ perception of Americans as law-abiding vs. law-breaking was
supported. The greater the Internet use by Russian students was, the more they perceived
Americans as law-abiding people (b=.02**). This independent variable contributed to the
prediction of the attitude toward Americans as law-abiding or law breaking (Beta=.292). It
accounted for 8.5 percent of the variance in the dependent variable. Overall, the model
explained 8.5 percent of the variation (R 2 = .085).
Additionally, the use of the Internet had a strong correlation with the respondents’
perception of the way Americans treated Muslims living in the U.S. The results of an F-test
indicated (F(1, 80)=5.27, p=.024) that the independent variable was significantly related to
the dependent variable. As illustrated in Table XI, the hypothesis that the use of the Internet
would influence the respondents’ perception of the way Americans treated Muslims was
supported. The greater the Internet use by Russian students was, the more they believed that
Americans treated Muslims fairly (b=.021**). This variable contributed to the prediction of
the attitude toward the way Americans treated Muslims in the United States (Beta=.249). It
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accounted for 6.2 percent of the variance in the dependent variable. Overall, the model
explained 6.2 percent of the variation (R 2 = .062).
Two of the semantic variables, the use of cinema products and the use of the Internet,
were significantly related to the perception of American women as sexually moral vs.
promiscuous. Other semantic variables were excluded from the analysis as not significant.
The results of an F-test indicated that at least one of the two independent variables was
significantly related to the perception of American women as sexually moral (F(2,82)=7.6,
p=.001). As the regression coefficients in Table XII indicate, both variables contributed
significantly to the prediction of respondents’ perception of American women. Beta weight
indicated that watching cinema films (Beta=-.1) was the strongest predictor. The negative
value of Beta indicated that the more cinema movies were seen by Russian students, the
more negative image of American women they had (b=-.1**). The “consumption” of the
Internet also predicted the dependent variable (Beta=.026). The positive value of Beta
indicated that the more the respondents utilized the Internet, the more positive image of
American women they developed (b=.026**). The use of cinema accounts for 8.7 percent
of the unique variance (sr2=.087), while the use of the Internet explains 9 percent of the
unique variation in the perception of American women (sr2=.09). Overall, the model
(R 2 =.156) explained 15.6 percent of the variation. The hypothesis that the use of cinema and
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the Internet would influence respondents’ perception of American women as sexually moral
vs. promiscuous was supported.
The independent variable American media had a strong correlation with the overall
attitude of respondents toward the United States. The results of a t-test illustrated in Table
XIII indicated that there was a significant difference between the attitudes of those who did
not use American media to learn about America and those who did (t(84)=3.4, p=.001).
Russian students who used American media to learn about America had a more positive
overall attitude toward the United States (M=3.56) than Russian student who did not use
American media (M=2.87). An analysis of association (n 2=.122) indicated that the use of
America media explained 12.2 percent of the variation in students’ attitudes.

DISCUSSION
It was found that television and the Internet were the most popular sources of
information about America among participants. “Russian Russians” used television more
than the Internet to get information about America while “Americanized Russians” used the
Internet more than television. To get news about America, “Russian Russians” used mostly
Russian media while “Americanized Russians” used mostly American and international
media.
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Russian students studying in America were more likely to believe that Americans were
portrayed accurately by American television than Russian students studying in Russia. At
the same time, “Russian Russians” had less favorable attitude toward Americans than
“Americanized Russians.” Russian students studying in America considered the quality of
American education to be more valuable than Russian students studying in Russia.
Additionally, attitudes toward America differed between those who did not use American
media to learn about American issues and those who did. “Americanized Russians” used less
TV, video, DVDs and magazines than “Russian Russians.” However, their use of the Internet
was greater than that of “Russian Russians.” Standard regressions showed that there was a
relationship between the use of the Internet by participants and their overall attitude toward
America. Finally, positive relationships between the use of the Internet and respondents’
attitudes toward American people were found.
Russian students who used the Internet a lot (mostly “Americanized Russians”) had
a more positive image of America than Russian students who did not have a habit to use the
Internet regularly (mostly “Russian Russians”). The fact that the Internet provides users with
different types of information from different sources could partially balance the beliefs and
feelings about the United States in Russian students, who primarily used the Internet to learn
about America.
Half of Russian students who had never been to the U.S. reported they did not believe
they would ever study in or travel to the country (some of the participants explained that the
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expenses to travel to America were very high for them). More than half of the respondents
did not have relatives or friends (interpersonal source of information) who had visited or
lived in the United States. The only way these people received most of their information
about America was mass media, such as TV news, American movies and situation comedies
translated into Russian, and rarely, the Internet. The results of this study, however, indicated
that the consumption of different types of media used by the respondents did not have a
significant impact on the attitudes and beliefs of “Russian Russians.”
At the same time, “Russian Russians” lacked information about the United States. All
respondents were asked about American government, foreign policy, people, and brands that
implied some superficial knowledge of American life. Approximately 20 percent of “Russian
Russians” did not know or did not want to answer questions about American government,
foreign policy and people. Some explained that they did not have enough knowledge of
American policies or an opportunity to talk to Americans. Only 10 percent of “Americanized
Russians” did not know or did not want to answer the same questions. In addition, there was
confusion among “Russian Russians” regarding some American brands. Several respondents
considered European and Japanese brands to be American. Finally, some “Russian Russians”
could not recall or identify sources of information about the United States.
The findings of this study suggest that more research on the topic is needed. First, the
principle of proximity of news can be applied to understand the interest of Russian people
in news about national vs. international (for example, American) issues. Second, the interest
in news about the United States may serve as an additional variable to study between the use
of media and knowledge of American life. Furthermore, the knowledge of the United States
should be included in the model to understand the relationship between the use of media and
the image of America among Russians. Finally, the study of relationships between the
development of communication technologies such as the Internet in Russia and the
awareness of American and — wider — world issues in Russian people may contribute to
the popular mass communication theory of knowledge gap.
Buddenbaum and Novak (2001) stressed a number of disadvantages and limitations
that are common for surveys such as self-reporting and the motivation to answer in a certain
way. Wimmer and Dominic (1994) emphasized that independent variables could not be
manipulated in surveys, and it was difficult for a researcher to verify causal relationships
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between variables. Ambiguous words and questions in a questionnaire might also provide
faulty information or inadequate responses.
The small sample size was a particular limitation of this study. Only 87 students were
surveyed and only 22 of them were “Americanized Russians.” Russian students who studied
in American universities in different states could be involved in the research only through
a Web survey that lowered the response rate. Furthermore, nonrandom sample made the
generalization of the results difficult. Finally, the country of residence was a strong confound
variable and could cause attitudinal differences between the two groups of surveyed Russian
students.
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U NITED STATES AND RUSSIA
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An earlier version of this paper was prepared as a response to the Russian
Communication Association’s panel on “The Study of Communication in
Russia: State and Perspectives,” at the International Communication
Association Convention in Montréal, Canada, May 2008. Papers on the panel
included: Galina V. Sinekopova, The Discipline of Communication in the U.S.
and Russia: Field Notes; Olga Leontovich, Controversial Issues in Russian
Communication Study; Irina Privalova, Communicating Worldviews:
Linguistic, Cultural and Social Interaction; and Irina Nickolaevna Rozina &
Victoria I. Tuzlukova, Social and Cultural Contexts of Internet-Based Research
Communities.

T

his forum examines the development of the communication discipline in the
United States over the past fifty years as a comparative backdrop for thinking
about its development in Russia.1 In the preamble, an approach to comparative
research is proposed and in the main analysis, the developments in the
communication discipline in the United States are analyzed through the eyes of
two influential scholars, and potential parallels in Russia are highlighted.
Because of the limitations of a forum piece, my comments must be selective.

M ichael David Hazen is professor of communication in the Department of Communication at W ake
Forest University (hazen@wfu.edu).
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PREAMBLE
The Processing of Making Comparisons Across Cultures
The process of making comparisons across cultures, while essential, has at least two
potential pitfalls that have plagued international scholars: 1) the failure to recognize and
acknowledge the degree of conceptualization about communication as it exists in another
culture; and 2) the tendency to invalidly assume the generalizability of certain historical
processes from one culture to another.
There is ample evidence of previous failures to acknowledge thinking about
communication in other societies. For example, it was long thought that scholarship about
communication did not exist in China until Oliver’s (1971) ground breaking examination of
ancient China and India. Even then, there was a tendency until recently to believe that the
Chinese did not treat communication systematically (Garrett, 1993; Lu, 1998).
A similar process exists with the study of Russian communication; most Western
scholars, if they had any knowledge of Russian theorists, do not go beyond Bakhtin or
Vygotsky. Dance (2004) integrated some of Pavlov and Vygotsky’s ideas into his theoretical
work in the 1960s and 1970s and Bakhtin influenced Baxter’s relational dialectics theory of
interpersonal communication and the work of a number of rhetorical critics. However, there
are a number of otherRussian scholars whose insights can enrich the thinking of American
theorists (Sinekopva, 2008; Leontovich 2008).
The second problem is more difficult because it deals with questions of what is
considered universal and what is relative or cultural in the human communication process.
The danger is that an international scholar may unknowingly mistake relative elements in
one’s own culture for universal ones. This problem is exemplified by American scholar’s
economic advice in the 1990s, which presumed to tell Russians what changes needed to be
made in their society instead of dialoguing with them about it. Therefore, it is prudent when
making comparisons to start from the position that there are both universal and cultural
elements present and proceed to try to sort them out with tentativeness.

An Approach to Comparative Analysis
The key question in comparative analysis is to determine what is different (cultural)
and what is similar (universal) between cultures. The problem can be illustrated by work on
cultural ethos, and national character analysis.
Sinekopova (2008) suggests that communication is related to the Russian ethos “with
its communal spirit, soul talk, and its complex attitude to the Other, which combines
fascination and fear,” whereas communication in the United States is related to the American
ethos of “pragmatism, reflecting, first of all, Dewey's ideas of social reform, education and
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progressivism” (p. 2). Grounding comparative analysis in a culture’s ethos has parallels to
an early approach to defining cultural values for a particular country known as the national
character approach. These studies treated cultures as analogous to individual personalities
and thus sought to describe the “national character” of a given culture. For example,
Kluckhohn (1955) summarizes the Russian national character as involving a struggle
between: “1) warm, expressive expansiveness versus formality, control, and orderliness, 2)
personal loyalty, sincerity and responsiveness versus distrust and conspiratorial mentality,
3) strong identification with the face-to-face groups of which the individual is a member
versus a single tolerated loyalty (upward to people not known personally), and 4) being
versus doing or dependent passivity versus ceaseless instrumental ‘conscious activity” (pp.
241-242). Upon close scrutiny, Kluckhohn’s list identifies a number of interpersonal, social,
and public communication elements that appear to coincide with some of Sinekopova’s
ideas.
Unfortunately, the national character approach has been criticized for its stereotypes
and overgeneralizations. As Ries (1996) states:
they all make rather accurate observations about “Russianness”. . . . The problems with
these studies. . . are two: first, of course, that they are totalizing and generalizing. . . .
Secondly . . . they posit "mentality" as something just THERE . . . . W hat are the
specific mechanisms by which a certain way of thinking/perceiving the world are
transmitted across generations and throughout populations? . . . My own work stresses
discourse broadly conceived. . . . I would argue . . . that people learn to think in
particularly patterned ways because they learn to talk in particular ways.

The problem in the national character approaches is the tendency to overgeneralize, which
has been compounded by research that shows that there is often more variability in cultural
values within a culture than between cultures (Matsumoto, 2006).
If elements of national character are tied to communicative practices as Ries argues,2
what can be said about the differences and similarities across cultures? This question poses
a vexing problem for all comparative research. For example, those of us who are familiar
with Russia, know that there is something about dusha that seems to be integral to the
Russian culture, but is it unique? If we consider Sinekopova’s idea of “communal spirit,”
which Kluckhohn’s expresses as strong identification with face-to-face groups, this sounds
a lot like what cross-cultural scholars have called collectivism and linked to communicative
practices such as politeness and indirectness (Kim, Hunter, Miyahara, Horvath, Bresnahan
& Yoon, 1996). Also, since we now know that collectivism is not a unidimensional concept
but may have up to eight different ways of defining and measuring it (Oysermann, Coon &
Kemmelmeier, 2002), which one is reflected in Russia?
If communicative practices and cultural values may have similarities across cultures,
a strong argument can be made that no one aspect of human communication is unique to any
culture (i.e. the particular characteristic will always be present in some culture) even though
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two particular cultures may differ in their practices. Uniqueness may lie instead in the
composite package of communication characteristics practiced by any one culture (Hazen,
2006).
Similarities and differences between cultures also can be judged in comparative terms
on a literal basis or on a structural/dimensional basis (Hazen, 2006). On one hand, we can
talk about literal similarities between cultures such as in the way that all people are able to
perceive certain facial expressions of emotion such as anger and fear (Ekman, 2003). On the
other hand, we can also talk about dimensions or structures as similar such as when we say
that all cultures use trustworthiness to make judgments about the credibility of
communicators, but that the components of trustworthiness may vary across cultures, e.g.
age or similarity (McGinnies & Ward, 1980).

An Analogical Approach to Comparing Communication
This essay employs an analogical approach to compare the institutional development
of the communication discipline in Russia and the United States. The approach is meant to
emphasize the fact that the comparisons involve both similarities and differences, that they
are tentative, and that there should be dialogue about them. The nature of an analogy
presumes that the analyst sees some essential similarity between two entities, but also
understands that differences exist. While the recognition of such is important, the essential
tenet of this approach is that the commentator tentatively proposes a particular analogy and
the audience dialogically participates in discussing whether the analogy makes sense.

ANALYSIS
The Context
Disciplinary developments in both countries occurred within the historical context of
higher education’s development in Europe. The first European Universities, to which both
U.S. and Russian higher education owe their origins (Tolz, 2008), were established in the
late Middle Ages: Bologna in 1088, Paris in 1160, and Oxford in 1167. By the early 1800s,
the academic world and the study of rhetoric were rigidified in forms developed in the
Middle Ages from Greek and Roman roots. The liberal arts were taught as the trivium
(grammar, logic, and rhetoric) and the quadrivium (arithmetic, music, geometry, and
astronomy) (Scott, 2006). Rhetoric was further narrowed during the Enlightenment era when
logic was separated from rhetoric, yielding a narrow and static view of communication
(Pearce & Foss, 1990; Kienpointer, 1995).
During the nineteenth century, major changes occurred in the West that restructured
the academic world. While there is much debate about how these changes occurred, it is
evident that they coincided with and were related to events such as the Industrial Revolution,
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the rise of scientific study, and democratic interests in greater educational opportunities. As
a result, a number of subsequent changes occurred in higher education: 1) the number of
students increased, 2) old academic subjects were reformulated, 3) new academic areas
arose, and 4) the scientific search for new knowledge came to permeate academia (Jarausch,
1985; Scott, 2006).
During this period, rhetoric moved to the study of written forms and literature. The
study of logic was formalized in the analytic traditions of philosophy and the study of
grammar gave way to study of linguistics. The upheavals of the nineteenth century left the
classical study of communication fragmented and struggling for an identity. However, these
changes also permitted scholars to conceptualize communication more broadly allowing the
seed that would come to be called communication in the twentieth century to be planted.

The Transition Years in the United States
During the period from the late 1950s to the early 1980s, profound changes occurred
in American higher education. It also was a period of confusion, angst and competing
visions. Two seminal American scholars reflected upon these changes in the early 1980s:
Miller (1981) in “’Tis the season to be jolly’: A yuletide 1980 assessment of communication
research,” and Schramm (1983) in “The unique perspective of communication: A
retrospective review.”
Miller’s scholarship embodied many of the changes that occurred within the field
during the last half of the twentieth century. While he began with debate and speech, he later
championed behavioral and then cognitive approaches to the study of communication.
Schramm’s work had its roots in journalism and he later came to embody social scientific
approaches to the field. He created the first doctoral program in mass communication at the
University of Iowa, created institutes of communication research at the University of Illinois
and Stanford University and founded the East-West Center in Hawai’i. Miller and
Schramm’s career paths and subsequent work are illustrative of possible intersections
between the development of the discipline in the United States and Russia.
Based on his years as a graduate student and young Ph.D., Miller developed a number
of themes about the field’s transition phase. First, he claimed that researchers in the speech
communication field “tended to suffer from a disciplinary inferiority complex and to use
their field as a negative reference group.” Second, he argued that this led them to look for
“exemplary role models” in other fields. Some went so far as to say that communication
researchers were really social psychologists, linguists, sociologists etc. Third, the feelings
of inferiority were exemplified by their publications in that “journals in speech and
communication were ranked low on the scholarly pecking order, with most communication
scholars yearning to publish their works in the journals of other, more prestigious fields.”
Fourth, “… researchers in related fields were largely unaware of, or unimpressed with, the
studies conducted by their contemporaries in speech and communication” (p. 373).
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Schramm began his 1983 article by referring to similar worries that were expressed
by Berelson in a 1959 article, which Schramm disagreed with both in 1959 and in 1983.
Both were part of a group of social scientists who developed an interest in the study of
communication in the first half of the twentieth century, including Lasswell from political
science, Lazarfeld from sociology and mathematics, Lewin from psychology and Hovland
from psychology. Berelson began his article by declaring that: “My theme is that, as for
communication research, the state is withering away” (p. 1). He went on to state that: “Lewin
is dead. Lasswell and Lazarsfeld have moved on to other interests. . . ” (p. 4) and concluded
that “the great ideas’ that gave the field of communication research so much vitality. . . have
to a substantial extent worn out. No new ideas of comparable magnitude have appeared to
take their place” (p. 6).

Reflections on the U. S. Experience and Possible Analogies to Russia
As the twentieth century edged past its halfway point, the state of the communication
field in the United States was clearly introspective with a heavy emphasis on selfquestioning and pessimism. Those of us who came of scholarly age in the 1970s remember
the debates well since they helped shape our academic outlook. Five concerns about the field
can be isolated from Miller and Schramm’s reflections: 1) angst and a lack of self-esteem
about the discipline, 2) the lack of interdisciplinary respect, 3) the nature of the field in terms
of academic traditions, 4) the conceptual definitions of communication and the field and 5)
the field’s research and theory approaches, foci and quality. While the development of
communication as a field in Russia or any other country has its own path, the concerns
expressed during this transition period in the United States may be analogous in some ways
to Russia.

Angst and Self-questioning
The angst felt by American scholars may have similarities to that presently
experienced by Russian scholars (Leontovich, 2008; Beebe & Matyash, 2004). Even today,
such feelings have not completely disappeared in the United States, but they are not
unknown in other disciplines also (Gibson, 1993).

Lack of Respect from Other Fields
Concerns about the lack of interdisciplinary respect have intertwined subjective and
objective components. The subjective aspect has to do with the emotional responses that we
feel toward others who comment on our field and with whom we interact. So when Miller
subjectively referred to low status and lack of awareness, he also talked about objective
features related to journals such as who publishes where, citation figures, and rejection rates.
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Since its inception, the National Communication Association (the largest
communication related professional organization in the United States) has promoted
discussions about the field’s self-image and other’s lack of respect (Cohen, 1994. During the
time of transition, organized conferences about the nature of the field, its central concepts,
and its theory and research, e.g., the Wingspread Colloquium in 1967; the New Orleans
Conference on Research and Instructional Development in 1968; and the National
Development Conference on Rhetoric in 1970. These discussions and many others focused
on shaping the field to fit the American academic culture, and on creating conceptual
distinctions that defined the field and its subjects so as to develop theories, generate research
and forge the discipline’s identity. A similar phenomenon is evident in Russia with
discussions of similar topics in the papers at the conferences of the Russian Communication
Association.

Academic Traditions and Disciplinary Fragmentation
Why disciplines develop is a complex subject with a number of different viewpoints
that go beyond the scope of this essay (Jarausch, 1985). In conjunction with the analogical
approach to comparative analysis taken in this essay, a metaphoric approach will be used to
describe the development of the discipline in the United States. Any number of metaphors
could be used to discuss the disciplinary development of communication in the United
States, but the stream metaphor will be used. While its ultimate applicability can only be
judged in light of this essay’s analysis, but the metaphor has the advantages of emphasizing
the multiplicity of traditions, the merging and dividing of administrative organizations, and
dynamic change in theory, research and practice.
We may be able to take the stream metaphor a step further by adopting Mitchell’s
suggestion (personal communication, June 18, 2008) that it can be looked at it in terms of
disciplinary goals or needs. For example, the emphases on mass persuasion in a society
might be tied to the perceived need for national survival (as by the U.S. during the Cold
War), or the perceived need for national identity (as by the Soviet Union in building the new
Soviet Man). Several theorists have suggested such links. Craig, (1999) in the U. S. linked
communication to theoretical developments such as pragmatism, as a tool for developing
democracy in American society. In a similar but reverse vein, M atyash (personal
communication, October 24, 2008) argues that the failure to develop the study of
communication is a result of the Russian national cultural mentality of non-agency.
Three streams of American academic traditions emerged early in the twentieth century
that would eventually merge under the broader term of communication in the later part of the
twentieth century: 1) the speech movement, 2) the journalism movement, and 3) the social
scientific movement. The first stream, the speech movement, arose among those who
emphasized oral approaches to rhetoric and who felt disenfranchised in English departments
by the transformation of rhetoric to a literary approach. In 1914, several teachers established
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a new organization and gathered a disparate group of scholars together under the banner of
“speech” (Cohen, 1994; Pearce & Foss, 1990).
The second stream involved the study of journalism which also split from the English
field with the founding the Association for Journalism and Mass Communication in 1912.
The teachers of journalism were focused more on the practical aspects of writing than
literature, which subsequently established their identity separate from English (Bryant and
Miron, 2006). While the first courses in journalism emerged in the second half of the
nineteenth century, it was not until the start of the twentieth century that the first schools of
journalism were established: Wisconsin in 1904; Missouri in 1907; and Columbia in 1912.
The third stream consisted of the various scholars who emerged from the newly
constituted social sciences of the nineteenth century to explore various aspects of
communication from an empirical perspective. This approach was foreshadowed by a
number of nineteenth century European scholars including Darwin, Freud, Marx, Wundt,
Weber, and Durkheim (Rogers, 1994). The first American group of such scholars was made
up of thinkers like Mead, Dewey and Cooley who could roughly be labeled pragmatists and
later on as symbolic interactionism. In the twentieth century, scholars such as Lasswell,
Lazarsfeld, Lewin, Hovland, Wiener, Shannon, Osgood, and Berelson expanded the group
(Delia, 1987; Rogers, 1994).
In Russia, it can easily be argued that there is a stream analogous to the American
journalism stream. Journalism courses were first offered in Russian universities in the early
part of the twentieth century. Two journalism programs were founded after the War:
Leningrad State University in 1946 and Moscow State University in 1947. While differences
in pedagogy between Soviet and American schools of journalism existed, they were both
pragmatically oriented and represented visible manifestations of communication in academe.
By the late twentieth century, the study of communication in Russia was chiefly associated
with journalism (Beebe, Kharcheva & Kharcheva, 1998).
Furthermore, there also seems to be a rich analogous Russian stream to the American
social scientific stream. In one sense, this stream is evinced in the twentieth century works
of scholars such as Bakhtin, Luria and Vygotsky as well as lesser known scholars like
Lotman and Likhachov. In another sense, there are a large number of the scholars today
shaping the communication discipline in Russia who have emerged from the social science
tradition.
An interesting question suggested by the stream metaphor is whether there is a Russian
element analogous to the speech stream? At first glance, the answer appears no, at least not
in the educational system as attested to by Nikandorov of the Russian Academy of Education
(Beebe & Matyash, 2004). While the speech stream in the United States was for practical
purposes “an ‘umbrella’ discipline for all the oral arts” (Cohen, 1994, p. 58), however central
to its concerns was “the teaching of speech as a means of providing students with the tools
for democracy” (1994, p. xi). Among those tools for democracy were the ability to persuade
and convince others in dissimilar settings like public speech, group discussions,
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argumentative forums and the fledging media of radio and film. Thus, the communicative
function of influencing others in public and private discourse, especially from an oral
perspective, lay at the heart of the American speech stream, and, as the century progressed,
to some degree in the social scientific study of mass media influence.
Clearly, such communicative functions were not taught in Russian universities or to
the general population. However, were the persuasive functions claimed and exercised by
the Communist Party analogous in some fashion? Did the party, at its highest levels, exerted
control over and develop mechanisms for influencing people at the interpersonal, group and
mass media levels so as to build the “new Soviet man?”
In 1950, Harvard anthropologist Alex Inkeles argued that the “… study of public
opinion in the U.S.S.R. . . . focuses its attention on the role of persuasion, on the efforts of
the Soviet regime to facilitate the tasks of leadership and to mobilize the minds and efforts
of the population by means of propaganda and agitation (p. 5). In addition, he contends that
Leninist “theory clearly requires that responsibility for and control of the media of
communication must be concentrated in the hands of the party” (p. 22). Inkeles’ work
explored the role of oral agitation, opinion leaders, the Soviet press, domestic broadcasting
and film for achieving Party goals. While Inkeles’ work is descriptive of the Soviet Union
during the time of Lenin and Stalin, subsequent writers (Butler, 1964; Remington, 1988)
continue to outline such a system in subsequent years. Butler (1964) investigated the
presence of speech activity and the use of rhetorical principles in the Soviet Union and
discovered that they were practiced and taught by the Party. Remington (1988) described the
“mighty complex’ of institutions conducting ideological work including the media, the
agitation-propaganda establishment, education, science, culture and the corps of professional
ideological cadres. . .” (p. 6). And when the NCA’s Committee on International Discussion
and Debate created a debate exchange with the Soviet Union, it was with the Student
Government Association of the Komsomol because that was where young people with
training in public discourse could be found (Hazen & Keele, 1991).
While the effectiveness of this persuasive machine was reinforced during Stalin’s time
by coercion (Inkeles, 1950), the persuasive function of public discourse remained a major
Party concern even as its effectiveness declined during the stagnation of the Brezhnev years.
The Party still used its powers to combat alternative persuasive messages such as those
coming from dissident figures such as Sakharov and Solzhenitsyn, or through methods like
samizdat. Even as late as 1978, the Party harshly criticized ideological persuasion as having
deficiencies such as superficiality, formalism, pompous language and idle chatter while
demanding change in the behavior of the Party’s Agitation and Propaganda Department
(Remington, 1988). Thus, there is a parallel between the influence functions taught and
championed by the speech stream in the United States and those co-opted by the Party in the
Soviet Union.
There are other streams of thinking and scholarship in Russian society that are
contributing to an emerging field of communication. For example, the long tradition of
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philological study can be viewed as a stream enhancing the understanding of communication
in Russia. While philology as a disciplinary term is rarely encountered in the United States,
its elements relating to linguistics and semiotics are better known (Koerner, 1997) and it
provided a home for Russian considerations of classical rhetoric (Krause, 2001). In addition,
linguistic traditions, especially as they relate to translation and the study of foreign languages
frame Leontovich’s (2002; 2008) and Privalova’s (2006; 2008) approaches to intercultural
communication theory.

Conceptual questions about communication and the nature of the discipline
There were a number of conceptual questions that captured the field’s attention during
the transition period. First, significant attention was focused on the question of “What is
communication?” In the 1960s, a number of new definitions of communication were
introduced starting with Shannon and Weaver’s (1963) information view, followed by
Berlo’s (1960) view of communication as a process (as opposed to product) and Barnlund’s
(1968) view of communication as meanings within people (as opposed to messages).
By1970, Dance’s review of definitions revealed 126 published definitions.
The second conceptual question was: “What is a discipline and is communication
one?” In many ways, attempts to define the nature of a discipline are ex-post facto in nature
(see studies of the natural sciences by philosophy of science) but the angst felt during the
transition period led to a number of attempts to define the criteria for an academic discipline
and then demonstrate how communication fit the criteria (Knower, 1966; Kibler & Barker,
1969). However, an important turning point in this debate came when Bochner and
Eisenberg (1985) argued that: “The assumption that legitimate disciplines are or must be
coherent is unfounded and chimerical” (p. 314). For example, in psychology, Gibson’s 1993
address to the American Psychological Society argued that at the middle of the century
something “went wrong” with psychology and “a wariness about the grand general theories
grew” (p. 12) leaving it lacking coherence. A similar view about sociology was expressed
by Smelser’s (1988) introductory remarks to the second edition of the Handbook of
Sociology: “Even though we may be tempted to look back—whether wistfully or in
anger—to earlier historical periods and find moments of consensus, in fact there never have
existed such moments in the brief history of sociology” (p. 10). In addition, if one looks at
the structure of any of the other major national organizations of other “established”
disciplines, they are as fragmented, if not more, than communication.
The third conceptual question asks: “Is communication a discipline and if so, what is
its structure?” Some scholars cite the 1968 New Orleans Developmental Conference on
conceptual frontiers in speech-communication as a pivotal point in defining the discipline
in terms of communication (Pearce and Foss, 1990). Two fundamental questions debated at
the conference centered on what name to call the field and whether to limit the definition of
communication.
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These conceptual questions demonstrated that in the transition period, American
scholars were asking many of the same questions raised by Russian scholars today. As will
be seen, not all of these questions were answered by Americans. In fact, in some cases they
avoided the questions by moving onto other issues. The questions are fundamental,
disciplinary ones that can benefit from fresh perspectives on the part of Russians and other
scholars in cultures where the communication discipline is evolving.

Questions about Research and Theory Foci
Research and theory have an important role in any field, but even more so in times of
self-doubt and crisis, as can be seen in Miller and Schramm’s comments. As a result,
publications and conferences on these topics multiplied. A number of anthologies explaining
the field were published and the developmental conferences spent much time discussing
directions for theory and research. In 1973, the field’s first handbook (Sola Pool &
Schramm) was published but it primarily focused on mass communication. In addition,
books started to appear on communication “theory” such as Dance’s 1967 book but most of
the chapters were written by people from outside the discipline. A closer look at these
volumes reveals that the range of topics was limited, and that most articles were contextual
or topic based in nature.
In Russia, theory and research foci have benefited from global changes in the
communication field over the past fifty years, not only in the U. S., but also in Europe and
Asia as well. As such, most of the subjects mentioned by scholars such as Sinekopova (2008)
and Leontovich (2008) would not have appeared in any U. S. publication during the
transition period.

Explanations for Changes in the Communication Discipline in the United States
From Miller and Schramm’s viewpoint in the early 1980s, the transition years were
a prelude to the discipline’s maturation. Their vantage point represented a twenty-five year
period of change; our viewpoint today represents another twenty-five years. So, what
happened to the communication discipline in the United States between 1959 and 1981, or
even 2009? Both Miller and Schramm saw major changes in the discipline’s evolution.
Miller (1981) referred to the “metamorphosis that has occurred in the past two decades” (p.
372), which has resulted in the “current status of affairs in communication research [that]
justifies my rosy feelings” (p. 371). Schramm (1983) argues that what Berelson saw as a
withering away of communication research was “rather that it was growing out of its
britches” (p. 6) and that one era was ending and a new era was beginning. He concluded that:
“Communication will continue to be a challenging workplace, and will be ready to make its
contribution to a science of man and society” (p. 17). W hat led Miller and Schramm to these
conclusions?
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Miller (1981) attributes the changes to several factors. First, he highlighted two
structural changes within the discipline: a) “a greater percentage of the total scholarly
population is composed of people who are trained in and committed to, the empirical study
of communication” and b) “there is a wider awareness and understanding of communication
research methods and goals” (p. 374). Second, he saw changes in research approaches in that
a) studies were now grounded in an identifiable theoretical perspective, and b) research was
more programmatic and cumulative. These changes led to a third factor, a shift in the focus
of the field, or as Miller put it, scholars spending “less time justifying their scholarly
existence and more time on issues of theory, method and research” (pp. 373-374). All of
these changes led to his conclusion that “the quality of research has progressed substantially”
(p. 374).
I believe that what Miller was trying to say can be illustrated by a story from early in
my academic career. At that time, our program was very small and some of us feared for its
future, so we decided to talk to our dean about what we needed to do to be viewed more
positively. He wisely said that we should not worry about that issue but should spend our
time doing a good job with our teaching and research. Today we have the second largest
number of students in the University and have four times the number of faculty members.
Schramm’s analysis comes in the form of a story that he calls the “Parable of the
Oasis.”
A few years ago, the Smithsonian Institution added to its exhibits window panoramas
of a Bronze Age village called Bab elh-Dhra, which flourished five thousand years ago
around an oasis just east of the Dead Sea. For centuries, Bab elh-Dhra, because it was
noted for its good water, was a stopping place for caravans and travelers in the Jordanian
desert. Then, shortly before 3,000 B.C., when farmers began to replace nomads, some
families moved into Bab elh-Dhra and established a village. . . .
This is at least analogous to the kind of change that must have been underway
when Berelson wrote his 1959 article. For many years, scholars, traveling with their own
disciplinary maps, had stopped to look at communication problems, as travelers stopped
to refresh themselves at the Jordanian oasis, and then moved on. . . . But a new type of
scholar had already begun to appear in communication. This new scholar came to stay,
not merely to visit. The emphasis passed from disciplines to problems, and universities
began to create departments to deal with the problems and the related needs for training.
In fact, many of the new settlers came equipped with brand-new Ph.D.s in
communication and gave every indication that they intended to spend their careers in the
new academic oasis. (Schramm, 1983, pp. 8-9)

In terms of the American discipline of communication, Schramm was clearly talking
about the maturation of the field in terms of the preparation and training of graduate students
from a disciplinary perspective and the security and respect that comes from the permanence
of a disciplinary home.
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Reflections on the U. S. Experience and Possible Analogies to Russia
Reflecting on Miller and Schramm’s analysis, they attribute disciplinary maturation
to: 1) changes in the makeup of the field, 2) a dynamic relationship between research, theory
and practice, 3) the growth of research quality, 4) the development of theories, 5)
contributions to societal problems, and 6) changes in the focus of the field. It is also clear
that these structural changes had important effects on the field’s feelings of self-respect and
legitimacy.

The Discipline’s Inhabitants
Both Schramm and Miller reference changes in the academic training and background
of the field’s scholars. Schramm’s story implies that there are three groups who have
contributed to the communication discipline’s formation in the United States. First, there are
those who came to the oasis, stayed for a while and then left. Taken literally, this type of
person is someone like Lazarsfeld who was trained in sociology and mathematics, worked
in communication for a while and then returned to mathematics. Taken metaphorically, a
person’s theory (e.g. Weiner’s theory of cybernetics) could capture the field’s attention for
a while, but in the end, leave only a few ideas (e.g. feedback) that are absorbed into the
field’s conceptual framework.
The second group are ones who came to the oasis after being trained in another
discipline, but stayed, contributed and became part of the field. On a literal level, Schramm
represents such a person as do others such as Everett Rogers and Marshall McLuhan. On the
metaphoric level, the theories of scholars such as George Herbert Mead (symbolic
interactionism) and Kenneth Burke (dramatism) have become part of the conceptual structure
of the discipline.
The third group are those who are born to the settlers in the oasis and thus are natives
of the village whose world is shaped and structured by that environment. These individuals
were educated and trained in the communication discipline. They reflect the discipline’s
basic focus on the world and explore the discipline’s phenomenon. This should not imply
that they are all alike because numerous differences exist in any discipline (e.g. sub-fields
of any discipline) but they usually have a common focus (“humans as communicators”),
familiar conceptual structures, accepted methodologies, and common problems for study.
Changes in a field’s makeup occur gradually and there is still a high degree of
interdisciplinary influence in American communication. Scholars still join the field from
other disciplines, scholarship draws on interdisciplinary findings, and as the communication
discipline has become globalized, many scholars from other countries still have an
interdisciplinary background. The result is a situation where the centrality of a disciplinary
focus is enriched by interdisciplinary cross-fertilization and stimulation.3
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Schramm’s analogy clearly fits the Russian situation today. Scholars are still visiting
the oasis and others are trying to establish a village. As several scholars have noted
(Leontovich, 2008; Sinekopova, 2008; Beebe & Matyash, 2004), the communication
discipline is not well established and the necessary degree granting programs are just starting
to be created. People from a wide background are trying to define and establish a discipline
of communication and while the natives of the village are still to come, there are people who
are ready to call the oasis home and to create a discipline of communication in Russia. Part
of this process is described in Rozina and Tuzlukova’s (2008) study about the organizational
and mediated processes that occurred in 2001 that helped establish the Russian
Communication Association.

The Relationship Between Research, Theory and Practice
Implicit in M iller’s reflections are a set of assumptions about the dynamic interrelationship of theory, research and practice that have implications for a discipline’s
legitimation. While Miller emphasized improved research productivity, he also demonstrated
how research interfaced with theory, and ultimately with communicative practice. In the
United States, the production of clear, replicable and valid research legitimates a discipline
in the eyes of other scholars, the development of robust theories legitimates a discipline for
its own members, and the practical implications of a discipline legitimates it in the eyes of
the public. All of this is necessary for the growth and establishment of a discipline as each
element reinforces the others and is prominent at differing historical points.

Growth in Quality and Recognition of Research
There is no question that M iller saw research as one of the keys to improved
disciplinary status. Schramm also emphasized it when, in rebutting Berelson’s pessimism,
he cited the new directions and exciting results from the field’s research. There has been a
clear progression in scholars’ and students’ knowledge about research method. This
increased knowledge involves both the breadth and the sophistication of methods employed
in the testing, extending and generating of theories. Examples include the founding of the
journal Communication Methods and Measures in 2007 and the output of research methods
volumes edited by communication scholars (e.g. Manusov, 2005; Hayes, Slater & Snyder,
2008).
The founding of journals has also grown in the past fifty years. While professional
associations have usually made it one of their first tasks, as the field has matured during the
second half of the twentieth century, the number of journals has grown (NCA from 3 to 10
and ICA from 1 to 5). At the same time, there have been at least twenty interdisciplinary (not
published by the professional associations) communication journals added to the field.
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But what about the quality of communication research? Miller clearly cited an increase
in research quality as one of the factors related to the growth of the field. In his article, he
offered anecdotal evidence about invitations to publish in other discipline’s publications and
argued that “scholars in related disciplines are not only aware of the communication
researcher’s work, they are actually citing it in their own books and journals” (p. 375). A
systematic look at journals and publishing patterns provides more concrete evidence. A look
at the citation pattern of articles published 10 years ago in two journals (Communication
Research and Human Communication Research) that have been cited as central to the
circulation of knowledge in the communication discipline (Feeley, 2008) illustrate the
changes that have occurred. In Communication Research, the 27 articles in that volume have
been cited 65 times in Communication Research, 1 time in a communication journal
published by a professional association (disciplinary communication journal), 56 times in
interdisciplinary communication journals and 42 times in non-communication journals. In
Human Communication Research, the 29 articles have been cited 36 times in HCR, 42 times
in disciplinary communication journals, 22 times in interdisciplinary communication
journals, and 46 times in non-communication journals. In addition, out of the 56 total
articles, 9 had authors from outside the communication field. Clearly, there has been a
growing visibility of communication scholar’s research and increased recognition of
communication journals by those from other disciplines.

Growth in the Development and Recognition of Theory
In Miller’s analysis, the development, refinement and systematization of theories is
also an important consideration. A rapid proliferation of new theories, which were created
by scholars trained in the communication field, occurred in the 1970s. It was noted earlier
that in Dance’s 1967 compendium of theories, only four out of the twelve articles were
written by communication scholars. In contrast, his 1982 edited book contained ten articles,
all written by people trained in or residing in communication. Additional evidence for a
growing emphasis on theories were the publication of the field’s first comprehensive
handbooks (Arnold & Bowers in 1984 and Berger & Chaffee in 1987) and its first
encyclopedia (Barnouw, Gerbner, Schramm, Worth & Gross; 1989). While the first
encyclopedia covered the field in only four volumes, a second one, published in 2008
(Donsbach), took twelve volumes to cover the subject.
In addition, introductory textbooks are increasingly theory focused and anthologies
of the field include more and more topics. Over time, anthologies have shifted from a
contextual focus (e.g. interpersonal, mass media, intercultural, etc) to more emphasis on
theories and research topics. The books have also shown a growing interest in issues of
technology, particularly new communication media. Finally, while as late as the 1980s, there
was a clear distinction between interpersonal and mediated theories, it is now starting to blur
as new communication technologies invade all parts of the field. This has led to efforts to
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create theories that integrate all aspects of communication as illustrated by Beck, in her
editor’s introduction to the 2006 issue of Communication Yearbook 30 where she challenged
authors to “articulate the ways in which their respective reviews could impact (and be
informed by) other areas of communication research” (p. xi). These changes in the field
indicate that theory has become a central part of the discipline and is fueling our
understandings of communication.
An international scholar should be hesitant to try to describe the extent of theory
building in Russia since theory has always been important (Sinekopova, 2008; Beebe &
Matyash, 2004) and its depth and breadth is not clear to non-Russian scholars. The tip of the
iceberg is illustrated by earlier Russian scholars such as Bakhtin, Luria, and Vygotsky, but
there also appears to be new theoretical work growing out of traditional areas of thinking in
Russia such as linguistics, semiotics and journalism that can contribute to our understanding
of communication. For example, Leontovich (2008) discusses conceptology and linguistic
personality and Privalova (2008) looks at culturalogy. W hile an argument can be made that
there is probably some overlap with recent international treatments of communication, it is
also likely that Russian theorists are developing treatments out of their cultural traditions that
will provide new perspectives and enrich our understanding of communication.

Recognition of the Practical Implications of Communication
The one factor implied but not fully considered by Miller, was communication’s
practical aspect. While, the field has always stressed the practical importance of
communication, it has only been recently that the public has recognized the importance of
communication in society. In recent years, the proliferation of new communication
technologies has played a major role in the explosion of student and public interest in
communication, as has the increasingly acceptance of a speech code that emphasizes the vital
role of communication in interpersonal relationships (Carbaugh, 2005). The society’s
acceptance of the practical importance of communication has manifest itself in the growing
application of communication theory and research to applied fields such as health, law,
organizational behavior, and conflict resolution. Fortunately, as the public interest in the
practical aspects of communication took off in the 1990s, the theoretical and research
infrastructure was in place to provide knowledge about the role and functions of
communication in American society.
In Russia, there are also signs that the practical is driving much of the public interest
in communication. This can also be seen in the development of programs in public relations
and in intercultural communication. The question is whether the rich theoretical background
of Russian thinking about communication can be successfully applied to these applications
and what kind of research will be marshaled to test the theories used to explain the practical.
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The Focus of the Field
As noted by Miller, over the 25 year period that he observed, the field shifted its
attention from arguing about what the field should be to doing to focusing on actually doing
research and developing theories. This is evidenced by markedly decreased amount of time
spent trying to define communication. By 1984, in Arnold and Bower’s Handbook of
Rhetorical and Communication Theory, Arnold and Frandsen were able to trace the
evolution of definitional similarities and Bowers and Bradac were able to show a degree of
definitional agreement and identify what questions remained. As a result, subsequent
definitional examination became more focused as illustrated in Peters’ (1999) book on the
history of views about communication as well as a 1995 conference where more than 100
scholars agreed to define the field as focusing “on how people use messages to generate
meanings within and across various contexts, cultures, channels, and media” (Korn, Morreale
& Boileau, 2000, p. 40). Over this period of time, two conclusions resulted: 1) no one
definition was likely to emerge, and 2) there was a degree of commonality between
definitions.
In subsequent years, in an effort to broaden the field, some scholars, unfortunately,
argued that defining communication was a fruitless activity. For a while, this position led to
the paradoxical situation where some introductory communication textbooks omitted
definitions of communication or failed to discuss it (Griffin, 2000). However, recently, this
trend has dissipated some (some authors have returned definitions of communication to the
latest editions of their textbooks). While endless discussions about defining communication
are not a good use of a field’s time and energy, it is detrimental to remain silent about the
field’s central concerns because as Zarefsky argued; “By stressing our diversity and ignoring
our unity, we invite several damaging judgments about our discipline by outsiders” (1995,
p. 105).

CONCLUSION
Has communication matured to the place where it is now accepted as a discipline? In
a 1993 article, Everett Rogers and Steven Chaffee discussed the issue with Rogers arguing
that emerging field of communication was a discipline, citing the growth in the number of
students and scholarly output as evidence. However, Chaffee was not ready to make such a
claim, citing the lack of coherence in the field, even though in the end, Rogers succeeds in
getting Chaffee to admit that the field was more unified than in the past.
Craig, in his highly influential 1999 article, took a position closer to Chaffee’s when
he argued that communication is not yet an identifiable field of study because it lacks
coherence and its goal should be a type of dialogical-dialectical coherence based on
complementariness and tensions. However, if we go back to Bochner and Eisenberg’s
contention that no field has that kind of coherence, then Craig’s recommendation may be a
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realistic way to define the field of communication and may also be closer to the norm in
other fields than previously thought.
W hether communication is a field, a discipline, multi-disciplinary or something else
continues to be debated, but an increasing number of scholars have defined it as a discipline
(e.g. Sproule, 2008; Eadie, 2004). In the U.S., the speech, journalism, and social scientific
streams have, to a great degree, coalesced in the last half of the twentieth century to form
what we now call “communication.” 4 Whether similar coalescence will occur in Russia
remains to be seen.

ENDNOTES
1. The author wishes to express appreciation to: a) Maureen Minielli for her many useful comments and
suggestions on all versions of the paper, b) Gordon Mitchell for his critique of the original paper, and c) Olga
Matyash, Sergei Samoilenko, Olga Leontovich and Irina Rozina for their comments on the original paper.
2. It should be noted that while Ries is an anthropologist who studies Russia and her approach is
compatible with Carbaugh’s (2005) work from the point of view of a communication scholar.
3. While some have argued that the field is interdisciplinary by nature, I would argue that its appearance
of interdisciplinary is merely a legacy of its earlier interdisciplinary inputs.
4. The evidence for such a process is beyond the limits of this paper but it can be found in the conclusions
of scholars such as Pearce & Foss (1990) and Bryant and Miron (2006). In addition, there is evidence from the
continual merging of departments in the U.S. and the direction of study in professional organizations such as the
International Communication Association and the National Communication Association. This is not meant to
imply that the process is complete or uniform.
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Communicaton and Cognition [Obschenie i Poznanie, in Russian]. V.A. Barabanschikov,
E.S. Samoylenko (eds.): Moscow, Institute of Psychology, RAS, 2007. ISBN: 978-5-92700107-1. 495 pp.
Reviewed by Alexander N. Kharitonov, research associate, Institute of
Psychology,the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia (ankhome47@list.ru)
This book is dedicated to further development of the idea of integral unity of cognition
and communication and is a conceptual extension of the series of the books set up, edited
and published in Russian by B. F. Lomov in the 1980s. An outstanding psychologist and
organizer of scientific research, B. F. Lomov (1927-1989) was among the founders of
engineering psychology in the Soviet Union. He conducted numerous experimental studies
of visual and tactile perception, memory, anticipation, spatial concepts and imagination.
Psychological studies of communication (Russian: obschenie) played a major role in
the scientific work of B.F. Lomov. In the mid-1970s, B. F. Lomov and his co-workers
launched studies of psychological phenomena in the context of joint activity and
communication (interaction). The purpose of those studies was to reveal a unique stratum
of human existence signaling a specific set of qualities, functions and regularities of the
human mind. The Russian word obschenie, considered by B.F. Lomov as a socio-historical
category, represents a specific aspect of human social existence, namely a form of human
interaction with other humans, in the course of which they exchange actions, information and
states. The immediate effect of this process is the establishment and/or implementation of
specific new relations between people rather than transformation of objects.
Studies of perception, memory, thinking and representations in face-to-face and
mediated communication/interaction and joint activities conducted within the framework of
this paradigm show that interaction appears to be the most important foundation and
determinant of psychological processes and personality. The effect of interaction may be
pinpointed in the ways of organization, selection, estimation and correction of information
processed by subjects, in selection of reference points and transformation of images, in
widening the background for generalization and abstraction in concept formation, in changes
of strategies of solving a variety of problems, etc. (Lomov, 1984). The results of the studies
on these topics were reflected in three volumes of collected papers, all initiated and edited
by B. F. Lomov.
The first book Problema Obscheniya v Psikhologii [The Problem of Communication
in Psychology] (1981) was concentrated on the main directions of psychological studies of
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communication, i.e., (1) peculiarities of psychological processes (perception, memory,
concept formation, creative thinking) in communication, (2) verbal and non-verbal means
of communication, (3) interrelation of communication and joint activity, and (4)
communication and personality.
The second collective volume Psikhologicheskie Issledovaniya Obscheniya
[Psychological Studies of Communication] (1985) was dedicated to the origins and
development of studies of communication in Russian/Soviet psychology. The contributors
to that book discussed the approaches developed by B. G. Ananiev, V. M. Bekhterev, V. N.
Myasischev and L. S. Vygotsky and also the conceptions of communication by M.M.
Bakhtin and A.A. Potebnya. The book also included studies of cognitive processes in
communicative situations, analysis of personality determinants of interaction and
peculiarities of human joint activities.
Poznanie i Obschenie [Cognition and Communication] (1988) was the third book of
the series. That volume was concentrated on the studies of the nature of dialogue and its role
in the processes of cognition and human interaction. In part, this new direction of studies was
a reflection of the processes rapidly developing in the Soviet society of the 1980s, when
dialogue became a most important means of political thinking. The advent of new
communication technologies also required attention to their psychological components. It
is in that book that the concepts of “cognitive-communicative situation” and “cognitivecommunicative process” were first introduced and substantiated. As it happened, that was
the last book of the series to which the contributors were both Soviet (e.g., B. F. Lomov,
K.A. Abulkhanova, A.A. Bodalev, A.V. Brushlinsky, Ya.A. Ponomarev) and foreign (e.g.,
M. Cole, M. Griffin, J. Nutten, L. Strickland, G. d’Ydewalle, J. Wertsch) researchers.
Since 1988 communication has become a major category in psychological studies. The
level of empirical studies in this area is approaching the exemplary experimental studies of
perception, memory and thinking. The integrity of communication and cognition is now
widely accepted. Communication is considered as a process of multi-qualitative, multi-level
and multi-dimensional subject-subject interaction, continuously developing and subordinate
to a very complex system of determinants. This process provides a matrix for generation,
functioning and transformations of different psychological phenomena that reflect different
sides of a dynamic whole, initiating, directing and controlling communication. It is not a
mere coincidence that many researchers discover features of communication in interpersonal
perception or collective thinking, and describe the acts of communication in terms of
reciprocal cognitive processes.
Following the sudden and untimely death of B. F. Lomov in 1989 and the collapse of
financial support of the Russian science, a part of the overall crisis in Russia of the 1990s,
publication of books in this series stopped. The studies of cognition and communication,
however, continued, intensifying during the last decade. So the primary objective of the new
volume under the title Obschenie i Poznanie [Communication and Cognition] that is
reviewed here was present recent studies that cast new light on psychological aspects of
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communication. Published in 2007, it was also aimed at commemoration of B. F. Lomov on
the occasion of his would-be 80-th birthday.
Several contributors to this new book, including V.A. Barabanschikov, V.N.
Nosulenko and E.S. Samoylenko participated in one or more of the previous volumes, the
other participants made their first contribution to this series. The volume consists of two
parts subdivided into six sections and includes18 chapters.
The first Part (Sections I-III) is dedicated to the origins and nature of cognitivecommunicative psychological structures, the emergence of cognitive-communicative
phenomena in human and non-human interaction, and cognitive-communicative components
of social competence. V.A.Barabanschikov develops the concept of vicar
interaction/communication (obschenie) to provide a framework for studies of human face
perception that were conducted in cooperation with his co-workers (A.O.Boldyrev,
L.A.Khrisanfova, A.V.Zhegallo). The subject matter of their studies reflected in Section I
ranges from problems of interpersonal perception to perception of emotion expressed in
human face and macro- and microgenesis of perception of facial expression, most of their
research being based on empirical materials and experimental studies in visual perception.
Cognitive processes as determined by the psychological type of a person are discussed in the
contribution by N.G.Artemtseva and N.L.Nagibina, the study being based on a typology
developed by the latter author. T.V.Galkina and E.N.Vasina consider self-awareness as a
cognitive-communicative process in the chapter dedicated to means and methods of
development of self-awareness.
Section II is dedicated to cognitive-communicative phenomenology in human
interaction. Cognition in the processes of group decision making is discussed in the chapter
by A.V.Karpov on the basis of analysis of transformations of main cognitive phenomena
across different levels of organization. A.I.Voronin discusses models and modern approaches
to research in joint intellectual activities and formulates requirements to the design of
empirical studies of intelligence and creativity in interpersonal interaction. An empirical
study of communication in educational environment is the subject matter of the chapter
authored by D.D.Denisova, Yu.Yu.Guseva and E.S.Samoylenko. The researchers identify
psychological meaning of several types of estimation judgments verbally expressed by a
teacher, and analyze their effect on schoolchildren. The contribution by E.V.Koneva is
dedicated to problematic situations emerging in the professional activities of school
psychologists and criminal investigators (detectives). V.A.Tseptsov discusses results of
observations and empirical studies of processes of negotiations revealing the dynamicity of
participants’ goals as a function of situations, types of interaction and personal properties of
negotiators.
Section III is dedicated to cognitive-communicative components of social competence.
Theoretical problems of research in social intelligence and creativity, as well as methodology
of psycho-diagnostics involved are discussed in the chapter authored by D.V.Ushakov.
O.A.Kostygova and E.S.Samoylenko analyze sociometric procedures as applied to the
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studies of school classes, specifically, attractiveness of members of a class as a social group,
within the framework of the broader concept of cognitive-communicative components of a
child’s social status.
The Second Part (Sections IV-VI) of the book is dedicated to some applications of
fundamental research in psychology of communication/interaction.
Section IV is dedicated to studies of discourse within the framework of sociopsychological relations. Methodology of intent analysis as applied to studies of intentions
of politicians in pre-electoral discourse is discussed in the paper by A.A.Grigorieva,
N.D.Pavlova and E.A.Peskova based on the empirical study of materials collected during
2003 elections to the State Duma of the Russian Federation. A.K.Alekseev pinpoints several
metaphorical models of discourse used in Russian electoral campaigns and describes
dynamic changes in three selected models during the 2003 campaign as compared with the
first post-Soviet decade. Peculiar features of understanding in family discourse, specifically
mutual understanding interpreted as understanding of a partner’s intentions, are described
in the contribution by I.A.Zachesova based on materials of dialogues registered in one
family.
Studies in communication mediated by modern technology are represented in Section
V. S.Lahlou, V.N.Nosulenko and E.S.Samoylenko describe experimental use of a specific
device, “the indicator of moods” displaying colorful patterns that allegedly “reflect” the
moods of subjects engaged in individual and joint activities. They also discuss prospects for
further development of experimental procedures of assessment of new technological devices
within the paradigm elaborated in their earlier studies. Modern tendencies in the studies of
e-mail mediated communication are reviewed in the contribution by E.S.Samoylenko.
In Section VI N.L.Karpova’s contribution is dedicated to cognitive-communicative
studies in psychotherapy, specifically, to correction of disruptions in verbal communication
(logoneuroses). Proceeding from her analysis of modifications in logoneurotics in the course
of family group psychotherapy, the author proposes a modified version of B.F.Lomov model
of interaction/communication.
The editors of the book sought to balance contributions dedicated to theory,
experiment and psychological practice in order to demonstrate their interrelation and
interdependence. As in the 1970s and 1980s, the examples of research presented in the book
are complex studies; many of them are inspired by results from neighboring disciplines, such
as sociology, political studies, pedagogy, linguistics, informatics, biology and even
paleontology. However, their authors shed new light on the problems of generation,
organization and functioning of psychological processes in communication, interrelation of
verbal and non-verbal means, interrelation and reciprocal transfer of communication and
joint activity, and the role of personality structure and transformations of personality in
communication.
The volume under review is a rich collection of empirical and experimental data, new
empirical methods and theoretical approaches to the cognitive-communicative
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interrelationships. At the same time, such interrelationships still need a more systematic
elaboration, for a lot of “white spots” still remain on its map. Thus the problems raised by
B.F. Lomov in the 1970-1980s still remain very relevant today and call for further research.
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Mikhail Yampolsky. Tkach i Visioner. Ocherki istorii reprezentatsii ili o mateial’nom i
ideal’nom v culture [The Weaver and the Clairvoyant. Essays on the Representation History
or on the Material and Ideal Dimensions of Culture]. Moskva: Novoe Literaturnoye
Obozrenije, 2007. 610 pp. ISBN 5-86793-482-9.
Reviewed by Boris Gubm an, professor and head of the Department of Theory and
History of Culture, Tver State University, Russia (bgubman@tversu.ru)
Culture was born due to human efforts to create a new reality rising above the limits
of nature. Its material dimension serves as the outer expression of the ideal world existing
at a certain time period within human minds. Thus, the world is given to us not in the form
of a mirror image, but rather as a representation based on the faculty of our imagination
using a variety of sign systems. This approach motivates M. Yampolsky’s study of the
history of basic representation patterns in European culture.
The two symbolic personae — those of a weaver and a clairvoyant - should guide us,
Yampolsky believes, in our tour in the history of representation in European culture. While
the weaver should be understood as a symbol of a certain mimetic kind of representation
associated with the material action of a craftsman, the clairvoyant is a figure inspired by the
imaginary vision of the ideal dimension of human life (p.7). The author is convinced that,
in the course of the European cultural history, the clairvoyant gradually wins his battle
against the weaver thus giving us a chance to comprehend the creative nature of any cultural
representation. Tracing back the history of this continuous struggle, Yampolsky invites the
reader to undertake a kind of genealogical analysis based primarily on Foucault’s and
Derrida’s approaches to cultural phenomena (pp. 323-324).
The first part of the book reveals the main stages of the transition from the mimetic
kind of understanding of the nature of representation to its interpretation in the creative key.
The Greek and the mediaeval readings of the representation phenomenon were inconceivable
without the reference to the transcendental signified. For instance, Plato’s vision of a
distinguishing and unifying representation procedure is based on the comparison with the
weaver’s fiber production and constitutes a kind of techné-like activity. In this respect, a
craftsman’s skills leading to the idea of reproduction are higher in order than the mimetic
painter’s art of giving the portrayal of the superficial phenomena (pp. 59-60). This
understanding of representation survives throughout the Antiquity and the Middle Ages until
the Renaissance when Raphael proposed another interpretation of its nature. He looked at
art as a creative imaginative and sensually given representation of a pure idea thus opening
the horizon for a triumph of the clairvoyant over the weaver. Changing radically the
previously existing paradigm of thought, the Renaissance makes an artist a sovereign creator
resembling God (p.72). This idea was inherited and further developed by the Romanticism
theorists and those of life philosophy. Since the Renaissance, in Yampolsky’s opinion,
painting has become the meta-pattern for modernity culture (p. 140). Following this line of
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argument, he comes to the conclusion that the Renaissance thought makes a discovery of the
symbolical power of the political representation (p. 83). However, the creative nature of
representation was not simultaneously discovered in all the areas of Renaissance culture. In
philosophy, this idea became fully justified in I. Kant’s epistemological doctrine and further
developed on the basis of his thought. The example of science history clearly reveals that
here the creative power of representation was understood much later together with the rise
of the post-classical paradigm of thought at the end of the 19th century.
In the second part of the book, Yampolsky explores the specific functions of the
modernity period of political representation. Moving along this path, he provides a deep
analysis of the empire city project of St.-Petersburg, comparing it with that of Rome. Any
historically significant city, the author rightly believes, has its own mythology. While the
Greek polis was understood as related to a certain genealogy, the Roman, mediaeval and
early modernity cities possessed unbreakable ties with the transcendental signified (p. 230).
Since Petrarca, Rome has been for many thinkers a kind of mnemonic theatre, allowing them
to create ideal images of the city, a certain point of reference for the understanding of other
places. St. Petersburg should be interpreted as an empire capital created ex-nihilo in
accordance with the will of the sovereign ruler, Peter the Great, whose dream was to find a
place for the Antiquity heritage on the Russian soil (p. 250). Comparing it with Rome, N.
Gogol, Yampolsky argues, revealed the illusionary and eschatological nature of St.
Petersburg as material illustration of a royal vision of an ideal city, bridging the gap between
Russia and the West.
The Renaissance idea of representation, Yampolsky believes, was ruined by the end
of the 18 th - beginning of the 19 th centuries due to the loss of the transcendental signified that
became apparent with the birth of aestheticism. In the third part of the book, the author is
trying to analyze the consequences of the triumph of the endless “representation of the
representation,” the inner game of using reference to another set of signs for Russian and
European cultures (p. 324). In the W est, the romantic play, with the imaginary reality devoid
of the transcendental signified, was a prelude to the age of modernist art. Facing the same
challenge, Russian culture reacted in a different way. The author contends that N. Gogol and
N. Leskov responded to this situation with the criticism of European pattern of cultural
representation of Russian life and the appeal to religious language. They criticized
representation as a search for truth in reality given in prayer and simple non-subjective storytelling (skaz). F. Dostoyevsky rightly remarked that, what Leskov took for truth was the
fictitious representation masking reality. In their revolt against the Western strategy of
representation, Gogol and Leskov produced the literary strategy that was later accepted by
the Russian modernist art also criticizing the illusory nature of representation but no longer
looking for truth. This new chapter in the story of cultural representation is given by the
author in an outline form and looks quite promising.
M. Yampolsky’s book is a good invitation for a tour along the path of different stages
of representation development in European and Russian cultures. The book allows the reader
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to understand better the epistemological and semiotic nature of the representation
phenomenon and its cultural functions. The story of the weaver and the clairvoyant continues
and is open for new significant adventures.
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Valerie Kivelson (2006). Cartographies of Tsardom: The Land and Its Meanings in
Seventeenth-Century Russia. Cornell University Press, 263 pp. ISBN 978-0-8014-7253-4,
$29.95 (paper).
Reviewed by Alexander M. Martin, associate professor of European History,
University of Notre Dame (a.m.martin@nd.edu)
Except when dealing with religious or administrative matters, Muscovite elites were
a rather uncommunicative lot compared with contemporaries elsewhere in Europe. How to
reconstruct, then, the thought processes of a society that produced so few works of fiction,
philosophy, autobiography, secular history, or portraiture? This “silence of Muscovy” (p. 1)
impedes comparisons with other early modern Christian polities, makes it difficult to assess
the balance of innovation and continuity in the subsequent Petrine reforms, and allows for
no end of myth-making—whether of the Slavophile or Westernizer variety—about life in
early modern Russia.
As in other fields where sources are in short supply, scholars of Muscovy have to be
creative if they wish to pierce the veil of silence. Valerie Kivelson’s book on Muscovite
maps offers an admirable demonstration of what can be achieved through the ingenious
reading of unlikely source material. After an introductory discussion of the history of
Muscovite mapmaking, she divides the remainder of her book into two sections—one on
maps that illustrate local property disputes in Russia’s European heartland, the other on maps
of Russia’s vast Siberian empire and its exotic inhabitants. Her book is impressive both for
its skillful use of sources and for the light these sources shed on major issues in Russian
history.
First, the sources themselves. We are often told not to judge a book by its cover, but
in this case the cover—which shows a map of the town of Uglich and a nearby
monastery—can serve to illustrate what there is to be learned by studying early modern
Russian maps. The local rivers near Uglich are represented only in the most schematic form,
for Muscovite mapmakers, Kivelson tells us, were typically men from the local service
classes without specialized training as geographers. By contrast, much effort went into a
lovely drawing of the town of Uglich, with a church towering over the scene, for the
omnipresence of onion domes marked Russia symbolically as a Christian land. Mostly the
map shows forests, which the artist indicated with dozens of elaborately drawn and colored
trees. W hy such painstaking detail? Because, we learn, Russian Orthodox icons—the key
source of artistic inspiration for the amateur mapmakers—used trees to symbolize the
Garden of Eden, which is how Muscovite mapmakers imagined their own country. Scattered
among the trees are neatly outlined villages and pustoshi (the abandoned plowland whose
ownership the map was supposed to document), reflecting the desire to carve out a humanscale sense of “place” amidst the vast “space” of the Russian plain. The map documents the
local monastery’s claims on these lands in an ongoing legal dispute: proof, Kivelson tells us,
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that maps in early modern Russia were not mere instruments of domination but rather
allowed local groups to assert their own interests. The map’s bottom edge is filled with the
names of local peasants whose expert testimony about local boundaries and landmarks was
needed to corroborate the monastery’s account: thus, “through their locatedness in space,”
even enserfed peasant villagers “derived a subordinate but stable civic identity and with it
a certain degree of economic security and local authority” (p. 78).
Maps thus provide a remarkable window onto the worldview of the middling state
servitors who typically drew them. Through a close examination of maps documenting realestate disputes and imperial expansion—many of them reproduced in this beautifully
illustrated book—Kivelson is able to address a host of important questions about Muscovite
society, ranging from the relationship between tsar and subject to attitudes toward property
and imperial conquest to the balance of optimism and pessimism in Muscovite religious
thought. As she notes, the seventeenth century was an era when the increasing use of maps,
the immobility implicit in serfdom, and the simultaneous expansion into Siberia all
combined to transform Russians’ sense of space. All this is sometimes interpreted as a
process by which bureaucrats, landlords, and conquistadors imposed an increasingly
centralized and authoritarian order on a previously fluid society. However, Kivelson discerns
a different pattern.
The maps from European Russia, as in the example from Uglich described above, were
intended as evidence in property disputes among landlords. There is little sign that officials
from Moscow simply imposed their will; instead, local landowners bombarded the center
with self-interested claims and counterclaims that officials were left to sort out as best they
could. Moreover, far from being mere objects of all this litigiousness, the enserfed peasants
were themselves active participants in the proceedings. Lawsuits typically required their
testimony to confirm the accuracy of the property claims recorded on the maps, a power that
the peasants commonly used to back their own particular lord (because his ownership
interest in the land coincided with theirs). Spatial location was ultimately a source not only
of bondage but also of rights—e.g., the presence of a certain landlord’s peasants on a piece
of land bolstered that landlord’s as well as his peasants’ claim of ownership. The evolving
sense of spatiality associated with serfdom and state-building thus contributed, Kivelson
notes, “to shaping a far more interactive, inclusive polity than has generally been imagined
in discussions of Muscovy under the Romanov autocrats” (p. 11).
The maps of Siberia open up questions that seem different at first glance but then
prove remarkably similar. The central issue here involves the portrayal of indigenous
peoples. Kivelson’s discussion hinges on a fascinating comparison with contemporaneous
maps of European colonies in the Americas. For example, the book reproduces two
seventeenth-century maps of Virginia: one is enlivened by small drawings of local plants and
animals but no natives (p. 180), while the other includes drawings of Indians only in the
margins (p. 182). What neither map contains is any indication that particular Indian
communities were associated with particular areas in a land subject to European
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colonization. Contrast this with a map of the Upper Tobol River (plate 25) that is dotted with
little Orthodox onion domes, mosques, yurts, and more, all intended to show precisely which
nationality lived where, or a map (plate 28) that shows Siberia, from China all the way to the
Arctic Ocean, divided into neatly delineated territories of specific native peoples.
What to make of this? As with the local maps from European Russia, Kivelson finds
in the Siberian case that the Muscovite autocracy was intensely concerned to connect
particular populations with specific territories. At one level, this policy reflected the same
pragmatic imperative of facilitating the exploitation of native peoples that drove early
modern imperialism everywhere. However, she also identifies a cultural component
reflecting the traditions of the imperial metropole. One of the ideological underpinnings of
English society was the notion of the rights of Englishmen, while Spain and France drew
essential parts of their identity from Catholicism; this helps to explain why the French and
the Spaniards sought to incorporate their colonial subjects into a homogenized Catholic
society, while the English expelled or exterminated them. In Russia, by contrast, the maps
from the European provinces depicted a social order built on a hierarchy of distinct, locally
rooted, reciprocally dependent communities whose very diversity was tribute to the greatness
of the tsar who ruled over them all. Kivelson argues that the Russians transferred this model
to their Siberian possessions as well, where the sheer variety of tributary nationalities
provided evidence of Muscovite imperial glory. Moreover, the implantation of Orthodox
Russian people, settlements, and shrines was sufficient to render the Siberian land
symbolically Christian, thereby obviating any perceived need to eliminate native religions.
While no less single-minded in the service of God, gold, and glory than conquistadors
elsewhere—and, Kivelson emphasizes, just as cruel and rapacious as their West European
counterparts—the Russians created an empire that ultimately made greater allowance for the
interests of the indigenous peoples than did the Spaniards or the French, let alone the
English.
What can we take away from reading this marvelous book? First, in my view, that the
time-honored image of Muscovite Russia as a harshly hierarchical society, one where power
flowed only from the top down, needs to be treated with caution; there is much evidence of
dialogue and compromise, and we should not accept at face value, unexamined, the
rhetorical self-image of the autocratic regime. Second, it is a mistake, albeit a common one,
to exclude Muscovy from the study of the early modern Atlantic empires, for there is much
to be learned from their similarities as well as their divergences. Finally, even the vaunted
“silence of Muscovy” can be broken if historians deploy sufficient imagination and creativity
in their use of the sources.
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